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THE MICK

EDITORIAL
VOMIT

Cute Edwardian
murals we discovered
beneath layers of old
wallpaper when
redecorating!

Been a while, hasn’t it? Life intrudes, like a great liner crashing
through some mental cliff, and no matter how much time I
thought I had any hope of planning and executing the
magazine simply didn’t come into it.
It’s nice that things are coming back into shape. Thanks to
Lynda I am now doing a weekly online radio show you can
listen to – details on the back cover. Great new sounds flirt
with delectable oldies. It’s a heavenly mixture. Details are on
my facebook page(s) as and when details occur to me during
the week. Hopefully you will stop by and have a listen.
In the Summer I did my Top 30 of the year, which may give a
decent hint as to what bands may be coming through over the
next few issues.
My Top 30 (in June), in descending order: 30. LAUDAN - Red
Night
30. LA PROCESIÓN DE LO INFINITO - La Era Oscura
29. VOYVODA - Boylover James
28. HASTA LA MUERTE - Batman
27. YABANCI - The Bless
26. CULT WITH NO NAME - Those Weren’t The Days
25. JONATHAN CHRISTIAN - I Walk This Earth Alone
24. SAIGON BLUE RAIN (STUPID BITCH REJECT) – Only
23. WEIRD - The Moan
22. THE LAST CRY - Life Of Lies
21. THE STOMPCRASH - Follow You
20. CONTRE JOUR - Paris 2052
19. CHRISTINE PLAYS VIOLA - Sharp Impulse
18. THE ARGUMENTS - Hell_s Hols
17. THE B.H.D. - Nothing Is Simple
16. APRIL FOOLS - Everybody Talks
15. SWEET ERMENGARDE - Heavens Far Away

14. SEX GANG CHILDREN - Die Traube
13. UK DECAY - All the Faces in History
12. THE MARCH VIOLETS - Road Of Bones
11. ATARAXIA - Donc, Je Dois Etre Morte!
10. IVORIES - Kill By Silence
9. LES PANTIES - L’Arrivee
8. THE BLACK AND BLUE ORKESTRE - Nervous Laughter
7. THE ILLUSION FADES - We Are The Same
6. LIVE NOT ON EVIL - Nothing’s Wrong
5. MOLDIG - E.S.P. Red Light”
4. FLOOD OF TEARS - The World
3. THE DARK SHADOWS - Eisbär
2. ANIMALS & MEN - Just A Dot
1.BULLYBONES - Shoot You Down
So, I’m back. Have fun.
I go now.
Meek. Xxx

tripping and dimpled guitar
waddling sideways, weirdly
catchy and also with some
chunky bass, although ending is a
bit basic. Twilight chippings usher
‘Violet’ into being, a svelte dance
rhythm cowed by a cloud of
vocals above and sprinkled with
demure synth. ‘Access Denied’
has no such manners, a huge
slobbering beast of a song, the
rhythm laid on thick, the vocals
cross-cutting nimbly, niggling
guitar burnished like a knowing
bullet.
‘Hybrid Slinky’ is a muted minxy
killing field, ghostly but bold. The
sumptuously scathing ‘Syncope’
is more moist and deadly Gothy
Pop, with closer ‘Twa Corbies’
hungrily munching as the old
words tumble out. I hadn’t a clue
what it meant but my servant
Goodle informed me this is an
old Scottish folk thing. They fluff
it up tremendously.
ALICE MOVING UNDER SKIES
THE CLATTERCUT LANE INCIDENT
AMUS
So farewell then Alice Moving Under Skies, for this third
album may well be your last. You bought a welcome
humour and musical melting pot to the UK Goth scene
and so your possible passing is a great loss to all
involved because we do with many more like you, but
there was just the one. If anyone wants to get this ‘lost’
album they will have to contact you through your
Facebook page.
It starts with the cheeky dance pop of ‘The Clattercut
Lane Incident’ which is like Kylie with a serious frown,
and the plan to keep on running is expressed, forcefully.
Then the lugubrious ‘Stephanie’ is blasted out, the name
itself sounding oddly like ‘destiny’, pinching nerves and
earnestly requesting some kind of saucy education.
‘Desire’ tumbles gleefully into a gothy bed for romping,
guitar angled haughtily, vocals archly dramatic.
‘K’ does the big ominous drum splat beat as a doomy
synth creeps into the room and then there is a huge feel,
with a central vocal majesty and grandly austere guitar
spinning away.‘Faded Glory’ is cuter, light vocals

Incidentally I have no idea about the ‘incident’; which so
bemires the memories around Clattercut Lane. The best
I could find on google was this from a book: Dr
Clattercut: “The best approach is to overcome one’s
very natural dread and approach the thing boldly. In the
north, where these things are known as waffs, there is
the story of a man who saw his own double in a shop at
Whitby. He marched straight in and said to it, ‘What’s
tha doin’ here? Eh? Tha’s after no good, I’ll be bail! Get
thy ways yom with thee! Go on, off tha go!’And at that
the doppelganger slunk off, never to trouble him again.”
This obviously has absolutely nothing to do with it of
course, but it’s the closest I could get.
Anyway, that’s your lot, and theirs, a fine album destined
to be a rare gem in years to come. They came, they saw,
they conked out. But they did it with style.
www.facebook.com/alicemovingunderskies
www.soundcloud.com/samanthahindmansmith
www.reverbnation.com/
alicemovingunderskies
www.facebook.com/AliceLivingUnderStairs

(yes, there is such a word) of guitar and fantastically brief
vocals. That’ll be on the radio show next week, no problem.
http://animalsandmen.bandcamp.com/music - £7 for
10” vinyl, £4 for a Cd or £2 for the download.
www.facebook.com/pages/Animals-Men/
138859992832915
http://hyped2death.com/catalog/
product_info.php?cPath=31&products_id=87 – “Revel
In The Static” only $10!
www.freewebs.com/terraplanes/index.html - old site
still up

ARCHON ORCHESTRA
PONG
Monopoly

ANIMALS AND MEN
TO LIVE AND DIE IN THE WEST COUNTRY EP
Radstock Records
When I think of Post-Punk it’s a band like Animals & Men I
usually think of, with their clipped, cute delivery and sparse
settings, with songs that aren’t cloaked in any kind of effects,
making direct connections to your ears. They existed a long,
long time ago, and then returned almost as though they hadn’t
changed. Those early singles, “Don’t Misbehave In The
Machine Age” (1979) and “The Terraplane Fixation” (1980),
plus The Terraplanes’ 1981 “Evil Goin’ On” sound like modern
relatives of their most recent work. You’d well advised to check
out the “Revel In The Static” compilation on Hyped To Death
or a vinyl collection for the fanatics on Mississippi Records.
I’m not sure if you’d still find the “Animals & Men” 12” on
Convulsive from 2009, which I mention so I can point out it
was recorded at a place called Handsome Llama Studios.
Well their line-up has changed slightly since that session, with
bassist Paul Boswell (also responsible for the cover art) joining
original members Susan Wells, Ralph Mitchard and Geoff
Norcott but they sound is still delightfully brittle and upbeat
and they’ve even plonked the barcode on the back over their
own e-mail addresses. Bands, what can you do with them?
‘Easy Riding’ is an instant joy with Ralph jangling the brief
guitar as Susan delivers the cool relaxed vocals over the
trundling bass and shuffling drums. Very punk, in an
inscrutable way. I don’t know who ‘I Never Worry’ is about
but the bounder never says sorry. Another linear gem, like a lofi X Ray Spex. ‘Oh Death!’ is weirder, being a bleak moan of a
song because it’s a traditional folk song fed gently through
their modern mangle. I had to do some studious googling
(http://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk/folk-song-lyrics/
Oh_Death(3).htm) to find the lyrics, as it turns out there’s quite
a few old songs with this title.
‘Just A Dot’ is my favourite, with a superbly simply opening,
then a jaunty swish right through to the end with clippety-clop
rickety punk drums, respectably rumbly bass, the discreetest

In common UK parlance pong means a nasty smell, but I
imagine for this enigmatic Russian band it means something
else entirely. I can find no real online presence, or info, but the
inner sleeve informs us, ‘The life of man is short yet
purposeless. Full of delusive hopes, yet true sorrows.’ So, not
party music then but apparently recommended to fans of Steve
Reich and Philip Glass. You know, THAT sort of stuff.
We encountered their watery twinkliness on the
‘Postminimalism’ compilation yesterday and now here’s their
2010 release (I also have the 2013 ‘Cenotaph’ album to do next
week) for you to consider.
‘Orpheus’ is light and
gently unrolling,
‘Golconda’ firmer and
not unlike a gigantic
digitised church organ.
‘A Stone Among
Stones’ is pretty much
the same thing, just
emptying out slowly. I
raise one eyebrow
occasionally while
peering at the speakers,
in case that might help.
The undemanding
nature of such relaxed music irritates me sometimes, because
there’s not really anything to react to, just to accept.
‘Counterpoint’ is weirder, certainly, bleepy and gloopy
sounding, but the irritations grows because they have stepped
away from the music and this is random silliness, like receiving
a radio broadcast from a distant planet full of precocious
children.
‘Adagio (Mechanical)’ is a gentle classical piece, restful and
winsome. ‘Canto’ is ‘Orpheus’ with bells on, except the bells
part, but it has some bright highlights added to the softly
moping wash.
‘Fantasie (For Electronic Harp)’ has a sci-fi echo passing
across in front of you as a solemn synth wakes in the distance
with added splashes of piano idling respectfully and is by far
the most impressive piece, being more fully formed. That just
leaves us with ‘Pong’, which has a very serious tone for all the
plinky sounds, as the organ is picked upon briskly. It isn’t a

sound I can connect with, so I imagine this is purely for the
electronic people, or androids as I believe they’re known. This
one just goes on and on. At one point I left the room and reentered convinced I was on a loop. 13 minutes in, I was ready
to kill. When it finished at just over 20 minutes I was just so
happy it had finally stopped. Bastards!

through the piano twilight of ‘Solace’ which ticks by then
slows to a quiet majesty with little synth curlicues. ‘Cenotaph’
itself is another one which seeps mysteriously and then we
end, interestingly, on the most conventionally uplifting piece.
‘Time’ waits for us all, coyly, then develops like a saucy piano
and burrowing bass waltz.

http://monopolyrecords.com/
index.php?page=releases
www.last.fm/music/Archon+Orchestra

An album to accompany your thoughts rather than dominating
them, but such classy company it is.
http://muzykavoln.bandcamp.com/album/cenotaph
BATZZ in the belfry
PENDULUM
Bitb
Something off an odd secret within Goth BATZZ in the belfry
(upper and lower case quite deliberate) have been going since
2003, and you may like to seek out their eponymous EP (2004)
and albums “Sparks Fly Upward” (2007) or “Glow In The Dark”
(2009). In essence they have a similar ethos to many of the
Gothic artists you’ll find on Projekt but with a less fanciful
approach, main man Nelson this time accompanied by Jesse.
‘Sapphire’ has a drowsy charm, fluffy and pretty, vocals mixing
casually, drifting through a mooching rhythm and chiming
guitar. ‘Flash Before My Eyes’ is a slower charmer, vocals
crawling through the dusty wreckage of shady guitar and a
hushed atmosphere. Things move upwards in the guitarbasted ‘Star In A Dark Sky’ with a brighter outlook, dappled
with peculiar visual
lyrical snapshots.

ARCHON ORCHESTRA
Cenotaph
Monopoly/Shadowplay
Now this is beautiful! When I reviewed their ‘Pong’ album that
was their electronic side coming well to the fore, but here all is
gentle organ, piano and the lightest of percussive touches.
‘Lento’ is a still and fairly solemn synth piece as though we are
hesitantly entering a funeral home, decorate with sparse but
picturesque piano, gone before you know it and leaving you
wanting a whole lot more. I like music like this because as you
listen you sort of drift in and out but there’s such a simple
direction you’re always in touch with it. This is music that may
drift into the background but it isn’t background music at all.
‘Hope And Calm’ has a tiny tickling rhythm going behind the
firmer piano circles, restful and enchanting to the point that
Mack Cat has laid down behind the left speaker and is dozing
happily. ‘Eluding I’ brings in the churchy organ, but kept sweet
on its sedate wanderings, with busier lines running across for
added interest. ‘Give Us A Sign’ opts for a muted, bubbly
synth drone while ‘Yes, I Was Glad’ eases back and the serene
hypnosis begins. ‘In Between The Notes’ has a more mellow,
sorrowful feel. ‘Les Dirigeables’ momentarily reminded me of
the Robinson Crusoe theme but that was very brief, as this is
mainly an austere shuffling soufflé and no-one cries, ‘Monsier
Le Mayor!’
‘Eluding II’ is chirpier than its predecessor, lively and building
insistently, then we return to grace and thoughtful idling

‘Infinite Black’
does more of the
gentle throb,
patiently attractive
guitar and sleepy
vocals, but with a
smart arrangement,
and ‘Brood’ does
nothing of the sort,
insinuating itself
stealthily into your
mind, aching softly.
Slightly jauntier ‘A
Sleeping Place’
seeps then rises stoutly. ‘Agenda’ benefits from some drum
rompiness, squiggly guitar and bass shenanigans as the mood
shifts, settling swiftly back into a serene landscapes where
disturbing lyrical ideas hold the balance.
‘The Great Ocean’ is sorrowful gentility, celebrating undying
love, with darker turbulence troubling ‘Cross Over’ which is
strangely hypnotic. The nippier ‘Power Over Me’ stays cool,
but jangles hungrily. ‘Darkness Comes Quickly’ has a lovely
dour start and a quaint lyrical stance, being a traditional song,
the only non-original here. ‘The Belfry’ is a fittingly abstract
noir sliver to see us out on an album rich in constant mood and
emotive lyrical content.
A thing of quiet beauty.
www.batzz.com

DISC TWO: Mask
I loved “Mask”, which I know struck some people as
comparatively undemanding, but it’s stuffed full of greatness,
from the measured dyspeptic romp of ‘Hair Of The Dog’, the
feral flamboyance of ‘The Passion Of Lovers’ to the chintzy,
chiming rickety nonchalant weirdness of ‘Of Lillies And
Remains.’
‘Dancing’ was a saucy, dipping throb, just as the quietly
majestic ‘Hollow Hills’
went in a totally different direction,
literally subterranean. ‘Kick In The Eye 2’ flexed damaged
sinews, ‘In Fear Of Fear’ was a skimpy shadow, ‘Muscle In
Plastic’ droll fun, ‘The Man With The X-Ray Eyes’ engaging
threshing and ‘Mask’ itself a portly spot of angst.
This was no difficult second album but a sturdy collection of
songs highlighting how their shapes were becoming smoother,
but the intensity remained in place.
DISC THREE: The Sky´s Gone Out
BAUHAUS
5 ALBUMS
Beggars Banquet
When “In The Flat Field” hawked up ‘Double Dare’ as its raw
but cultured opener you knew it was all going to be okay and
that you were listening to something special, with all the power
of a Lancaster bomber coming in, fully loaded, to crash-land.
Sentinel-like bass and drums, flinty guitar and deliciously
demented vocals. Sluggish, thuggish and unlike anything
anyone else was doing. Well, that’s here, as is the whole
album, and everything else they did that truly radiated long
before the deeply regrettable “Go Away Shite.”
The usual quality from Beggars exists in the swish simplicity of
the box format, apparently called ‘clamboxes’ due to any lack of
similarity to a clam, with gloss slipcases containing original
front covers for each album inside, a pic of each band member
on four of the discs, a logo on the fifth, containing the latest
re-mastered versions and so we have it all sounding as
glorious as possible, and glories there be in abundance.

Starting with the fizzy spree of ‘Third Uncle’ this was an album
of ambition, taking things to the next level. ‘Silent Hedges’ felt
like a desolate, sweet follow up to ‘Hollow Hills’ and ached in
lost fiery splendour. ‘In The Night’ harks back to their earlier
stark threat, with ‘Swing The Heartache’ a seething, succulent
morass.
‘Spirit’ was always such a gracious thing, and you won’t be
surprised to learn this hasn’t changed. Then we get the three
sections of the genteel, thoughtfully insane ‘The Three
Shadows’ complete with those gentlemen and their fish, a line
which continues to amuse. This section actually stands
strangely ahead of its time, as it had more of an elliptical
storytelling feel which would start to come in strong during
late 90’s Goth. ‘All We Ever Wanted Was Everything’ brings
nostalgic semi-nonsense and sentimental sorrows, before the
fragrant jumble of ‘Exquisite Corpse’ trots off grandly.
It’s a curious album, which sounds refreshingly modern. I
don’t think they did take things anywhere important, but it was
important they did things differently, which also continues on
the next record.

DISC ONE: In The Flat Field

DISC FOUR: Burning From The Inside

One of the finest debuts ever, in my crapulous opinion, this
starts with the power of ‘Double Dare’, moves into the drama
of the huffing, puffing ‘In The Flat Field’ and then spread like
gasoline across the polite post-punk scene suddenly igniting
during ‘A God In An Alcove’, showing their elegance, cheek
and hidden ominous twists.

It’s a strong start with the gorgeous sprawl of ‘She´s In
Parties’, the blustery, capering ‘Antonin Artaud’ and miniscule,
pointless ‘Wasp.’ ‘King Volcano’ finds them quaintly
entertaining Queen Elizabeth I in a parallel dimension, Gawd
bless the lead-smothered old harpie. ‘Who Killed Mr.
Moonlight?’ does that beatnik gloom with great artistry, piano
winding through the poetic vocal woes.
‘Slice Of Life’ is truly beautiful, muted and seeping along,
acquiring vigour as it goes. ‘Honeymoon Croon’ jabbers
madly, with flossy confidence.

‘Dive’ had brevity and itchy antics, ‘The Spy In The Cab’
retreated into a small homely cupboard and quivered heroically
while the loopiest track, ‘Small Talk Stinks’, was a capricious
snatch of harmonious mayhem. ‘St Vitus Dance’ was a seedy
brackish mass, ‘Stigmata Martyr’ a stellar noir knuckleduster
and ‘Nerves’ a form of protracted, spindly bliss.
It seems odd hearing an album on CD which is short! And so
brilliant.

‘Kingdom´s Coming’ is strange, loping acoustic, with ‘Burning
From The Inside’ almost a bulbous distraction as there’s a
great lump chorus obscured by an almost abstract derailed
train of derailed thought that flickers and heaves. ‘Hope’ then
does the breezy sign off thing, as though Lou Reed was found

beneath the mixing desk and their cheery vocals are weird!
DISC FIVE: Singles
Housing most, if not all, non-album single a and b-side tracks
this naturally promises to be a mixed bag, with a hole in it, and
what a chaotic riot it is.
‘Rosegarden Funeral Of Sores’ is a subtle giant of demented
grot, ‘Poison Pen’ a cantankerous cousin if Antsish glee,
‘Telegram Sam’ lustfully teasing, ‘Ziggy Stardust’ faithfully
elaborate in its elegance. ‘Dark Entries’ is just special,
spectacularly filthy sonic sorcery. ‘Scopes’ is skittish idiocy,
‘The Sainty Assassin’ steamily gnashing, ‘Spirit’ (7"
version) the stew of laid back lotharios, ‘Lagartija Nick’ is
nicely sub-St Vitus danciness, ‘Earwax’ whiskery postdub.‘Watch That Grandad Go’ is fucking hilarious, frisky
cobblers. ‘Third Uncle’ (single edit) flies around nimbly,
‘Terror Couple Kill Colonel’ offers delicate detonations, ‘In
Fear Of Dub’ billows wheezily, ‘Kick In The Eye’ (single remix)
cavorts drably, as ‘She´s In Parties’ (single edit) swirls with a
commendable swell. ‘Crowds’ is pinched, deeply pained and
for all the anger oddly moving, ‘Paranoia, Paranoia’ fills up
some space I guess, ‘Spirit In The Sky’ is disturbing in a nice
way and then we get one last track. Ooh, I wonder what that
might be.
‘Bela Lugosi´s Dead’ is apparently a Tomb Raider mix. I have
no idea what that means but it’s good that it’s here because no
singles collection could be complete without this towering
entity. The dreamlike drums, the bulging bass, insidious
swarming guitar and spectacular spectral vocals. Perfect. They
were on the best bands this country ever saw, and this
collection is a testament to their odd ideas, their distinct
character, their bitter softness, their luxurious attack. PLEASE
SHARE this review around so people know this awesome
collection exists because you can currently pick this up for just
£15.29 (post free) on Amazon, a sign the world has gone mad.
http://archive.beggars.com/category/bauhaus/
www.amazon.co.uk/Albums-Box-Set-Burning-Singles/dp/
B00FE1XIBS
www.davidjonline.com/
www.petermurphy.info/
www.facebook.com/andrew.brooksbank.90
www.facebook.com/daniel.ash.965
www.facebook.com/kdompehaskins
www.facebook.com/pages/Daniel-Ash/125497964157036
www.facebook.com/pages/David-J-Official/141257765949255
www.facebook.com/petermurphyinfo
www.facebook.com/TheBauhausArchiveSB
BLACK BAY
FEEDING IT…
Tmina Records
Control is clearly all in the world of Modern Heavy Thrash
Metal, where I must assume there may also be a Light Thrash
Metal too. Where once turgid vocals may have rasped out
over guitars clanging at breakneck speed and drums so fast the
bass drum pedal could only be rivalled in speed with a
hummingbird’s wings, now things are much cleaner. The vocals
are used to imply pace, for one thing.

I’m only basing these observations on this one Swedish band
because only a supreme optimist could have sent me this
record, given my complete lack of rock savvy. I reward their
faith by listening and find myself quite able to bear the
opening ‘Feeding It’ where the guitar is pretty crisp, the
rhythm solidly thunking into place and huge melodic slices of
backing vocals slot in behind the main singer. They still piddle
around with delayed riffing, delineating mini sections of a
song, and wilt gently away on sensitive sounds but then all
rockers are, secretly, big gurls.
‘In Your Control’ is actually quite cute. The guitar does the
heroic pose striking before the stark blast of the vocals are
wielded, but then they rein than in and come through clear as
slow, measured riffing gather strength and a crafty melodic
chorus seizes the moment. Guitar keeps fiddling about with
some specific words emphasised to punctuate the flow, you fall
back to epic plodding riffs and wait for the chorus to strike
again. They skip about like Red Hot Chilli Peppers with a
serious headcold.
‘Concrete Walls’ pretends it isn’t repositioning Led Zep and
off they dart into a slugging contest between the vocal agony
and surly guitar, the rhythm section there to just keep things
from spilling into chaos. ‘Forget Myself’ has much higher
vocal content, the guitar relatively restrained and the rhythm
positively angelic. ‘Followed’ seems pretty busy without real
result, sticks flashing, vocals doing the angry ogre thing with
the guitar struggling to make impact. Bang those banged heads
together! It’s a crumbling mess.
‘Fall Of Man’ holds things together well, the guitar ringing
through the mottled background and vocals stretched without
breaking as they try to keep things bristling while allowing the
words to make their point, because it’s clear they’re not just
about fierce music. I’m not saying they have great wisdom to
impart, that would be silly, but they have some themes going
and strive to ensure there’s a healthy balance.
‘Last Grasp Of Reality’ has charming squiggly guitar at the
start but the overlay is unnecessary and prevents the shift
through the gears working well, with vocals falling like stormblasted trees. The guitar is genuinely tickling the song in a
smart manner, so the weighty noise is marshalled with devious
skill. ‘Torn Apart’ is a touch too soft vocally, as everyone else
seems to be itching to get going. It’s very bland rocky fare,
leaving ‘Devourer Of Souls’ to rescue their preposterous
approach, and they go all out with the bass and drums getting
some space, the guitar veering around and the vocals letting
them get on with it but it lacks the shape the others had and so
makes for a far from remarkable finish.
I mean, I don’t know….it means nothing to me so I can’t judge
whether their open-minded approach to the sound will work for
or against them. They don’t punish your ears once, nor do
they explore any textures they may have in them, it’s all very
straightforward. They do everything well but don’t push it,
which they need to.
www.facebook.com/blackbaysweden

‘Liquid Heat’ is a commercial stunner with priceless guitar, a
springboard opener and curdled cream vocals. ‘Cadmium’ is a
casual luminous bruiser of a song, filling then flailing
wonderfully, complete with fizzing guitar break that ducks
under a brooding bass as they wrestle their way to light at the
end of the shuddering tunnel. ‘10,000 Fuses’ is a touch more
histrionic vocally and the hue a little more mottled, closest to
Goth like a moulting Eves, but with a bucking playfulness
emerging. ‘The Mystery Is Gone’ ends it all with a rugged
rhythmical debauch as they plunge around in a mess of their
own making. It’s the weakest song here but by taking a
different approach makes for a strangely emphatic end.
It’s records like this that make me look forward to the idea
Lynda suggested about doing some internet radio whatnot
(first one is next Sunday, the 12th) because instead of me just
writing bollocks I can actually show you what I’m drivelling on
about. This is a truly fantastic record and you’ll be delighted to
meet it.
www.blackstatues.com
BLACK STATUES
GLOSS CANNON
BS
Ooh, a band of serious potential! Eight songs, none of them
samey. Eight song, filled with delectable turbulence,
fascinating lyrical touches, and sounds which reach right
upstairs, tickling the brain as well as the ears and of such
appeal they could just flood across scenes. The moment the
first song saunters into its dainty chorus you know they all
have Bette Davis eyes, and there’s as much toughness
reaching back into early 80’s post-punk, but with commercial
sass you once found in Berlin at their best, and all sizzling in a
sweet modernity with coy allure and a knowing cool. You’d
need to be covered in maggots not to love this.
‘Reflections From Felony Flats’ has some weedy, reedy guitar
in its midst, and that’s Edward Raison formerly of The Funeral
Crashers, a fabulous band! Yes, it is. Next to him you’ll find the
airy, bouncy vocals of Maude Quill, a woman with an ability to
thrash the air despite seeming potentially light. Around them
oscillates the tremulous keys of Steve Vallone, and behind
rumble the bustling drums of Joe Izzo and the supremely faint
but intrinsic bass of Quincy Lehr. Nothing is wasted,
everything has a purpose. They gush hazily through ‘Tie One
On’ with its great observation that high heel;s are falling from
the sky, and with just that one moment on top of the quality of
the music you’ll be hooked. Immaculately produced by none
other than Earl Slick, who I sensibly assumed was dead by
now, this is a gorgeous package.
‘Equine Ballet’ is a gentler thing, the vocals tumbling over and
over as the musical flourishes are held well back, but they’re all
up to something, creating a beautifully involved, understated
song that quivers positively, growing agitated the dispersing
in sorrow. ‘20th Century Graphic’ is a breezy cartwheel of
darting sauciness, the keys herding them into a frosty jive with
vocals slamming out, descending guitar madness and a
gnashing frivolity. Also one of the few songs to mention the
umbilical cord. Simply immaculate!

CHRISTINE PLAYS VIOLA
LEOCADIA
AF Music
There’s a new album any time now but in the meantime this EP
from last year may intrigue, being a lovably fusty Goth/PostPunk tangle.
‘Leocadia’ has some very merry distortion before the grumpy
crump of swollen drums and distant vocals, trapped in a fog of
rumbly bass and fey guitar then the changes into jubilant
bright, upright melodic attack with juicy guitar and snappily
curving vocals. It all changes up again a gear, so if there’s such
a thing as exquisite claustrophobia this it, with a waterfall of
guitar over deep, doomy drums. Mental.
‘Whooshing Dissolution’ is close in spirit to Depeche Mode at
their slowest and most ominous, with clunking guitar inside the
loping tread of melodic dismay, but when they start to break
out it has an interesting poisoned punk spirit. ‘Scattered In
The Dust (Slay With Dismay)’ assumes a keenly orthodox

approach with fabulous springy drums and comfy bass setting
the thing firmly ablaze with the guitar and vocals reaching out
to nab you quietly, everything then falling into a meticulously
attractive shape and throbbing lustily.
‘Keep My Scorn Warm’ is a live track from something/
somewhere called Campus Noir II. It’s the first time they’ve
done it live but no nerves show as they plunge through a
spirited Goth track with darker vocals offset by some
refreshingly light, airy guitar moments. Atmospheric squidgy
synth gets added to the mix as they moodily fade away until an
emphatic, tough ending.
A consistently enthralling band this one. Watch out for that
album.
http://christineplaysviola.bandcamp.com
www.christineplaysviola.it
www.facebook.com/pages/Christine-Plays-Viola/
67686376010

‘Everything Last An Age’ fidgets like it’s about to seethe like a
dark dance growler but the female vocals are sinewy and
uplifting, as the pulse becomes loose, undulating coyly.
Visions of political struggles slide away as ‘A Pound Of Penny
Gaffs’ purrs sweetly, guitar used as an occasional water
feature, and could be taken up by the banking industry as their
theme song. ‘Swept Away’ is a tuneful shove. ‘Unique’ is
bubbling pertly with languid guitar just embellishing the
rhythmical and vocal flow. ‘Every Little Box’ is an exceptionally
pretty contemplation of world chaos, turning away to make it
personal and almost homely. The disturbingly titled ‘I Smell
Gas’ is cutely noir dance with a cheeky chorus.
‘Not So ‘Big In Japan” has amusing lyrics although I have no
idea of the actual relevance. The keyboards and vocals
interlock firmly as it seeps grandly. ‘Those Weren’t The Days’
is more prickly, like a panic attack in reverse, while ‘Not
Stranger Than Fiction’ is a reserved beauty, potentially furtive
words resting on an exquisite blanket of twinkling keys.
‘Walter + Wally’ is curious, light and suitably picturesque with
just some confusion at the end about the girls, as though these
are works of art? ‘Fly In The Ointment’ returns us to the
opening theme, like a sci-fi night under the stars. Then ‘Over
And Out Of Here’ bulges juicily but there’s no Grace Jones
entering stage left, it retains more than a modicum of restraint,
keenly reaching, ludicrously enjoyable, male and female vocals
doing deceitful battle.
A brilliant album, combining elements of their past but
throwing away some armour to allow easier movement. I
thought it came out today, hence the review, but it was
yesterday! I feel a bit of a cult….
http://cultwithnoname.net
www.facebook.com/pages/Cult-With-No-Name/
158631490823741
www.facebook.com/groups/5148589277
www.youtube.com/user/hisskissuk
DEFEKT 86
Imperfection
AFmusic

CULT WITH NO NAME
ANOTHER LANDING
Trakwerx
Always impeccably unpredictable, shifting shapes and rolling
easily along melodic slopes as though in a dream, CWNN start
like enigmatic maniacs with guest Bruce Geduldig intoning
something fantastical during ‘Fly On The Wall.’ Then we’re
into ‘Everything Last An Age’ with a salty swagger and we’re
off….but hold on there.
If I don’t give you this info you might resent the exclusion.
Cult With Jo Name like other people. On this album they work
with Bruce Geduldig and his fellow Tuexdo Moon compatriots
Blaine L. Reininger and Luc van Lieshout. Kelli Ali of Sneaker
Pimps is all over this album, wriggling in the background (when
not taking photos of the band!), John Ellis plays guitar on
three tracks and Coppe, described by the band as ‘the
Godmother of Japanese electronica’, offers up some vocals
alongside people named Risa and Sekai. So there you go! And
now, back to…

Pain is an interesting thing. Last year life really intruded and
reviews had to stop for six months but when things got even
crapper something kicked back in, in that reviewing can keep
my mind focused and the badness at bay. So…here’s one I
should have written earlier.
A bright duo, Kain Rauschen (vocals/guitar) and Inden
Wolken (bass) whisk briskly through four songs on this EP.
Gothy with the original post-punk feel for flat moods they start
engagingly in ‘Serious’ with a chunky tune and treated vocals
to bolster any deficiencies.
‘I Promised You Pain’ is more interesting to me, because Goth’s
great traditional vocal relationship torment is offset smartly by
a clattery drum machine. It’s a decidedly simple linear song but
the song works well because of that, no back story required for
the words to be something you can adapt to your own
thoughts.
‘Suburbs’ has attractive guitar arcing away from the flowing
bass and busy drums, a delightful guitar line assuming shape

and leading off into the distance as the doomed anti-hero
bemoans the streets of unkindness, the great dark drama
queen. Just finding the shops have run out of your favourite
flavour crisps is enough for a Goth to conjure up visions of a
world eating itself from the inside and catastrophe imminent.
“I’m not impressed…anymore,” he states defiantly, as though
he ever actually had been. It’s another lovely simple thing,
because the direct approach often yields great results.
Ironically, in the suburbs there are men and women who keep
their lawns fastidious and polish their cars weekly that spend
their evenings writing songs called, “Don’t Goths Go On
About Stuff?” and “The Post-Punk Fraternity’s Blatant Refusal
To Be Impressed.”
‘The End Is Not The End’ sounds all mysterious with the
dreamy sonorous style and echoes as our lyrical hero decides
to face the world head-on. Hurrah! It’s lacking any great lyrical
touches but the firm delivery and determination is its salvation
as the music remains steady and oddly soothing, and you find
yourself absorbed by its character, until you’re almost inside it.
A fine band, make no mistake.
http://defekt86.bandcamp.com/album/imperfection
www.facebook.com/pages/defekt-86/90161231098
www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9b-JMpgeUc
DER HIMMEL ÜBER BERLIN
MEMORIES NEVER FADE
Swiss Dark Nights
Another punishingly good live recording from Swiss Dark
Nights, of a band I am unfamiliar with so I know only that
they’re an exciting live band with proactive Goth, deep
thoughts and high ambitions.
‘Donau Ruf’ starts with the embers of Davide Simeon’s guitar
fanned by the flame of Paoli Rossi’s drums (since replaced by
Riccardo Zamolo?), stoked by the bass fuel wielded by Stefano
Bradaschia and deeply sonorous singing starts from Teeno
Vesper, so within a minute you know we have a serious unit

here, all equally distinctive. This is Goth which can’t stand still
and does more than subtly twitch. The rhythm attack is BIG
too, which is always nice.
‘A Sad Boy’ has more engaging bass and the space to display
it, the drums and guitar friskier and bouncing, the vocal a little
less full on, the guitar effort escalating over the relentlessly
propelling drums. ‘Night Moans’ delivers more examples of
how slickly they revolve around each other, the guitar offering
elegant whispers as the drums are instil crisp authority, never
creating any cloudy merging but a subtle intoxicating whirl of
activity.
‘We Dreamt To Be Happy’ jiggles as it jingles, and unless I’m
demented there’s floaty synth in the background but nothing
credited, so maybe that’s just me. They’re using some taped
effect at the star of the beautiful ‘Birch Forest’ so I guess they
do have electronic input. Here they’re limber and using the
choppiness to infuse extra energy with the looming bass to
resonate moodily. Out of the atmospheric fog low vocals
groan. Guitar and drums again cut through and away, leading
to a swift, emphatic close.
‘Blue Scarecrow’ is calmer, with cheekier stomping drums and
flicked guitar behind the happily moping vocals. ‘Strawberry
Lipstick ’is equally relaxed, positively romantic, soppy vocals
and sweetly curving bass. ‘Varena’ is in similarly serene
territory but with some lovely guitar touches. This all reminds
me a beaming version of House Of Usher. Then the mood
switches with a solemn drum beat and drizzling guitar intro for
‘Eaten Up’, the bass lifting them and marshalling a dignified
sound as they tread water thoughtfully with some neatly
catchy bumpy bits. ‘Sweet Dancing Butterfly’ has more sweet
guitar flourishes and bobbling bass, the vocals quite dainty
here which is good because he needs to watch that tendency
to drone he has. With a voice that has an interesting tone he
ought to shell out for singing lessons because it would help
bring added confidence and enable him to project more.
They end with the glumly glorious ‘Allumette Lucifer’,
beautifully downcast guitar moving up the sullen bass

staircase at the top of which wilting vocals are draped and the
variety comes from the drums, and there’s not many bands you
can say that about, but then this band has a rich appeal.
To feel distinctly unusual while not seeming to do anything
different shows they have class.
www.reverbnation.com/derhimmel%C3%BCberberlin
www.facebook.com/pages/Der-Himmel-%C3%BCberBerlin/152787191416864
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/album/
memories-never-fade
www.facebook.com/SwissDarkNights

and they’ve come up with another dreamy chorus. ‘Neptune Is
Calling’ has a stranger lyrical notion as someone gets hooked
on space, so it’s got less broodiness and more open-ended
rustling. ‘Mr. Drunkenstein’ is nuttier by far, guitar lunging
around over a barren but bouncing rhythm and further inroads
made by the keyboards which also hang in and hover for the
beautifully drifting ‘She Goes Far Beyond the Trees.’ The
drums kick in a dream inside the joisting, jostling ‘Behind the
Heaven Trees’ which you’ll hear me play on Sunday.
‘Green Slavery’ seems sad but actually sustains a luscious
loping longing, ‘Sad Coast of Volga’ offers a bitter-sweet
upturn and immersive atmosphere before the subtle gloom of
‘The Resurrection (Outro)’ goes strangely monastic.
A varied and intriguing album, because Doppelganger never
rely on anything predictable.
http://doppelganger-ru.bandcamp.com/album/
whispers-behind-the-heaven-trees
www.facebook.com/DoppelgangeR.ru
www.doppelganger.ru

DOPPELGANGER
WHISPERS BEHIND THE HEAVEN TREES
Nightingale Moon Records
Back to basics, I guess, for Doppelganger as everything on the
album is by Dmitry Flo and Black CaT. This brings with it a
natural vibrancy and uplifting mood in the music even if the
lyrics have gripes aplenty to deal with.
‘Hermes the Keeper’ is effervescent with a cool chorus,
brightly chiming guitar and mobile rhythmical support, all
slightly punkier than usual. ‘Dead in to Vomit Street’ descends
slowly, keyboards swirling in the distance as the vocals lean
close in and paint a far from healthy scene but it remains
catchy and fresh. The gracious ‘Widow’ is softly pained and
the guitar trembles sweetly as the bass keeps it patient
company. ‘Absinthe’s Victim (When Flame in My Head)’ means
business, the guitar elevated, the power pulsing, which gives
the chorus even more weight to its insistent charm. It’s a
moody piece too, roomy and elegant with the guitar
increasingly debonair yet purposeful.
‘The Taste of Woodcheaps’ sounds quite chipper but is
actually pretty morose, surrounded in death imagery, as
organic bass burrows in and neat vocals implore in quiet
futility. The bass has a sonorous, thoughtful air as ‘Arrive to
Heaven’ glides into being. It’s got a winsome sweep to the
sound despite more resigned lyrics about a dismal situation

ELECTRIC PRESS KIT
LOST TRACKS
Sombrati
Download freebies are an excellent way both to bundle
together old and new, as here, and to unearth alternative
versions, dusty treasures and live explosions, creating
something which might sit awkwardly on a conventional
release, because a band wouldn’t ordinarily think to do such a
compilation at any given time. It needs time for reflection and a
desire to shake things up a little. All power to EPK and
Sombrati for letting these elements collide.
It starts with ‘La Rivière’ from 2009, crestfallen and attractively
open over the lightly chattering rhythm, the guitar
optimistically airy. Then we get three mixes courtesy of K of
tracks available of compilations elsewhere. ‘Sayonara Baby’ is
a deep soup with brittle ingredients, wonderfully cantankerous
and flowing. ‘Tout Ce Qui Détruit’ is lighter with intentionally,
artfully slurred seconds giving the mood a set of bumps and

rough flickers to an otherwise sweet concoction. More of a
jumble ‘This Night’ tumbles forwards with weirder sighing
inclinations but still a quietly inventive sense of nocturnal
place.
Four live sings recorded on 22.3.13 at Le Rigoletto in Paris
next. ‘This Night’ is more guarded here and tightly focussed,
‘Born In Roswell’ is a blessed punkier racket, well propelled
with shouty bits to join in one. ‘Low Cost’ starts weird enough
but bursts into life as joyful chaos, with a jaunty spirit and
emerges as a truly catchy caper. ‘Everybody Loves You In Hell’
is an altogether more dramatic beast, heavily atmospheric and
nicely strange.
Finally there’s a demo of ‘Ou Que Tu Sois’ a spot of breezily
controlled agony, with a 2010 cover of Joy Division’s ‘She’s
Lost Control’ as closer which does what does you’d expect it
to.
So, an item well worth adding to your collection.
http://sombratirecords.blogspot.co.uk/2013/11/
electric-press-kit-lost-tracks.html
www.epk-music.com
www.facebook.com/pages/Electric-Press-Kit/
161825120506472
http://sombratirecords.blogspot.fr

backing vocals of Lisa Cuthbert, which is not the only time she
intrudes here. (Other guests are Michael Plaster, Avi Ghosh
and Candice Sanders.) The sad regret expressed through the
shifty ‘Alicia Marie’ remains at arms length. The leisurely
suspicions in ‘Looking Glass’ also blend with the curiously
transparent sounds to get you thinking, until you snap out of
it, realising you don’t actually know what it’s about. These
words are traps! ‘A Fractured Gesture’ is noir without
darkness, an airy twist of a thing, vocals fencing happily, the
mood dour and yet the feeling is fairly mild and bouncy until
the final thrust.
Need details of who is in the band at the midway point? Take
various bows, Benjamin Londa (vocals/guitar/synth/prog), Nathan
Hewitt (drums/synth/prog), Adam Jumper (guitar), Patrik Nilsson (bass)
and Alex Virlios (synth).

‘The Paris Heights’ swarms along genteel grooves, vocals
poured into place over discreet keys and patient drums.
‘Landlocked’ is an android snippet with a brisk glaze applied,
then ‘Body’ thrums thoughtfully in accompaniment to a bleak
lyrical stew, an orthodox farewell. ‘The Thinnest Air’ seems
shy, taking an age to get going, insanely quietly, then it breaks
through into mildewed vocals mulched into sentimental lyrical
optimism.
‘The Door’ sees us out with more of Benjamin’s obsession with
holding things tightly, and then falling away from a
relationship like an astronaut whose line breaks while on a
spacewalk. The bass agitates and becomes wonderfully
invigorating, the song up and ready to whirl, but settling on a
holding pattern of pert drama.
It’s an album to really sink in to, without the despair of the
protagonist.
www.facebook.com/weareexit
www.weareexit.net/
http://weareexit.bandcamp.com/album/the-blindalley
www.reverbnation.com/exitproductions
FLOWERS IN FLAMES
EVERYTHING AND
NOTHING EP
Zorch Factory

EXIT
THE BLIND ALLEY
?
Having swollen to a five piece since the debut ‘”The Way Out
Is Through” Exit deliver some songs of true class and witty
lyrical observation, merging sound and atmosphere skilfully so
that one aspect benefits from the other. Take opener ‘The Drain
At The Bottom’ with an abstract sense of social misery, made
more intriguing with sound seepage behind the clever words,
then the music asserts control, , only to flicker, turn and burn.
The lighter ‘Confessional’ contains more surreptitiously filmic
lyrics, delicately pretty guitar and a subtle rhythmical
seachange midway as the tone is intensified, aided by the

‘Chameleon’ bristles with a
guitar onslaught and
angry drums, pushing
forward with a bass
firewall behind them. The
vocal have to struggle
somewhat to compete until
they dip and roll through
the chorus. It’s a tense affair but with a resilient melodic heart.
The vocals hover beautifully in the dusk of the roving
‘Daylight’ with a gentle drum patter in a formal, enclosed
setting, everything neat and trimly moody.
Synth swells mark the opening of ‘Without Pity’ then they
pause, and a naughty guitar snakes off as they glide hotly with
vocals ascending, guitar all a tangle, drums flashing, bass
whirling. Delightful, really. ‘White Chapel’, the sort of place

Jack The Ripper used to like hanging around, has a darker
sound, the air gathering timidly around the bravely burning
vocal.
Noisy succulence from a band embracing the Post-Punk spirit
with just the right balance between tunes and a torrid tonic.
www.facebook.com/flowersinflames
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
170-flowers-in-flames-everything-and-nothing-ep.html
www.youtube.com/user/FlowersInFlames99

H. ZOMBIE
DEATHROCK IS DEAD
Bloodpack
I like noise when accompanied by artistry and few people in
the world better exhibit the alchemical ability to blend these
two aspects than young H. Zombie, here surrounded by some
like-minded adventurers.
‘Deathrock Is Dead’ features Txarly Usher of Los Carniceros
del Norte, Hugo’s other sonic refuge, so it’s going to be noisy.
Shimmering with heathaze and a brooding distorted rhythmical
stomach it rolls and thrashes on the ground. ‘Los Dedos
Torcidos de Dios’ also has a guest in Omar F (Gorgonas). The
guitar has a wonderful weird sound, flickering stoutly as the
aching vocals strive in combat against the sleek bass and
battering assault. It crawls all over you in wave after wave. A
staggering thing, a monstrously beautiful juggernaut. It’s
actually quite a short song but with multiple personality
disorders a-go-go.
‘Burato do Inferno’ is another with his mate Txarly and this is
the smaller of the beats included, shaper and snappier, the
guitar an insubstantial leash trying to keep the vocals in line.
‘Funeral’ has J. Oskura Najera of the awe-dropping
Eyaculación Post Mortem. This quakes nervously, if possible,
quite slender in motion yet threatening to implode at any
moment. Viscous vocals shudder, spidery vibrant guitar glows
and then it all dies away in noble hacking misery.
A triumph!

www.facebook.com/HZombieOfficial
http://bloodpackrecords.webs.com/hzombie.htm limited edition digipak available
www.facebook.com/pages/Blood-Pack-Records/
169797049742742
http://hzombie.bandcamp.com/
www.facebook.com/LosCarnicerosdelNorte
www.facebook.com/gorgonas.mx
www.facebook.com/eyaculacionpostmortem

JAMES STEVENSON
EVERYTHING’S GETTING CLOSER TO BEING OVER
Pink Gun
Most explanatory James Stevenson reviews will begin with a
list of bands he’s been in, so I’ll leave that to end, just to be
different. Suffice to say he’s been working with bands you care
about, or would if you heard them, for so long that it’s strange
to think that this is his first solo album, when one has been
long overdue. You’d think he’d welcome a breather.
Coming from a solid punk background then moving out
through pop, goth and experiencing styles common to
performers who have asked him to work with them, he has a
wide array of sound shoehorned into this record. It’s a punkgoth amalgam at all, being rocky, but a wholly modern form, as
though a respectable edition of Old Grey Whistle Test had
been visited by someone coming back through time for a
special performance.
‘Suzi’s Problem’ is full of life but has a downcast air to it, with a
casual chorus, swelling backing vocals and a sumptuous
rhythm section with a gorgeous guitar break oozing slowly
outwards. James has a gracefully casual vocal style that sinks
into the mood which he and the guitar dominate without
pressing their claim. All is balanced. Backing singers The
Sexpistilletos give a cool Labelle kick to ‘Go Mister!’ which has
a cute sing-song lope, smart little gaps and woozy effects.
Organ happily bloats the swaggering ‘Twilight Riders’ which
starts to take off slowly, with a beautiful feel. Catchy as Hell

and with more guitar liquid flowing beneath cooing massed
vocals.
‘Come On People’ has a high vocal, glowing keyboard, and
stately guitar which grows progressively wilder but it remains
quite a soulful breeze while ‘Give It Up’ does the skinny funk
thing with gooey sounds fluttering and stiffer guitar holding
things up firmly. ‘Why Am I Still Waiting For You?’ has such
an airy misery about it, with more gloriously taut guitar
wriggling over gentle keyboards and there’s a rosy flush to
proceedings as it swells sweetly. ‘Been A Long Time Now’
could almost be a sister piece in feel and tone, pleasantly
murky with showers of guitar wee flooding the melodic floor, as
it were.
‘Naturally Wired’ has some chunky Hendrix poise ready to
explode, but this has gauche Lundun flair. A grubby beauty
complete with lethal frills. ‘Everything’s Getting Closer To
Being Over’ itself is a masterly monster of emotional fatigue,
vocals sighed, guitar arrows descending and open-plan
despair. ‘I’ll Know Where I’m Going When I Get There’ is a
soppier ending, musing gently as it eases off into the distance
with its gregarious confusion.
Oh, those bands. As well as working on a lot of sessions and
tours James has either been in or is in Chelsea, Gen X, Kim
Wilde, Gene Loves Jezebel, The Cult, The Alarm, The
Philistines and The International Swingers. (Apparently he
also composed a tv ad for Cadbury’s Whisper but I must have
missed that one.) Hopefully he’ll do his own albums on a
regular basis now because while this isn’t a long album it feels
as weighty as it feels good.
www.jamesstevenson.info/index.htm

JILL TRACY
SILVER SMOKE, STAR OF NIGHT
Projekt
Yes, I could easily have reviewed this last month but, as I’m
sure your grandparents often told you, a Jill Tracy album is not
just for Christmas.
In a way this is a mighty covers album, and the treatments are
different from what you’d normally expect. ‘O Come O Come
Emanuel’ has a solemn piano and austere percussive
accompaniment, and so it’s quite weird, like you’ve wandered
into someone’s house and found someone locked in a personal
musical embrace. The chorus is lightly salted, moving away
from the gentle gloom. Spry melancholic strings are lightly
suspended and as the lengthy song rolls along it becomes
more amenable to all moods, which is interesting.
More chaste piano opens a happily dawdling ‘God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen’ and in this instrumental form you can listen
to it completely oblivious to any festive associations as it
comes over as a nice piece of reflective mood music. ‘Coventry
Carol’ cannot sound anything other than olde worldey with the
thumpety-tumpety drums with Jill sounding a bit like Suzanne
Vega hidden inside a tree. My name is Luca, I live in Santa’s
grotto. (Etc.) Gradually it all sounds more serious and
atmospheric.

The gentle keys start sauntering through ‘What Child is This?’
and again you’ll just be charmed by the sound and as the all
but conspiratorial vocals drift towards us it has a deeper,
flowing cabaret feel which works well. ‘We 3 Kings’ is a touch
wishy-washy but things move into weirder shadows with a
modern tale in ‘Room 19’, a spirit stuck in a tatty, tiny prison,
infuriated by sounds from the outside world. ‘Carol Of The
Bells’ isn’t something I’m too familiar with the subtle piano is
simply ravishing with some discreetly shivering bells. ‘In The
Bleak Midwinter’ is my favourite hymn/carol/what-have-you
and here it stands, eyes downcast, poignant and still, fragile
and tinged with sadness.
A strange and gorgeous record.
www.jilltracy.com
www.projekt.com/store/product/pro00283
http://jilltracy.bandcamp.com/album/silver-smokestar-of-night
JOHNATHAN|CHRISTIAN
BEAUTIFUL HIDEOUS
JC
Ironically what some might think seems old fashioned seems
wholly modern to me. Watch something edgy and arty and
transplant their sound track for this and it would all make
sense. Elegantly brutal. Christian Granquist comes from
Sweden, wafting his lyrics into the music created by Johnathan
Mooney in America. Politely demanding.
‘I Walk This Earth Alone’ has a strident poignancy as a lost
soul tries to connect with something, anything, as a modern
sound of interlocking washes gathers, then finally smothers.
Fitful strings lurk proudly in ‘Before The Dark’ leaving the
vocals dead centre, and he’s a great singer, like a scholastic
Peter Murphy, the sound peaking gently with added rhythmical
clout as the weariness fades away.
‘Fallen’ introduces female vocals into the imperious wasteland,
pretty synth enlivening the shifting sound plates. The vocals
again steer us firmly through the sounds, the other layers

music graceful shadows initially, then a heavier tread as hope
seems extinguished.
‘Just To Ease The Pain’ is a funny little thing, the mournful
piano and film sample unsettling from the off, guitar in for the
surgical kill, piano brooding with charm. ‘My Private Room’
has a glowering cinematic quality, our singer wittering about
his little room and the music in a stern uproar, and as it moves
along so you start to feel pity for him. ‘Downtrodden’ drifts
into a Twin Peaks copse with restful lyrical resignation,
beautifully sad.
The words bubble up thickly through ‘The Sweetest Betrayal’,
dark and foreboding and seemingly changing while simply
repeating the same things, rawk guitar munching on its stout
frame. They also cover Duran Duran’s ‘The Chauffeur’ and it’s
a nicely murky piece. I can’t pretend to know how it may have
been changed, never having encountered the original. Then
you get extra mixes of both ‘Haunted’ and ‘Beautiful Hideous.’
It becomes strangely exhausting at times, which is no bad
thing, because it makes you listen.
muted. ‘Beautiful Hideous’ then molests us gradually, piano
under strings give over to conspiratorial vocals, as the sound
grows clammy and smartly hems you in. ‘Haunted’ also has a
decent trickle down effect, the vocals a steadfast host, the

www.facebook.com/jchristianmusic
www.jchristianmusic.com

I WAS A TEENAGE TOYAH FAN
Chris Limb
Self-published
I was never a teenage Toyah Fan myself, having
encountered her music in 1979 when a suave adult of 22,
but I was a fan, right enough. Just as the pre-‘Kings’ era
of Adam & The Ants represented a much darker, deeper
side to Adam than the processed pop product which
boosted his profile, so Toyah’s pre-‘It’s A Mystery’ music
had a profound effect, and caused more than mere ripples
among the audience that eventually coalesced into the first
Goth scene. The 14 year old Chris Limb was unaware of
this however, he just went into shock the first time he saw
her on TV. He liked Punk Girls.
As this book starts to reveal his Toyah obsession, set
against a background of school Hell and the general postPunk British crap-upper-lipness that were our lives under
Thatcher, it is immediately obvious Chris is being totally
open about his interest in Toyah. He wasobsessed. He
comes to terms with this easily enough as he grows up,
which is what makes it all very touching, but without these
admissions the book wouldn’t have the power it has, or
ever needed to have been written.
You’ll enjoy this even if you never enjoyed Toyah because
this should touch nerves and set off sparks in your own
memory about who it is that had this effect for you. The
way he found out about her, the treasuring of the records,

the devouring of what scant info passed before him, the
notion of feeling special for having made the discovery.
(When Chris gets a signed photo of her he sticks it on his
bedroom wall behind an autographed Tom Baker poster.)
The child starts growing into a man, and the obsession
grows with him, finding others who shared his mania,
enjoying the camaraderie that blossoms between those who
follow a band on tour. As Chris develops an interests in
fashion and music generally so he becomes protective of
Toyah to those who disparage her, sounding a zealous
nutter as a result!
Chris did all this, and writes about it with a genuine
fondness for all around him, merely changing the name of
an occasional oaf. He loved the records (loves them still)
and was one of those people you felt perplexed by at gigs
who went straight down the front when the doors opened,
then stayed there regardless. He starts turning up where
Toyah is going, or performing, stunned to be talking to her,
getting things signed, eventually becoming recognised by
her. The thrill of a gig can keep the chill at bay as he walks
all the way home from Hammersmith to Cranley Gardens,
a road more famous for resident Dennis Nilsen (“even as I
walked past his house that night the dismembered corpse
of his thirteenth victim was slowly decomposing within”).
It’s when Toyah performs in the wrestling play Trafford
Tanzi that the hardcore fans really start to take shape, in
the group that later becomes the Angels And Demons

(named after a song off ‘Four From Toyah’), hanging out
regularly near the Mermaid Theatre, in the pub next door,
drunk on the street, swimming in the Thames and being
taken in to dry off by concerned Mermaid staff.
Throughout all of this you see how patient Toyah is. Unlike
the majority of pop pap, she doesn’t swish by, with a
contemptuous wave, she stops to chat, she gets to know
them by name, she allows contact, remains friendly.
That cannot have been easy. Twice Chris misses out on
great moments. When recording her next album Toyah not
only gets used to fans constantly outside the studio, she
invites some of the Angels And Demons inside to record
backing vocals on one song. Chris isn’t there, he’s on a
family holiday in Mexico, where he gets to see the
mummified corpse of baby Magdalena Aguilar, who was on
the cover of the ‘Victims Of The Riddle’ single, and he
doesn’t even have a camera! Get a grip, Chris! He also
turns up late for a Toyah appearance at Pebble Mill where
Toyah performed outside and specifically requests the
A&D fraternity be made a feature of the piece.
There is also weirdness, with Chris at one point resentful
of some chap who was interviewing Toyah for her fan
club magazine, who he later played with in a band. From
my perspective it seems weird, as Chris now does my
website for me, and yet we never met at any Toyah gigs,
even though I went to loads, being the only mainstream
music journalist to stick by her for years, as I loved those

records. (I wasn’t disappointed until the ‘Minx’ album,
which has its own place in this story.)
I loved the details of the gig memories, including the
identical punk twins who were deaf. I saw them signing to
each other at a few gigs. (Italian, weren’t they?) I had no
idea they were Toyah fans, but it makes sense. They had
style. They’re all in an alley outside a gig, excitement in the
air. (“I can see the bass player in his underpants!”) So it
goes on, Chris enjoys the delights of sleeping out of doors,
wandering deserted cities, and going off to university
where he becomes a weirdo DJ. (He even notices that a
Brighton-London train journey has somehow increased by
four minutes since then.) As Toyah starts to slow down,
specifically as her dire Safari contract ended, so Chris
investigates more music, doing merchandise for Indians In
Moscow, becoming interested in The Smiths, alongside
Soft Call, The The, Foetus, Psychic TV. There is a whole
world out there.
“Don’t Fall In Love”, an entirely forgettable single, is what
brings it home to the A&D that things change. The “Minx”
album being a bit shit hardly helps, but the odds and sods
“Mayhem” compilation helps partially lift their spirits, and I
love the bit where Chris and his mate Bob discover the
whereabouts of the house ( Wykehurst Place) featured on
the “Blue Meaning” album cover and simply wander down
and into its grounds to take photos.

It’s a sign OF Toyah’s popularity that the Angels And
Demons weren’t the only ‘gang’ followers, as there were
also the Warboys, Urban Tribsemen and Toyah Barmy
Army. Chris has left university and is receiving rejections
left, right and centre on the job front when Toyah asks him
and Bob to take over running her fanclub. His head spins
away into a whole new universe and, sadly, takes the book
with him.
At 21 he isn’t a teenager anymore, so he finishes the book,
which is logical enough, although I felt cheated. I wanted
to know in some detail what he thought of her material
over the years and how he reassessed the early work. I
wanted to know all about the fan club years and the Family
Of Noise project where Toyah provided vocals. He must
have plenty of stories to tell of his times with Chester and
now the Bonzo tribute band Gonzo Dog-do Bar band. I am
hoping that with this book under his belt he continues with
a jaunty series of them. He certainly has it in him. At one
point he does mention that that time spent with Indians In
Moscow would be worth a book of its own, so I think we
should hold him to that.

This is a brilliant, and constantly enjoyable book. Most of
all I am glad he retains an affection for Toyah and her
work. I always enjoyed interviewing her because even
when looking knackered (which she must have been) she
insisted on remaining cheerful, and was genuinely
interesting. Many of those early records remain favourites
of mine today. To have that era brought to life, with details
from within a group of the most dedicated followers is
more than merely interesting and is precisely what the
subject actually requires. Toyah may have entered his life
by catching a gawky fourteen year old off his guard, but in
a very real, non-smutty, way she made him the man he is.
Understandably, he is grateful for that, and this is his
charming tribute.
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/i-was-a-teenagetoyah-fan/18496081
https://www.facebook.com/toyahfan - some great photos
from Chris here
https://www.facebook.com/catmachine - Chris’ page.

BARD IN FLIGHT

As well as a varied musical past and present CHRIS LIMB is a
writer who has worked with bands, even the Toyah fan club. This
interview, originally intended to coincide with the release of his
wonderful book about a particular aspect of his past, “I Was A
Teenage Toyah Fan”, is updated and included because I feel it’s
bound to be of interest.
Let’s start with the basic – how long had you
wanted to do this and how close had you come
to shaping it up to approach other people with
before deciding to go the self-publishing
route?
It’s not something that I had thought about doing at all
before - you could almost say it all happened by accident!
My main focus was (and is) writing fiction and as part of
my mental exercise regime I was making myself blog on
a regular basis. The only problem was coming up with
subjects, so I hit on a method whereby I’d write short
series of entries about something I’d been a fan of or

been involved with in the past. In June 2010 I decided to
chronicle some of what I’d gone through as a fan of
Toyah back in the early eighties.
This series of blogs ended up being far more popular that
I had anticipated thanks to the interest shown in it by the
online Toyah fan community and mentions on the
unofficial fan site Dreamscape (www.toyah.net).
Furthermore I found that there was so much material in
my head that the entries ended up being far longer than
anything else I’d blogged about. The idea of doing a full
length book came about fairly quickly after completing
the blog and at first I imagined that I’d go down the

summer before I seriously made more headway, although
some of the time was taken up with admin - getting
permission or licences to use photos and setting up
supporting online material in the form of a microsite for
the book and Facebook page etc. I would have loved to
tinker and in fact to write more material but I had set
myself the goal of the book being available before the
end of Toyah’s tour. I just made it available on time!

Chris and Toyah, 1983

How was it as an experience, in terms of doing
a book this way, and in tackling the past?

traditional route, approaching an agent who would in turn
approach a publisher and so forth.
The problem with this way of doing things was the glacial
speed at which the publishing industry can move
sometimes, especially when you’re an unknown. I also
realised that it would be better to publish sooner rather
than later when I heard that Toyah was planning the
“Sheep Farming to Anthem” tour in 2011 to celebrate 30
years since her breakthrough with “It’s A Mystery”. This
musical revisitation coincided
with some of the period
covered in the book, which I
realised meant that there
would be an increased
interest in Toyah and perhaps
more of a potential audience
for my story. Furthermore
from what I’d read the selfpublishing route seemed to be
losing its “vanity publishing”
stigma.

The experience of producing a book in this way was a
useful one, and I learned a number of lessons about self
publishing and what works and what doesn’t. Tackling
the past was also interesting - before writing the blog
entries it hadn’t occurred to me to write about my
childhood or teenage years and even if it had I wouldn’t
have imagined anyone would be interested. But having
these memories to draw on meant that it was surprisingly
easy to write which made a change after the more
intense process of fiction writing.
You’ve had your memories in different forms
online before but did putting it in this form help
re-establish elements in your own mind, your
own timeline as it were, or does it seem weird?
It did help crystalize things. I have quite a good memory
anyway but setting it all down
in book form is like making it
“official”. The danger is of
course that rather than relying
on my real memories I may in
future use the book - with its
minor tweaks and shortcuts as the definitive version. I did
actually keep a diary back
then but sadly that has long
been lost.

“Enough time has
passed for me to be
able to look on my
actions and
behaviour with
affection and
amusement rather
than holding onto
any residual
embarrassment.”

How long did it take you
once you decided on this
method. Was there an urge to endlessly tinker
or are you good at taking a straightforward
approach with a personal deadline?
Once I had decided to self-publish, it was just a case of
getting down to it. My first priority was finishing an early
draft of my novel, but once that was done and sent off in
February 2011 in theory I could start on the Toyah book.
I didn’t start straight away though and I think it was mid-

You were very honest
about your early
infatuation, and that’s
part of what makes it work so well, but did you
find it made you cringe often when you started
putting it down?
Oddly enough, I didn’t have any trouble writing it down. I
felt that it was so long ago that it might as well have been
a different person feeling those things. Enough time has
passed for me to be able to look on my actions and
behaviour with affection and amusement rather than

Chris and Toyah, 1985 - photo: Alan Wood

holding onto any residual embarrassment. The most
mortifying thing was what I felt at the time, actually
writing those fan letters to Toyah back in 1981 telling her
what I felt - but I did it anyway! She must have thought I
was insane, but nevertheless still engaged with me by
writing back rather than running a mile. I probably did
enough cringing at the time.
Conversely, you chose not to name certain
people, so what sort of balance did you decide
on? Were there many adventures which were
skipped as you didn’t want to embarrass others,
if not yourself?
I had to bear in mind that the people in it were all still
around somewhere and might conceivably read it, so I
remained positive. Anything negative about the main
bunch of us would just have been recounting our
squabbling anyway - we had arguments and a few minor
feuds but nothing that stood the test of time nearly as
strongly as the bond we developed with each other.
Where the negativity of someone was an important part
of the story I did change the name – most obviously the
tales of “Preston” and his antics - but other than that I
didn’t really need to and don’t think I left anything out
due to the potential embarrassment.
For instance one of the main characters early on is
Hayley and it didn’t occur to me not to recount what we
used to get up to or to
change her name. I
would like to think that
if she read it she
would look back on
the tales of her
younger self with
enjoyment and
fondness.
Unfortunately she’s
one of the gang who
seems to have
disappeared without trace (last heard of moving to
Australia in the 1990s).

I could understand if she hasn’t read it as it might be a
strange experience, but don’t think that there’s anything
in there that portrays her in a negative light whatsoever.
Robert has read it - he mentioned it in his blog.
And old Toyah fans of your acquaintance
generally, has anyone involved written to point
out errors or do you find you’ve been a
successful sage?
Not really. I have had one or two people ask me if I’m
sure about certain things
because they thought it
might have been different,
but I’m confident that I got
it right! But generally it’s
mostly been typos that
people have pointed out.

“Sheep Farming in
Barnet, The Blue
Meaning, Anthem and
The Changeling are like
forces of nature to me,
cornerstones of a
musical childhood.”

What’s Toyah’s reaction been?
She has been very enthusiastic and supportive. I did offer
to let her read through the manuscript before I published
it but she was too busy at the time. I still don’t know if
she has actually read it herself yet but she and Robert
(Fripp, husband) bought a load of copies to send to people
at Christmas.

Do you regret not
doing it in a larger
format at all, with more
photos?

That did occur to me - in keeping with the Smash Hits
look of the cover it might have been nice to mimic that
format inside as well. But the problem was simply
financial. Even though some photographers - including
you! - were generous enough to let me reproduce
pictures gratis, others did want payment for their
reproduction, which was fair enough. Back in the day
people did seem to be able to produce books with a
plethora of pictures - for example the two unofficial
Toyah books in the early eighties by Gayna Evans and

Chris and Toyah, 2011
Dean Stockings: http://www.deanstockings.co.uk

Mike West - but these days it’s not financially viable
unless you have a publishing company behind you.
On the technical side of things you have
obviously tackled the e-book/kindle side that
still remains something of a mystery to me, have
you found it easy?
It was astonishingly easy once I had signed up with
Amazon KDP. All I needed to do was upload the cover
and a properly formatted Word document with the
pictures inserted at the correct place and it was available
to buy within 12 hours.
The book ends as enter the adult stage of your
life, but you’re then going to be running Toyah’s
fan club. Are you planning to continue the story,
and go more depth into her work at all?
I would love to write a sequel - Confessions of a T-Shirt
Salesman - but it opens a can of worms. Teenage Toyah
Fan is all from inside my head and contains nothing that
isn’t already public domain or just a matter of opinion,
whereas stories of travelling round on tour with Toyah
and her entourage would be another thing altogether. I
would have to get the correct angle on it. There are
plenty of wonderful stories.

Has it made you think of becoming a minipublisher at all, encouraging others to start
projects?
I was surprised at how straightforward it was so have
tried to encourage people to do it themselves. I wrote a
couple of blog entries about the process. It might be an
interesting service to offer people as part of my freelance
work - preparing manuscripts and artwork for self
publishing.
What do you regard as Toyah’s finest album, and
which is the worst? And why?
Those are very difficult questions. Firstly I would have to
remove the first four albums from the equation
altogether. Sheep Farming in Barnet, The Blue
Meaning, Anthem and The Changeling are like forces
of nature to me, cornerstones of a musical childhood. The
equivalent of the Four Classical Elements, each with its
own distinct colour, character and feeling, each forever
looming large in my brain.

But I may write an extended version of the book covering
the period that it does should an official publisher be
interested in taking it on (something that does occasional
happen with self-published books).

So outside those? I love Prostitute. Angry, brilliant,
feminist, off the wall and completely anti-commercial.
Sits comfortably alongside Foetus and The The in my
mind. The follow up, Ophelia’s Shadow, is brilliant too,
kind of like Prostitute chilled out a bit. You might be
expecting me to cite Minx as the worst album given my
reaction to it at the time as mentioned in the book, but it’s
kind of a guilty pleasure now – very much of it’s time,
glossy and over-produced but still fun to listen to!

Has it made you consider the most natural thing
to do as well, chronicling your own musical
adventures in bands, a book per band (if not
more)?

The Acoustic Album and Toyah Looking Back from the
90s seem a bit superfluous in retrospect, especially given
that reinterpretations of old songs had already appeared a
couple of years before on Take The Leap.

It has occurred to me but I think my main priority is
fiction. My experiences in bands and travelling around
working for or following bands is a rich vein of inspiration
but one best tackled in a fictional form. Again, the can of
worms.

How closely do you monitor what she does? I
didn’t even know she was in the radio version
of Peter Pan. I bet you did.

The novel I competed recently does have a lot of music
business / bands stuff in it and I suspect the next couple I
write after that will do as well. My characters can do
and say things that people might have done or said in real
life. In particular the character of Wendi in contains
elements of at least three or four real people as well as
her own fictional personality.

These days I keep myself informed by checking on the
web – increasingly easy these days with the official and
unofficial sites, the Facebook page and of course Toyah’s
own Twitter stream. At the moment she is going through
a musical phase again – not only with the Changeling
Resurrection gigs this year which is a fantastic
recreation of the Warrior Rock era setlist, but also with
her more avant garde project The Humans. I still stay in
touch with her as well although she is increasingly busy
these days so I probably don’t see her as much as I used
to.

In the nineties whilst still running the fan club I got info
from her or from her record companies or management
so by definition was monitoring what was going on which of course I then had to pass on to the fanbase via
the medium of photocopies, envelopes and stamps!
I remember the radio Peter Pan – she was involved in
several stage versions of that particular incarnation of the
tale. I remember there was even some talk of a Clive
Barker film version which would have been very odd.

You’re now cracking on with short stories
galore and novels – what have you got that
people can check up on (urls please!) and in the
pipeline in terms of exciting plans?
I have had a number of short stories published over the
past year - seems like I have had a sudden run of luck.
There are links to all of the short stories on my website
at:
http://chrislimb.com/index.php?id=6
There is one novel, Comeback, which I completed in
2011/12 am still submitting around agents and publishers.
It’s a slow process but that seems to be par for the
course these days.
http://comeba.co.uk
I recently finished the first draft of the sequel, nominally
called Ghostdance. The sequel is set from the tail end of
the eighties until the mid nineties and is about a young
woman in a band who starts to have some extraordinary
experiences. She appears as a secondary character in the
first book (which is more contemporary).
I’ll be editing that into a readable form over the next
couple of months and then hopefully getting some
feedback from beta-readers.
On the music front even though there hasn’t been much
action with Chester or the Gonzo Dog-Do Bar band I did

start playing bass with a band called Das Fluff at the
beginning of this year.
http://www.dasfluff.com/
That all came about because I saw them play a few times
last year and really enjoyed it - one of the first new bands
to make me sit up and take notice for ages. Then
eventually - after they supported Toyah in Brighton at the
Concorde 2 - my bass playing came up in conversation. I
rehearsed a few times and before I knew what was
happening I was playing on stage with them at
Electrowerks supporting B-Movie!
I have continued to play with them in London (and Berlin)
this year and my erstwhile bandmate Tes from Chester is
now playing percussion for them as well. We will be
supporting Toyah at three dates (Glasgow, Brighton and
Bristol) on her Songs from the Intergalactic Ranch House
tour this autumn, which kind of brings things full circle!

NEW BROOMES

Paul and Heather Broome have had many musical adventures in the
past (Monica’s Last Prayer, Pale Heather, Earth Calling Angela, Mrs.
Broome, Carnypig, Phantasmagoria...) wherein they regularly exude
a crafty quality and confidence. Now, with a determination to get
more instant, more urgent, they combine forces to become the
fiendishly fesity FAUXCHISELS.
Photos: Stuart-Lee Tovey
It’s your anniversary. Congratulations!
PAUL: Is it? I forgot to buy a card.
HEATHER: Typical!
Well obviously this name…did it just spring
from your mind or has there been a reason
behind it, other you have the first three pages
to yourself if google is involved?

PAUL: The name is a nice tie back to my roots, in that it
came from my old Earth Calling Angela mucker Miles
Fender – it was a name that he attributed to a fake band,
as part of an ongoing project. It stood out to me and I
liked the silliness of the pun, but also the way it looks on
the page. You can also read quite a lot into it if you
choose to – which is nice, but not intentional. I have to
admit, sadly, these days the Google test and domain
availability are actually very important to a new band.

Plus, band names are inherently bad. I think in the history
of music there have been maybe five truly good names.
So my opinion is, don’t waste time trying to think of a
genius name – either it will be already taken, or over time
will prove to be just as dumb as every other band name
out there. Just choose something that you can live with,
and that hasn’t been used before. Plus, band names with
an ‘X’ in are always coolest.
HEATHER: It also implies that we might be street and
gangsta, which of course we’re not, so it has an ironic
appeal.
PAUL: I am street.

HEATHER: I honestly thought I’d never gig again so it’s
been great fun to get back on stage and we’ve met some
wonderful people along the way. It definitely felt like the
right time to return to live music. Prior to this March, my
last ‘proper’ gig was in 1997 with Phantasmagoria. Then
I went under the radar until the early noughties when I
got bitten by the creative bug and made a whole plethora
of home recordings. That was enough for me at the time,
I never thought about gigging. Aside from a handful of
acoustic gigs with my mate Alex, as part of The
Monikers, I thought my performing days were pretty
much over.

What actually inspired you to do it when you
look back? I can see you getting restless, and
you were loving watching local bands, but was
there one incident which made you think, ‘okay,
that’s enough!’ then you hatched an instant
plan.

You’ve both done such different stuff and
varied stuff, is it easy to lock into a sense of
noisy agreement?

PAUL: I had been working with some local bands –
doing photos and stuff – and going to a lot of gigs. I
began realising that they were the kind of DIY gigs I had
been going to as a teenager in Leeds, and most of them
were being inspired by the
very same post-punk, no
wave, noise and hardcore
bands as I was back then.
People were even writing
fanzines and setting up
distros!

PAUL: Yes. But that’s probably because I’m a bit of a
belligerent dictator on this one. I have a vision of what I
want to achieve with this band, how I want it to sound
and look. Heather is in many ways the voice of sanity,
clarity and tranquillity. Her mantras are “I think it needs a
bit more space”, “quiet is as important as loud” and “I
think that’s enough fucks for this song.” I think you’ll
start to see those
sentiments having more
influence in the material
moving forward. It’s
almost like this first phase
has been the much
needed rush of air
released from my
suppressed noisy balloon.

“Heather is in many ways the
voice of sanity, clarity and
tranquillity. Her mantras are ‘I
think it needs a bit more
space’, ‘quiet is as important
as loud’ and ‘I think that’s
enough fucks for this song.’”

At one particular gig last
August (a day festival in
Telford organised by the
Distorted Tapes label) a
friend called Graham, from the band Wax Futures, did a
little impassioned speech about how much fun it was to
be in a band and play gigs, and he urged everyone to give
it a go because he wanted them all to feel how much fun
it was. He succeeded in flipping the switch in me, and a
few weeks later I mentioned to another incredibly
talented friend (Stuart from Them Wolves) that I was
thinking of doing something and he too encouraged me.
Both gave me positive feedback on the first few demo
tracks I worked up alone, and that was it. Heather
agreed to help out on bass, and we haven’t looked back.
Six months after Graham’s speech we were playing our
debut gig, in that the same Telford venue, at Distorted
Tapes’ Spring festival.

There’ll probably be more
thought going into it from
this point on. Probably.
HEATHER: Space is so important – the most important
thing. How can noise be satisfying and have impact if
there is no contrasting quiet? I think our new album will
hopefully explore this further. And of course, the bass is
very important to me. I can’t bear recordings with bass
low in the mix. I’m always saying, turn up the bass! And
stop swearing!
PAUL: Which is where I say, “well, since you asked so
fucking nicely”. And then we laugh. Who said marriage
was hard?
Has Ant got ideas above its station yet?

“I find it bizarre when
women are treated as
‘niche’. How niche can
half the population
actually be?”

PAUL: Ant version 2 is very well behaved and lives in a
little silver box. Very briefly, at the time we were putting
the artwork for the EP together, there was a real walking
and talking Ant – unfortunately things didn’t quite work
out so we decided to stick with the sequenced drums in
order to fulfil gig commitments, and it worked better than
we’d expected so we decided to stick with it for the time
being. That being said, we are still on the look-out for a
third generation humanoid Ant (who may not be called
Ant) – but so far all of the great drummers in our vicinity
seem to be in three or four bands already.
HEATHER: Paul has been responsible for programming
the drums and his middle name is Antony, so maybe Ant
is real after all. In all seriousness, I would love a human
drummer. They would have to be incredibly tight to make
it work … but that had better not be the case at the bar.
Who do YOU think it sounds like? The closest I
have got to is a modern UK version of Big
Black, or Wire on scary steroids.

PAUL: I’m very happy with those comparisons. Certainly
when you’re looking at doing punk or noise rock with a
drum machine Big Black has to be a touchstone, because
they proved it can work. The concern is you’re going to
lose some of the energy and vitality that real drums add, I
find you just have to make up for it by shouting and
swearing a bit more. I’ve also found myself heading into
kind of Mark E Smith/Cooper Clarke spoken word
territory on some of the wordier songs, which seems to
work quite well. So it’s kind of a mix of the American
Touch and Go/Alternative Tentacles bands I was listening
to in my formative years (Jesus Lizard, Killdozer, Alice
Donut, etc.) but with a more specific northern English
slant on the vocals and lyrics. At least, in my head it is.
HEATHER: I like the Wire comparison. My tastes veer
more towards post-punk than hardcore. I love anything
angular. Nasty, dirty, choppy guitars and interesting
basslines.

Now, that EP. ‘Do You Got It?’ – nicely barren
and buzzy, the music’s great but I have no idea
what you’re on about. You sound like a
determined, bilingual, nutter. Care to elucidate?
PAUL: Not to come down all Red Wedge on you but a
lot of the songs are political in foundation. Do You Got It?
is about how modern politicians are people with all of
their rough edges filed down, and their colours bleached
out. They’re identikit grinning, arse-faced blobs with
every iota of personal opinion and true empathy wrung
out of them through public schools and PR training. Apart
from a tiny marginalised handful, who actually do still got
it. The bad English is there because it scans better when
you shout it.
HEATHER: I must admit, the bad English does upset me
a little bit – but it reflects the culture of dumbing down in
which we now live.
PAUL: That’s because you’re an English graduate, and I
ain’t.
‘Thunderbugs In My
Beard’ – all sounds very
jolly and musically jaunty,
with a lean energy – less
blast – but how come the
single version is longer?
And what’s this about?
What are thunderbugs?
PAUL: Thunderbugs have
different names depending on
where in the UK you live –
you may know them as thunderflies or corn flies… I think
the technical name for them is thrips, which is quite cute.
They’re those tiny pesky flying insects that emerge in
August, and swarm undetected over you on a hot day.
The song itself is basically about my frustration with the
continual prevalence of sexism in rock music and culture.
So much about rock music - even underground rock
music - is still rooted in the Stone Age that it’s
embarrassing. We’re supposed to be counter-culture, we
should have moved beyond this – but still there are
nowhere near enough women in bands, promotion, or
music management. We’ve gone backwards, if anything.
It’s a sorry situation that deeply frustrates me. There are
some brilliant all female bands out there - Pins, Savages,
Dum Dum Girls, etc. - but we’ve only really succeeded
when they stop being referred to as separate entities,
when we’ve stopped noticed what the sexual composition
of a band is. We’re in this together. I’m rambling, but this

is my personal bête noire. So the song is using a swarm
of irritating insects as a metaphor for sexist musicians.
I’m not sure why the single version is longer. It’s a
mystery.
HEATHER: And be honest, Paul, you once actually had
some thunderbugs in your beard on a hot summer’s day
and it was a bit unnerving for all concerned.
PAUL: That’s true.
HEATHER: Your beef is about sexism is rock, but my
beef is about sexism full stop. It makes me incredibly
angry. Going back to rock music for a second, I find it
bizarre when women are treated as ‘niche’. How niche
can half the population actually be? I’ve always felt that
women in bands have to work harder than men as they
will be judged more closely. A bloke in a band can be a
bit ropey but he will get away with it if he’s got the right
attitude and swagger, whereas a dodgy female guitarist
will always get found out.
‘Fox-Kill-Rider’ thumps along like Inca Babies in
a canoe, and you sound most worked up,
about....a pleasant fantasy?
PAUL: Ha, not quite sure
about pleasant. That song
is about the banking crisis
and the continuing growth
of the gap between the
haves and the have-nots –
in the form of a
revolutionary fantasy
where the haves have
been turfed out of their
stately homes and we’ve all moved in and are having
barbecues in the formal gardens.
HEATHER: We bailed out the bankers, and they paid
themselves big fat bonuses. How is that fair? They earn
an obscene amount of money through other people’s
misery. So… this song is a big kiss-off to them.

“It’s an entreaty for the
office-bound populace to
abandon their cubicles
and go frolic in the
woods, or something.”

‘Hospital Pass’? Your language is shocking!
Why is that? Who is coming for who?
PAUL: That would be the Tories’ pernicious privatisation
of the NHS. If ever there was justification for rampant
Anglo-Saxon it’s the Tories.
HEATHER: With reference to the obscene language, I
sometimes sing ‘turn that funky music up’ instead of
swearing when we play this. Paul never notices as he
assumes I’m effing and jeffing along with him. The NHS
isn’t perfect but we desperately need it.

‘Little Red Crawling Things’ is a curious one,
it’s rampant but with some grace as well.

‘Fallstreak Hole’ itself almost seems
streamlined.

PAUL: Politics again I’m afraid, and a bit more
entomology. It’s about the ineffectuality of the Labour
shadow cabinet. We need a red monster to beat down the
current government, not a bunch of mirror-image
snivellers. It’s also about
the lack of political
engagement in the current
youth of today.
Honestly, if you’re reading
this and haven’t listened to
the songs, they’re a lot
more fun than you’d think!
HEATHER: It is all a bit
political really. Paul could
sing a song about pink dragons and there would be some
sort of political metaphor!
PAUL: But I wouldn’t.

PAUL: That’s ostensibly a pop song, about that particular
street in every British town and city that becomes a meat
market on a Friday and Saturday night. So, yes streamlined thanks to copious beery lubrication.

“I think any Facebook
friend who wouldn’t be
pleased to get a phone call
from you and meet up with
you in the pub should
probably be deleted.”

Then we’re onto ‘Fallstreak Hole’ - three songs
in 6 minutes, 10 seconds. You’re speeding up!
PAUL: Well I would never want to be accused of going
all Prog on you.
HEATHER: I would actually quite like that.

‘The Only Bitch In
Here Is Him’ is a good
title, is there a tale to
be told? This one is
danger of dribbling
away!

PAUL: It’s a piece about
someone who is never
good enough in their father’s eyes. It’s never something
I’ve had to worry about, because I have a really
encouraging and musical father – but is based on a rant
that an old friend had quite a while ago. I have a long list
of prospective titles which usually form the basis for my
songs. I think I work pretty much the opposite way
around to most sane people.
HEATHER: I love turning gender-based insults around. If
a woman is a horrible person I will think to myself: ‘She’s
a right bastard.’ And if it’s a man: ‘He’s a total bitch.’

‘Screen Break’ – turbulent froth, about what? If
indeed about anything? The problem with being
noisy is it’s hard to tell what vocals may mean.
PAUL: That’s our “I hate my day job, it stifles my
creativity; I’ve sold my dreams for a desk” song. Every
band has one. I promise to work on my enunciation in the
future. It’s an entreaty for the office-bound populace to
abandon their cubicles and go frolic in the woods, or
something.
HEATHER: Paul disagrees with me on this but I also see
the lyrics as referring to social media – people are glued
to screens all day at work and then in their home life
they’re staring down at their phones. The internet is an
incredible invention but the constant reliance on it is
destroying real human contact. I think any Facebook
friend who wouldn’t be pleased to get a phone call from
you and meet up with you in the pub should probably be
deleted.
Why pick ‘Thunderbugs’ as a single out of the
five on the EP? And what constitutes ‘poorly
mixed’ as regards ‘Mad Max Too’? Does this
mean the others are mixed brilliantly?
PAUL: It kind of stands alone from the rest of the
material in a way. It seems a bit more ‘bubblegum’ to me
– as you pointed out, it’s a bit jauntier - albeit with a
serious sentiment. Plus, I had the idea for the video. The
version of Mad Max Too on the single was just a quick
demo that I mixed myself on the laptop, everything else
we’ve released has been sent over to Miles (who these
days is relaxing in his Californian studio sipping the local
Pinot) to be properly mixed from the computer onto ½”
tape and back again to give it a bit of that magical
analogue warmth. He knows what he’s doing, I just have
lucky accidents. In many ways Miles has been the third
‘Chisel.
In terms of enjoyment how does this compare to
your other projects?
PAUL: The most enjoyable thing definitely since the
Earth Calling Angela days, because most of the things
I’ve done since then have just involved me, by myself,
behind a closed door. No band activity, no audience
interaction. Just getting back on stage has been the
biggest boost. I’d forgotten how much fun it is. I’d also
never played live as the ‘front man’ before this project,
so that has been interesting.

HEATHER: It’s playing live that I’ve enjoyed the most,
too. It’s brilliant to plug in and play and to soak up the
atmosphere generated by the crowd. In terms of creative
fulfilment, I obviously had 100% input in my solo projects
– I wrote and played everything, so that was very
satisfying but in a different way. Fauxchisels is led by
Paul but that doesn’t mean I’m not going to put my stamp
all over it.
PAUL: I don’t mind a bit of stamping.
Is it, oddly, just like when you first started out?
PAUL: It is, only better. Because I’ve had the time in
between to realise exactly what I’d been missing, and
had taken for granted at the time. Plus, I’m not the bag
of nerves I used to be on stage. Getting to do it all with
your other half is also a real pleasure.
HEATHER: It’s better than the Phantasmagoria days –
playing bass is a blast and I am more confident now.
Has the reaction and instant nature of
conception and reaction infused other plans in
an invigorating manner?
PAUL: Definitely. Although, you forget how much time
gigs and looking after the affairs of an active band take
up. Not much time left over for other plans. Blame the
bank and its insistence that I stick to the day job and pay
my portion of the mortgage.
HEATHER: Hearing people cheer loudly after each song
is a fantastic buzz. It definitely makes us want to carry
on.
What else are you up to?
PAUL: We’re writing and recording demos for the first
Fauxchisels album – which we’re looking to release in
the Spring of next year. It will be all new material. What
spare time I have beyond that (and the day job) is
currently going into making videos for other bands, going
to gigs and generally trying to support the local scene
here in Birmingham and the West Midlands (which is
really vital and brimming with raw talent at the moment).
I’m hoping to make a couple of short films next year as
well, and persue that medium a bit more.
HEATHER: I want to get back into writing and recording
some more solo material soon as it’s been a while – but
for now, it’s all about the ‘Chisels!

www.facebook.com/fauxchisels

MacAbre & Sons

I thought Fear Incorporated’s “Sawney’s Cave” was the album of the year in 2011, and
this interview was conducted a while back but I still want to include it, naturally enough.
William Westwater has so many projects on the go these days I will be doing an
interview on all of them later.

It’s obvious stuff to begin with, the backbone
as it were, and we’ll put the shape on
through later questions. Can you introduce
the readers to band members, past and
present, and explain in what order things
happened, starting with when.
Present:
William Westwater - vocals, synths, engineering
Cam Campbell - bass, guitar, contrabass
Matthew Saw - guitar
Alan McCulloch - drums & pecussion
Past:
Terry MaCleay - guitar
Lex Luther - guitar

Four years ago myself and Cam got back in touch after
a sixteen year period to catch up as it were. I was
working with my Sensory Savage project at the time and
Cam was playing with Stan Elliot Quintet and also live
shows for Sex Gang Children and Andi Sex Gang.
Cam had an idea he had been meaning to use for many
years as regards Sawney Bean and we both developed
an interest in theming an album on this 16th century
cannibal murderer. We came up with the name Fear
Incorporated as we decided that this would be the first
of many themed albums on fear and classified our music
as ‘Theatre Macabre-Avant Garde’.
We both live in other ends of the country
myself in Edinburgh and Cam in London but we soon

“I was told this as a child, as was Cameron - If you
didn’t go to sleep and behave then Sawney Bean would
visit your bedroom in the dead of night and eat you!”

got to work putting ideas together. The album took
around a year to complete with visits to London to
record with Terry and also Cam and Lex coming up to
my studio at my home. After getting in contact with
Plastic Frog Records in Germany Klaus the owner was
very keen on releasing the now titled “Sawney’s Cave”
album and so it was. The album was released early in
2011 on CD format and is also available on digital
download from most major web stores.
We are at the tail end of completing the mixing process
for “Phobos” an album themed on fears and phobias
with a line-up change of Matthew Saw on guitar and
Alan McCulloch on drums and percussion. Ideas
are being put together at present for “Dark Carnival” a
third album concerning a travelling ghoulish freak show
and its colourful but deadly characters.
And your personal past, William, bands you
have been in and styles you have been
interested in?
My interest in music is eclectic-from classical to
electronic and from pyschobilly to opera. I
am particularly interested in anything experimental, avant
garde and theatrical in its nature.

What was the spark, and how easy was it
getting others to share this vision?
The spark came from myself and Cam reconnecting
after so many years and the feedback was mixed from
friends and associates, however the
musical candidates we brought on board for Sawney’s
Cave and Phobos are/were perfect for the albums
The term ‘Theatre Macabre, Avant Garde
Music’ is a bit of a mouthful, but let’s examine
that. I realise it isn’t easy to come up with
new terms, but what do these terms mean
for you, how do you think the cling to the
band’s music?
This term was used as it rhymes and is easy to
remember it also has an element of tongue in cheek
attached to it. I believe we are theatrical in our approach
to our songs with the music, my singing and the lyrical
content of the songs.
Macabre most certainly as we feed on and write about a
fearsome subjects, and avant garde as we do take an
autonomous and different approach to our music than
other bands that would consider themselves in this
genre.

I get the Theatre part, in terms of the music
having a very dramatic nature, have you
actually had the chance to do it live, or are
you plotting ideas in that direction, hoping to
create something special?
We are planning live shows and as for something special
you will have to wait and see!! At present we are
building up a repertoire of songs and making our
presence known around the globe.
And ‘Avant Garde’, were these things which
developed naturally, or changed a lot as you
put it together?
I feel these strange musical qualities were already
embedded in our styles and approach to music so avant
garde came very naturally for Fear Incorporated.
What did you envisage happening to the
band, given the flat nature of expectations
these days? It’s very hard to get noticed,
given that there are more people in bands
than ever before, with endless outlets but as
a listener we’re bombarded with stuff so it’s
hard for anything to stick. You were, I
presume, happy to start very small?

Whilst work was being done on ‘Sawney’s Cave’ we
put together an official website, Myspace, Facebook
and a few other sites over the internet and appeared on
radio shows and magazines to introduce ourselves to the
world. It didn’t take much work to gain the interest of
several small record labels and Plastic Frog
Records was the best to go for. We are now with Manic
Depression Records for “Phobos.”
Are you content for things to remain in the
middling phase? You’re with Plastic Frog,
and being with anyone these days
represents a big step.
Yes it is difficult to find a record label as everyone is
clamouring for interest in music these days. We have
built up some very good contacts some which have
become friends in the alternative music business and
having connections is very important if you want to do
something different and get noticed at the same time.
With ‘Sawney’s Cave’ this is like an all-in
concept, a story you can flesh out, was it
something you had always wanted to do for
a long, long time, or did you develop a
sudden fascination?

“…Cam and Terry has talked about this during their time in
Sex Gang Children some years ago and when myself and
Cameron caught up again it seemed like the perfect time to
engage in the monstrous venture.”

As fore-mentioned Cam and also Terry had talked
about this during their time in Sex Gang Children some
years ago and when myself and Cameron caught up
again it seemed like the perfect time to engage in the
monstrous venture.
I’d vaguely heard the story before but it’s
obviously a Scottish standard I presume?
Were you told this as a child?
It’s a very Scottish story - plenty of information about
the cannibal Sawney Bean and his cave dwelling,
murdering and incestuous cannibal antics on the internet.
I was told this as a child, as was Cameron when he was
a young boy growing up in Inverness. If you didn’t go to
sleep and behave then Sawney Bean would visit your
bedroom in the dead of night and eat you!
Did you need to do much research into it,
given it’s a playfully sinister myth?
Although we were au fait with the story a refresher
course and a more in depth study was undertaken to this
foul man and his family that once terrorised the Galloway
shores in Scotland. There are many views as to whether

he existed or was just a myth - we are firm believers that
Sawney existed and we brought him back to life
musically to do it all over again.
Having done it are there things you wished
you included, different storylines? Different
takes on character?
We did re-record some of the tracks although we were
happy with the originals. ‘Land Of The Dead’ for
example is available on two formats - one on
the “Sawney’s Cave” album itself and one that appeared
on the OX compilation CD in 2011.
We have six re-recordings in total and we will release
these in time to come as an EP entitled ‘Devilish Brood’.
The storylines would have been difficult to
change and we stuck as firm as we could to the original
as this is how it pleased us at the time.
Did it give you further ideas for historical
themes you could develop based on old
tales? I daresay there’s quite a few to be
plucked and played with?

Yes it gave us ideas for further albums historical and
otherwise – “Phobos” and “Dark Carnival” for example
and our other ideas are locked safely away until we are
ready to manifest them.

Depression Records website and see the ‘Dying To Get
Out’ video promo for the single from the album we
released on Halloween last
year. www.manicdepressionrecords.com

How different in tone and scope will
‘Phobos’ be?

Do you think this sort of music, in its own
weird landscape the way much of the
Steampunk scene is, is something best done
by people who have a lot of experience,
given the need for the ‘bigger picture’ and a
varied appreciation of different artistic
elements?

Very different as all our albums will be from each other a skin will be shed after each theme is completed
revealing another macabre story to unveil. “Phobos” is
much more guitar, bass, drum orientated although there
are some very surreal keyboard songs in the album also.
The album covers fear of the dark, fear of ghosts, fear of
water, buried alive and more gruesome fears and
phobias. We recently made a very good video for
‘Clown’ and really is a must see/hear for anyone who
enjoys something different in the way of music.
“Phobos” will be available around September this year you can see Fear Incorporated also on the Manic

Yes I agree this type of music is best done by those who
have broad minds, experience and also a little dark
humour. Younger bands are certainly active these days
as regards alternative music but some can be flat when it
comes to creating an oomph on the music scene.
Perhaps they are just afraid to go that extra step and do
something outlandish but clever.

http://fearincorporated1.fourfour.com

MELBOURNE
ULTIMATUM

One of the most beautiful
albums of the year is “The
Golden Cage and its
Mirrored Maze” by
FRIENDS OF ALICY IVY
who have been releasing
round bursts of loveliness
for some years now. Many
of you may remember their
earlier musical offerings as
Ostia? Well, it’s all ramped
up and ravishing these
days.

Morning chaps! Before we get into it please give people a
simple timeline to follow you along up to this album. When
did you first start working together, how long did Ostia last,
as well anything before then, and in terms Of Friends Of
Alice Ivy, when did it start and why? In fact…when did you
two first meet. Was it lurve at first sight. Then did you have
to compromise on music to work together?
Kylie: We actually formed Ostia as a result of meeting our initial
guitarist Dave. He was a huge fan of early Cure and so were we. A
mutual friend suggested we do music together as until then, Amps and
Dave were frustrated musicians who’d both never met like-minded souls.
Amps: Ostia formed in 1992 or 1993, we lasted until about 1997, just
after the release of “From the Aether” which was very successful. We
reformed briefly in 2007 to work on an EP called “Between Two Cities”
which was utterly ignored. We started working on Friends of Alice Ivy
after that and released our first EP in 2008. We’ve released something
every three years ever since. I suppose making music is always a
compromise of sorts as everyone has different ideas. Our latest album
actually benefit from those creative differences…we have tremendous
creative disagreements and the songs always come out better as a result!
Every time!
Do people called Alice Ivy ever get in
touch? Who was/is the one you
honour?
Amps: Nope. Never. Ha ha. As for “our”
Alice Ivy…she is a figment!
Did this band simply mark you
resuming music after Ostia
evaporated, or did you have a set
picture in your minds of doing
something different from what you’ve
done before? What records have
come out and when? When did you
start planning this album?

alcohol as being wonderfully and blissfully intoxicating but also a
prison. She used the poetic description “a golden cage and a mirrored
maze” to describe this. We fell in love with the idea. So the blame is
entirely mine and I’m not ashamed…it’s a great title!
You record in a studio – no home gubbins for you? For
specific reasons, no matter how obvious? Because
it feels special? Why this route?
Amps: We have a home studio to work on sophisticated demos, but to
be honest, when it comes to crafting a finished product, I find it utterly
invaluable to have an independent and objective expert on hand. We
value the ideas, suggestions and challenges that a good producer will
throw into the mix…no pun intended…ha ha!
Kylie: On top of that, neither of us are remotely interested in all the
technical fidgey-widgey and jiggery-pokery.
Amps: Not to mention, to go back to your earlier question, if we were
left to do this alone, we would kill each other. We need the neutral
third-party.
I read in your press release that you, Kylie, are now
obsessed with singing. Why has it
taken this long? Did something in
particular trigger it?

“We are not genresnobs…if
something is nice
and it resonates, I
don’t care if it’s
prog, jazz, rock,
skiffle, punk, goth
or a nose kazoo
solo…”

Kylie: No, not at all. It took us a long time
after Ostia split to build enough confidence
to continue working on music and it required
a massive amount of tenacity to bring
Friends of Alice Ivy to life. We never
operate with a plan…even though Friends of
Alice Ivy is quite elegant, there is something
quite visceral and instinctive in the way we work.
Amps: We released our first EP, “Hereafter Moth” in 2008. It was a
very, very tentative and naive work as we were really uncertain about
whether or not we could actually stand on our own feet after Ostia. The
title is an anagram of “From the Aether”, Ostia’s last EP! We released
a very neoclassical EP in 2011 called “In the Gloaming” where we
found our feet a bit…but we were still very unsure about whether this
was really our thing and if it was all worth it. The EP had good reviews
but we were still nervous. We started planning this album at the
beginning of 2013 when we were asked to contribute a song to a
compilation. We recorded a new song, “We are as Ghosts” and released
it as single in May 2013, but this was psychologically a “full stop” on
where we came from.
Kylie: Actually, that song was very much an acknowledgement of the
“end” of our career as neo-classicists and made a way forward for a new
phase. We knew at that point that we had to broaden our palette or
stagnate.
Amps: So to finish the discography, our first album, of which we are
enormously proud, is “The Golden Cage and its Mirrored Maze” which
was released in the middle of August 2014.
Kylie: This marks us hitting our stride and knowing our identity as
musicians for the first time.

Kylie: I first joined Ostia as Amps and
Dave needed someone to sing something neither of them were
interested in doing. I was not a singer,
never contemplated singing but said yes
anyway, just to be a part of something
that I thought was quite interesting at
the time. During the early days of
Ostia, it really didn’t matter about being
able to “sing” as the music was so naive
and raw and the vocals just followed
suit. The very idea of breathing
techniques and holding a note was far
from my mind! When Justin joined
Ostia and we were working on the songs
that became ‘From the Aether’, the
main focus was very much on the guitar
layers, not on voice, so again, I didn’t
pay that much attention to the vocals.
I remember after Ostia dissolved and
Friends of Alice Ivy emerged, the first
two albums were tentative for me; I wasn’t sure that being in a band and
contributing vocally was my passion, especially after all the years
between any Ostia stuff and when I listen to those songs, I do feel that
my contribution was somewhat flippant. I definitely took a “that will
do” approach. When Amps started crafting “The Golden Cage …” I saw
the potential of being a little more creative vocally and also the music
was so good that it deserved good vocals. I actually fell deeply in love
with the music and from that the obsession with the idea of ‘singing’
was born. I also came to the realisation that I could do it if I wanted to
- anyone can if you have the determination and time. I don’t think I’m
quite there yet, I know I can be more experimental, but I certainly feel
that there is a lot more confidence in m contribution on the album.
And call me an old romantic, but I wanted to impress Amps with
something really special!
With the album out you did the Bloodlust Ball, I presume you
wanted something special to mark the release?

‘The Golden Cage And Its Mirrored Maze’ – someone came
up with that title, so who is confessing, and what the Hell
does it mean?

Amps: Definitely, we couldn’t just go and launch an album that we’d put
so much blood, sweat and tears into at a shitty nightclub. We have had
a long friendship with the organiser and brains behind the “Bloodlust
Ball” and this year’s ball was its 20th anniversary. As Ostia had played
the first ball in 1994, the organisers originally asked if we would reform
Ostia for the show. Sadly that couldn’t happen, but fortunately, we were
preparing our own album for release around the same time…so Friends
of Alice Ivy did it, and it was amazing!

Kylie: I was reading a book by Baudelaire called “On Wine and Hashish”
and the editor’s introduction referred to his addiction to drugs and

Ikon’s Clifford Ennis, on the record, joined you live? Anyone
else?

Amps: Not at this point, but from this point, given that our new songs
and direction translate much better into a live context, we can be a bit
more flexible and might explore other instrumentalists joining us. I
think Clifford will be more of a permanent fixture with us as we enjoy
working with him and he is enjoying it too.
So you hit an album and you have really gone for gorgeous
majesty here. How much of what we hear was all thought
out before you went in to the studio? Are you meticulous
planners?
Kylie: The album thing was a massive undertaking, something I don’t
think we’ll do again! We will continue to release shorter works, EPs
etc, but doing an album is just too big an investment in terms of time
and money. The recording process for “The Golden Cage…” was split in
two. The first session was in September 2013 and we walked away from
it feeling good, but not quite 100% satisfied with the end result. So,
Amps and I spent the following 8 months ditching a few songs, writing a
few new ones and re-working quite a bit of what we had already
recorded. During the second session, we knew exactly what we were
doing and how we wanted everything to sound.
Amps: I am not sure if we are meticulous planners…I don’t think so.
We are fairly open and flexible, and this comes back to your question
about using a producer…I am very happy to take a pre-conceived idea
into a studio and then have it totally challenged by an experienced
producer. As Kylie says, we were probably a bit clearer during the
second session, but things still morphed a great deal in the studio.
I always go through records track by track. It is my way.
So…feel free to expand and explain.

‘The Aerial Mariners’ – absurdly pretty yet with sweeping
waves of energy, but what’s it about, and why pick this for
the opener? Do you set an order for a certain flow once
you’d recorded them all?
Amps: This one was quite clearly an opener, even in the demo stages.
It had that building, building, building sense about it. It was quite long,
and the intro was quite sparse. The use of harp at the start was also a
nice link to our previous work…but then the build into the more
percussive and guitar driven parts were a fitting manifesto for where our
sound was going! So it HAD to be the opener in my mind.
Kylie: We knew which songs would the bookends, though originally,
“False Fox” was supposed to be the closer as “Song of the Willows”
wasn’t written until our second stint at the studio. The other tracks
really needed to be complete before we finally agreed on the running
order. The running order changed shape a million times, maybe more.
‘Song Of Lyra’ – stirring, yet chaste! You’d been listening to
Elizabethan music? Christ, I haven’t the patience! What
appeals about that daintiness?
Amps: We were more interested in the instrumentation of early music
than the form. We love the viol de gamba, cello, harpsichords and all
that crazy stuff. This song was a pure experiment of form…we just
wanted to see if we could do something that sounded archaic. There was
no great design behind it and I don’t think we would necessarily do
anything like that again unless the mood really struck!
‘Miranda’ – again, what’s the story here, because without
lyrics I have no idea what is going on? It has a simpler
atmosphere but also a simpler hypnotic pull. I loved a
comment on youtube of the vid – ‘I want to live in this song.’

Kylie: I was extremely unsure about this song to begin with as it sounded
a bit “simpler” than the other songs and threatened to have pop heart
attacks! However, as we worked on it, we realised it would make a great
single (and there are not really any singles on the rest of the record).
We thought it would be a good statement of intent to emphasise our
change of direction somewhat. And Christ, I’ve seen Amps dance to the
early demos after a few cups of ale, so it was worth it for that.

States of America” and I think the overall result is a blend of the two weird arse children’s programmes and LSD-induced music!!!

‘False Fox’ – I wouldn’t have known this was about
Watership Down. When the film came out they did a colour
book based on cells from the film and I spent months
packaging those fuckers when I was working in the Penguin
warehouse (along with ‘The Far Pavilions’). I may have taken
against the film as a result. What gives?

Amps: This is one of our favourite songs on the album. We are both
really interested in English myth and legend and everything we’ve done
has had at least one song that deals with such myths. This one is about
the mother of Arthur, and how she was basically used to produce a
king…but it’s more about how she was a tragic but strong woman. The
first half of the song is a sad lament about her “wasted” life, but the
second half is supposed to be a joyous celebration of her strength and
wonder. Not sure I really tugged on your heart strings there…I probably
made you feel a bit bilious. Ha ha.

Amps: Ha ha, when we were working on this, we thought it had a nice
pastoral feel and we were tipping our hat to the folk genre to a degree.
I think lyrically, we just stabbed around looking for something that
would capture the essence of that. It’s funny you mentioned the book
of stills from “Watership Down” as my brain made a very definite and
distinct connection with those hazy, animated, autumnal visuals that
accompany that film!
‘The Sky Of The Bright Unfoldings’ – this is even prettier still.
What’s all this palaver about exploration and science?
Kylie: Funny that you mention that this is a reference to exploration
and science as the rest of the album is, but not this track! This song is
about an old 1970s British television series titled “Children of the
Stones”. Amps and I fell in love with the mystery and intrigue of the
programme and its sinister undertones. We have also been exploring a
lot of 1960s and 1970s psychedelia, including a band called “The United

‘Igraine’ is sparser, delicate and seems moodier. Apparently
this has to do with Arthurian legend, not anything I really
know about but I you’re really into all that. Tug on my heart
strings here, what am I missing?

‘Oars Under Glass’ is like an exquisite classical thing and
involves Frances Catherine Brüggener – how did you come
to hear of her, and why her?
Kylie: Frances is a friend of mine - a pen pal as she lives in Sweden.
And what makes this collaboration really interesting is that we’ve never
met! I knew that Frances was a singer and thought it would be a good
idea to have her involved. I really liked her contribution to the Swedish
ambient, dark wave band “Kammarheit”. She had also heard our
previous EP “In the Gloaming” and loved it and offered to do some
vocals on some of our new songs which I was really excited about. I
chose ‘Oars Under Glass’ as it seemed the best song for her as it had
plenty of space for someone else to really soar, particularly the climax

at the end of the song, and overall I think that we’ve created something
truly amazing and wonderful. We are eternally in her debt!
It’s also dedicated - ‘For P. B. Shelley.’ I hate to be the bearer
of ill tidings, but he’s dead!
Amps: What??? Why did nobody tell us?
Kylie: This is what happens when you live in Australia. It takes news a
while to get here.
‘Song Of The Willows’ is supremely
dignified and very dreamy. Is there a
story in that too?
Amps: Not really a story, the music came
together quite easily…well, easily for us
anyway. We didn’t really labour over it too
much…it was very much about the riff. Once
it came together structurally we really
focused on the nuances and arrangement, but
the basic song came quite readily. Lyrically
it’s a huge nod to Carl Sagan and his
whimsical and almost child-like notion of the
possibilities of space. So our take was very
much a “give us what we’ve been promised by
science fiction because the real world is
bollocks”.

sound…not a synthetic one. Emily was initially a session player but we
formed a good bond with her and she might pop up again on our
recordings one day. She is in extremely high demand and is very
talented…she travels the whole world with that crazy cello of hers.
Kylie: Pat Cake is an enigma.
Amps: David is a Sydney-based singer and songwriter and self-confessed
ageing hippie. He has been a friend of mine for a long time and he will
certainly pop up again. He plays beautiful, finger-picky acoustic guitar
and is very talented indeed.
Kylie: Adam is the owner of Toyland
Studios in Melbourne, a well-established
studio. He’s also a great producer and
we found that he really clicked with our
music. We are really looking forward
to working with him again as this was
the first time and now that we know
him better, I think we’ll get more out
of the relationship next time. Great
producer.

“This marks us
hitting our stride
and knowing our
identity as
musicians for the
first time.”

Your other mates, tell me about them. Megan Reeve, Zora
Barisic, Emily Williams, Pat Cake, David Redhill, Adam
Calaitzis.
Amps: We don’t know Megan at all, she was a session muso for hire.
We know that she occasionally plays with the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and that’s about it. It was great to have a real harp in the
studio though…I never realised what big buggers they are! Zora is a
friend of ours who we invited to join the band for the album as it was
very heavy with cello parts and we wanted that ‘real’ woody cello

You mention scary influences
like Space Rock and Prog but are
easily seen as being in with
Ethereal and Goth. Here’s a weird
thought, which hadn’t occurred
to me before, as I know nothing
of Space Rock or Prog. When you
hear Goth bands can you detect distinct traces of such
things, because they’re shared influences you have? Is
there a lot of this sort of thing going on?
Amps: Hmmmmm…not sure we really know space rock or prog either,
but we do know that we’ve listened to some music that is widely
considered “prog” and there are certainly some elements of it that we
can hear in our own music, particularly “Song of the Willows”. I really
like King Crimson’s first album, and its influence certainly rubbed off on
me when writing “Willows”. To be honest, and I know this sounds
terribly pretentious and boring as every single band says this, but I

REALLY struggle with a genre-tag for our music these days. There’s
bits of everything in there so far as I can hear. We are not genresnobs…if something is nice and it resonates, I don’t care if it’s prog,
jazz, rock, skiffle, punk, goth or a nose kazoo solo…if I like it, I like it,
and if it resonates, it’s highly likely that its essence will work its way
into my psyche and end up regurgitated on one of our tracks. Now that
I think of it, I can think of other “goth” bands that have proggy
influences, The Mission had Led Zep written all over ‘em! Even one of
my favourites, All About Eve, had something a bit Fairport Convention
about them!! Hippies!!!!
Your place in the Australian scene. Viewed dispassionately,
how do you think you are regarded? Oddball outsiders,
stealthy insiders? You have a pedigree but how does it
compare with bands who are more regular. You know what
mean. Are you respected enigmas, or do they think you
bookish, stylish, weird? What is your reputation and does it
bother you?
Kylie: That’s a hard question to answer. I think we’re respected, and
everyone knows of us, particularly Ostia, but I still think our impact has
really been bigger in Europe than it has here. The population is just too
small here. Whatever scene there is here now, it’s mutated and isn’t the
one we knew when we were starting out…so it’s a bit unknown to us
really. We certainly sell more albums in Europe. It’s hard to answer
really…I think we’re acknowledged, but we were our own worst enemies
in a way, the fact that we dropped off the radar after “From the Aether”
was really stupid. We could have really made it on the back of that but
as you say, we weren’t “regular” enough.
Amps: We should have eaten more fibre then.

Are you proud surveyors of the Australian scene? Do you
find it inspiring? Care to recommend some bands I should
be checking out?
Amps: We are surveyors of it, but to be honest, no, I don’t find it
inspiring. There are some great bands around the traps, but on the
whole, the music scene here is stiflingly conservative. If you try and do
something a bit left-of-centre nobody knows what to make of you or
which box to put you in…so that makes it very hard. There are some
really good bands with a very “classic” goth sound, such as Ikon, Bat
Nouveau and a new band we recently discovered called “Rule of Thirds”,
but we don’t really identify with that sort of sound. Not because there
is anything wrong with it, all those bands are really great, but our sound
is stylistically very different to that sound; it’s not the sound that many
people want out of a “goth” band!
So, the album took a while, have other songs been stacking
up, other ideas? A new record planned before 2017?
Amps: I’m perpetually amazed that there has been a gap of three years
between all the Friends of Alice Ivy releases. Craziness. It just flies.
Someone pointed out to me the other day that both “In the Gloaming”
and “The Golden Cage” were released on 15th August! Pure coincidence
and there’s nothing meaningful or symbolic about the date!
Kylie: It definitely won’t be another three years…we want to really
build on the momentum we have going with “The Golden Cage”. We
really think of this as our “coming into being” and we are feeling very
creative of late. We have a couple of ideas swimming around for an EP
next year!

MIGHT OF THE
PHOENIX

DEEJAY JACK PHOENIX is
one busy boy! As well as
regular live DJ spots in the real
world, offering different styles,
in different areas, happily
criss-crossing the States and
with plans to appear further
afield internationally, he runs
some of the most important
group pages on Facebook, as
well as an online radio spot.
An influential and interesting
figure, he needed to be
interviewed.

The International Goth/Industrial & Fetish Scene group on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=40205539735
The New York/Tri-State + East Coast Goth/Industrial & Fetish Scenes:
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=147400798450
The Artist & Musician’s Goth/Industrial Musical Scene:
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=363238219411
The European Goth/Industrial and Fetish Scenes:
www.facebook.com/groups/TheEuropeanGothIndustrialFetishEvents
The West Coast Goth/Industrial and Fetish Scene:
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=381694193655&ref=mf
The Midwest Goth/Industrial & Fetish Scene:
www.facebook.com/groups/376387046849/
Online radio show, RITUAL NOISE - www.wfku.org/WFKU/frontpage
(every Wednesday, 8 EST, 5 PST USA)
When were you born, where...any musical
influences in the family?
I was born in 1968 in the capital of New England-Boston MA.
My only musical influences in my family were the albums and
the 45’s I discovered in my mother’s 45 collection and Uncle’s
record collection. My father had no 45’s from when he was a
kid. I had one other uncle, and he was into the Disco of the
70’s, which was my first introduction to 12 inch extended
versions of songs, and how they differ from the album or 45/
single release versions of a song.
It presumably doesn’t just hit people that they want
to DJ in clubs, so how did you move towards it?
When did music first strike you as interesting?
Music first struck me at the age of 5 or 6 years old. I was just
fascinated with it when the radio was on. In fact even now and
as when I was a child I cannot fall asleep without music on. If
the music stops I wake up automatically. While I was in high
school, I would visit clubs and found I was drawn towards the
DJ booth. Even in high school I was more interested in the
remix of a song than the radio version of a song as far as club
music goes. I would go to the city next to me and instead of
buying the 45 see if there was a 12” disc of it.
Were you ever in bands?
I wrote lyrics for a band when I was in high school but I left
after I noticed that my lyric sheets were slowly disappearing. I
was also asked when I graduated high school to sing for a
band and provided one of the lyrics I wrote. They turned me
down accusing me of plagiarism. At first I felt insulted but
afterwards I took it as a compliment and they lost out on a
damn good lyricist. No regrets about it, I still write here and
there, and I still get to visit different cities playing music, just
doing it in a different way,
What scenes were you into as you grew up and
while becoming more knowledgeable about music
or more into certain things?

I was originally into the radio in Junior High, eighties pop and
new wave. In High School I also listened to hair metal and club
dance/freestyle. I was also into listening to classic rock but my
biggest musical influence was Prince. I have a huge CD
collection that goes from Bauhaus to Sarah Brightman to
Aerosmith to Prince to Daft Punk to the Cure to the Pogues….
Do you look back on any and find it hard now to
identify with the younger Jack?
No, the various styles that I listened to has laid the
groundwork and help me evolve into being the multi-genre DJ I
am now. When DJing the place I do on Friday’s regularly I can
go from one genre to another seamlessly and keep order. I call
my style of DJing “Controlled Chaos.”
Did you get into DJing live at gigs or clubs first?
I jumped right into Djing live at clubs right away. My first
event was for around 200 people in New York City. I’ve played
some very large events over the years, like Dracula’s Ball in
Philadelphia, Montreal Fetish Weekend , The Vampire Ball in

others. Some have just found me and asked me. A lot
nowadays are just people who saw what I can do, and have
asked me back to DJ their crowds.
Tell me the Manray story and how you then started
building up as Goth collection?
About ten years ago I went to a club called Manray. It was my
first exposure to the Goth Industrial music scene. When I first
went I used to stand near the dance floor and watch the crowd.
The DJ booth hung over the floor and I used to look up into it
and while watching the DJ play, I would see the posters of
Peter Murphy and various other artists. I was fascinated with
this new genre of music and quickly I was curious about not
just the music but the history and the bands behind it. I then
started doing research on all of the bands that were in the
genre and bought a lot of books on not just the music but the
culture and how it came about, buying books by various
authors including those by Mick Mercer so I can learn more.
Within a quick six to eight months I had what was considered
through my research all the essential Goth and Industrial cds
that were always highlighted and considered essential or
influential on the music-like Iggy Pop’s “The Idiot’ for
instance, or all the Joy Division.. I found them at various used
cd stores in the beginning, and then found even more when I
would frequent flea markets.
What did the Goth music and the scene itself give
you that you weren’t getting elsewhere?

New Orleans for Halloween a couple of years in a row, just to
name a few. I’ve been blessed.
Give me some geographical/biographical details, as
I always prefer things with a timeline and sense of
place. Always Boston?
I started off in Manhattan, New York for about two hundred
people. Then I did a couple of small local gigs in Salem Mass.
Next I went to Montreal Canada to DJ a huge gig. I continued
to bounce around the East Coast from Vermont, New
Hampshire all the way down to New Orleans, along the way
DJing in Washington DC,
Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Connecticut, New Jersey, and
so on. I have even done a gig
in Bermuda.
I would like to know you
get them. I am assuming
word of mouth can take a
while, across distances,
so do you have to mainly
approach people, or have
people act as
intermediaries? If it’s
down to you how do you
convince someone to take
you on?

I was still kind of stuck in the eighties music as the nineties, as
the Nirvana led Grunge all sounded the same to me. This music
that I had stumbled upon (Goth) had melody, rhythm and
substance, which I find essential to my listening pleasure.
You were known as The Gothic Guardian? Why was
this?
At Manray I was had become a regular after a bit, and when
women patrons would be bothered by undesirables, I would
hide them in the “Dungeon” that the Mistress had there where
I stood outside and would guard the entrance. It always
deterred those “men” from pursuing during the rest of club
night from there on end. If
they didn’t stop I would
simply let the security know
about their unwanted
behavior, and they would
eventually be let out of the
premises.

“I love going to an event
… and seeing a DJ playing
music who seems to really
care about the people
there and gets into the
music as well.”

I get my gigs from various sources. A lot is online, via people I
ask who are in my groups or know me from the groups and
have asked, some are from word of mouth who have heard from

Has Goth lived up to your
expectations or does it
disappoint regularly? I’m
tallying here about the
scene. It’s known to be
pretty toxic at times.

I stay on the outskirts of any
local scenes to avoid childish
drama and petty jealousies. Such things are not worth
expending energy on. So as far as disappointed,
No, because I meet wonderful people in every city that I have
traveled to and I have made some very wonderful friends along

the way. For every one person who never met me or doesn’t
know anything about me outside of seeing me at a few casual
meetings, or heard from people who swear they “know” me (I
keep a huge leash on what is let out as far as my public life)
that really don’t have a clue but wanted to look for trouble
anyway? I have met ten times more who became friends when
they have met me and gotten to know me. In fact, I have to
thank those that wanted to try and cause trouble that I have
sidestepped from - they have looked for worse as people and
have actually downgraded themselves in a scene they so hard
try and act like they are “all that” in, by their actions and
people realizing how lowball and sleazy they have come off as
after.

What pisses you off about DJs?

How do you explain what a DJ does, and why you
have a genuine purpose? What is the use of a DJ?
The rise of DJs is well known, but does it mean
anything if people spend less time considering live
music? Are DJs a good thing or a bad thing, overall?

I love going to an event that I am DJing or when I go out to
one I decide to visit and seeing a DJ playing music who seems
to really care about the people there and gets into the music as
well. My Friend DJ Dvls Advct, for instance, will come out
from the booth during the songs he plays, and will dance along
with the crowd, scurrying to get back in last second to play the
next song and transition it just right.

I believe a DJ, if doing his job properly, can not only provide
the music to a great night but can also introduce the masses to
new singers and bands. When I was just a club patron myself
the DJ, Chris Ewen, played some great music and it allowed me
to discover incredible bands that I would eventually want to –
and did – see in concert. Some of the bands that I was
introduced to that I eventually saw were Bauhaus, Depeche
Mode, Skinny Puppy, My Life With The Thrill Kill Cult, and so
forth.

Going to a club where a specified genre is supposed to be
played and hearing something that has no business being
played there repeatedly over and over. DJ’s who play music
for themselves and leaving the dance floor empty, eventually
having it so everyone eventually leaves early as it is a waste of
time and money for patrons who wanted to go out and have
fun and let off steam after a week of working, as well.
Alternatively, what impresses you about other DJs,
what does it take to make you really notice what
someone is doing?

How do you do in terms of introducing people to new
music? Is it hard?
My ways of introducing people to artists that I would like to
educate the people to, is to play select tracks that would catch
their ear thus making them more interested in the group or
song that was played which usually gets me to explain
afterwards more about the band and what is important about
that particular band. In the end my hope is that I would have

turned people on to somebody they hadn’t known before and
they in turn go out to find more from said artists to add to their
music library. My radio show on WFKU I will do that a lot
more during than at a club, as it’s a more casual format and I am
able to do it easier. I usually play a lot of UK 80’s and 90’s of
the Goth or New Wave Genre, along
with some older Industrial.
You do a fair bit of travelling
around, is that something you
enjoy or something that needs
to be done for the reputation,
like academics attending
speaking events because they
need to show they’re not
isolationists?

show “Cheers”. The bass player from the headlining band got
up, turned on his phone, and had the crowd singing along
while doing the “lighter” effect with his phone and everyone
else joining in, raising their hands with their ‘lighters’ and
singing along in unison, it was pretty cool.

“I stay on the outskirts
of any local scenes to
avoid childish drama
and petty jealousies.
Such things are not
worth expending
energy on.”

I do it because I love the traveling. I
love knowing I am going to meet
people I never met before, and I
want to make sure the music I play
for them will be some of the best
they have heard in a while. For
instance, two of my favorite memories come from when I
played at Dracula’s Ball in 2011 in Philly, and we had a Goth
Line Dance at one point, then later a Goth Conga line. Another
time was when I was in New Orleans later that year, and while
one of the bands broke down their equipment, I decided to
have yet some more fun with the crowd. Since I am from
Boston, I decided to give them a taste of my hometown and
decided to start the next set off with the theme from the TV

You want to unite the Goth
and Industrial scenes – for
logistical support, or
because you think there
are definable things which
the scenes share? What
about other scenes? (Bear
in mind I don’t actually
give a toss about the Fetish
scene.)

I think that it’s a pity that there
are many people in this scene (I
include Industrial/EBM as they
have intertwined with the Goth
Scene after all these years as
well) who in all likelihood were
some kind of outcast when in High School and now that they
are in positions of “power” in their local scenes with very
easily bruising-and inflated self egos, can’t see past what just
involves themselves, and try to partner with their so-called
rivals and just have a good scene overall.
I have tried my best to help overcome these silly and juvenile
attitudes and one of the many reasons why I have my regional

and global groups that are on Facebook. It gives people the
ways and means of being able to get the word out about their
events or bands or festivals, and avoid having to deal with
someone’s ego. NY I watched over the past few years slowly
fall pretty much off the face of being vibrant to just being a
bunch of small camps sniping
each other. I get along with
most all of them. It’s a pity
they, like other regions I know
of, can’t realize that once they
themselves didn’t have much
of anything, and should do
more to help keep everything
peaceful and profitable. There
is enough money and
weeknights where people
don’t have to step on each
other’s toes, as well. Life is
too short and we all end up in
the same place, regardless of
what you do in life, in the end.
Why live life miserable and
spiteful (and at times in unwarranted paranoia), taking such
self-centered and egocentric attitudes all the way to the grave?
I just never understood such spiteful and potentially harmful
actions and/or ways of thinking.

New Orleans had bands, as well as Dracula’s Ball in Philly, to
name two. I even went on a small supporting tour for Sonik
Foundry (an Industrial/Ebm band) as co-partners. The only
things I would alter if I was playing a venue that also had a
band-especially a well-known one- would just be making sue I
didn’t play any of their
songs while DJing my set.

“Why live life miserable and
spiteful (and at times in
unwarranted paranoia),
taking such self-centered
and egocentric attitudes all
the way to the grave?”

Do you DJ at clubs or at places with bands playing,
and what works best as far as you’re concerned?
How would you alter things depending on the night’s
events?

What was the best
night you performed,
and what was the
worst? Not in terms of
size or success, but just
for you as something
special?

Hmmm, some of my best
nights? I already
mentioned some; but other
nights would be when I was
in Baltimore and I got to DJ
with a dear friend, Umbris, a
couple of times. The Dracula’s Ball Events in Philly have
always been incredible. The Event I did in Montreal, my fourth
event, was wonderful as it was my first internationally known
event, and instead of Djing with the usual sonic attack that
99% of the Dj’s I have seen who open a night, I went with a
very Celtic, chill out, melodic opening set for the first 45
minutes of it, and it really set the mood for people coming into
the club as something they really never hear, but afterwards
was told it was very sensual and a great relaxer to come into…

know they were psyched I was back. The following month the
place was packed. I knew why it had been struggling and the
patrons confirmed, came on board and it was constantly busy,
left and it went back to struggling again. The original patrons
from a year ago had enough finally, and just moved on. They
got frustrated that they weren’t being listened to. Too bad, it
was a great crowd.
What constitutes regular work for you, how many
club nights or radio spots, and how many, logically,
could do in any month without losing track of what
you aim to be doing, or perhaps letting the quality
drop?
I do a local club in Boston that is a gay spot, and it’s top 40,
disco, new wave, 90s and Modern. I also do a radio show
weekly on an Internet radio site, wfku.org, where I play older
songs and introduce them to people who may never had heard
them. It’s my way of paying homage to the bands and artists
that were the building foundations of Goth and Industrial,
though I don’t do as much industrial as much as old school
Goth and UK new Wave gems.
You mention you do top 40 and dance stuff, is this to
earn a living or do you find anything of merit in
corporate releases? Does this basically subsidize
what you actually prefer doing?
Can you ever be somewhere and it’s dead. And stays
dead no matter what?
I’ve really never DJ’d small venues, and the ones I have spun
at, if the crowd was a little thin, I cycle through songs and take
requests to see what could get the dance floor going, and then
take it from there. I have over 51,000 songs, so I can easily
play for a crowd regardless of musical tastes for a region.
Being a regional instead of a local DJ has helped hone that.
Are there places you will never return to regardless
of inducements?
No, there isn’t. I have enjoyed every venue I have ever DJ’d
at. The promoters seem to know and understand who I am in
the scene overall, and are all in my Facebook Groups, so it has
worked out well,
Can you take a desolate spot and resurrect its stale
corpse? If so, how?
I believe I can, and I had done it at a local event that I was a
semi-resident DJ at. It was about to fold after I left it originally
when it was under a different promoter, and brought back the
people who were quite excited that I had come back after a 7
month leave of absence. It’s about taking care of the patrons,
and never thinking you are better then them.
That’s interesting, do you get feedback from regulars
in a situation like that and learn why they think it’s
been going downhill? Do you find you’re on their
wavelength?
In this particular situation, the new promoter needed a last
second fill in. I took over without telling anyone, and
throughout the night I had people coming up to me thrilled I
was back. They even went up to the new promoter to let her

I try to look past the corporate tag when I can as I do the top
40 stuff I DJ. I have found some very good and talented
musicians out there that I will play more than just the mindless
fluff, and I have found some really good remixes that people
always love to hear over the versions they always hear on the
radio or what they buy off of ITunes. It helps bring in money
yes, but I also have to reiterate I love to DJ no matter what the
genre is. I know what genre I should play at whatever venue
and what I should not. I won’t play Industrial or Deep Goth

songs at the bar, for instance, and I wouldn’t drop Lady Gaga
or top-40, old or new, at a Goth /Industrial event. Everything
has its own place and time. I love people dancing, making
them happy, and forgetting their troubles outside of the four
walls they are in at the time, at least for those few hours.
WFKU? Is this a normal radio station and you are
one of the presenters, or is it an online community?
It’s an online Radio site that I have been doing for a few years
now, run by Whisky Utrecht. He’s had it going for a while
now. I met him at an Event I DJ’d in when I was in New York in
2010, we became friends, he liked my style of DJing, and
eventually asked me on to his Radio site for a once a week
show, two hours. I was honored, and took him up on it. My
segment is called Ritual Noise, and it has a pretty loyal
following.
How do find the DJing in clubs and radio work
differs, in terms of what you find yourself doing, and
how it motivates you?
As I mentioned earlier, I try and use the radio show to uncover
Hidden gems that aren’t as well known, or haven’t been heard
in years, and when I can I tell a little story of the background of
the song or group that did it over the air. The club venue is
different, and I actually relish it and feed off of it as I love
reading a crowd and keeping them going.
One time when I did a heavy Industrial Night in New York I
dusted off some older songs that had them going non-stop. I
actually had a guy who was dancing in front of where I was,
and every time he was about to get off the floor to rest, I would
transition to the next song and he was actually giving me bad
glares because now he wanted to dance to THAT song, so he
stayed for that, and then I dropped the next one. Same results.
He was absolutely covered in sweat, as he was never wanting

to get off of the floor until my set was done. He told me after
that he hadn’t danced that much in a while, and while he was
aggravated that he couldn’t take himself off the floor at the
time, it was one of the best sets he had heard in quite a while.
On a practical level give me an idea of how two
nights would actually go for you, and the preparation
involved. Compare a club where you are already
known and what that involves, and then when you’re
going to a new place, and what you might have to
do, like scoping the place out first and working out
what you think they need, etc. The hours involved,
from start to finish on that specific day.
Preparation is simple for me - I actually don’t. I have as much
of an idea of what I am going to play either on the radio show
or in a club, as you would right now. I don’t believe in making
a pre-made set list. I have seen way too many of these DJ’s set
them, and refuse to adapt or stray at all. If the DJ before them
plays a song they had listed or lined up then they are lost.
Every crowd is different as well, and if there is a song that I
play that clears a crowd out, I quickly find something else and
transition out the dying quail. It’s very rare but does happen.
I go by feel for both of them, and so far, I have never had a
listener or a promoter ever complain. The people are there for
me to entertain, and I always do each show or event as if it was
my last. I want people no matter where I play, no matter what
state or country, to say DAMN I had a friggin blast, that was
one of the most fun nights I ever had. I always drop my last
song when I travel and say goodnight as people are leaving
while standing at the door, and the smiles and the pats on the
back are some of the greatest moments of the night for me.
Okay so let’s get onto the online activity. When did
you first start getting involved with the Internet
musically? And why? Was it newsgroups and
forums?

I started doing internet stuff originally to help out with a
Festival in the Boston Massachusetts area called the New
England Punk/Goth/ Metal Fest, on MySpace. Originally it
was called the New England Goth/Industrial Scene and
eventually expanded to The East Coast Goth/Industrial/Fetish
Scene. While Facebook was still young, I started the East
Coast Group on there about 3 years later, as well as the
International Goth Industrial and Fetish Scene group too (Now
one of the largest groups for our scene on Facebook with
15,000 members) . Eventually I would make a group for people
in the Goth/Industrial scenes that are artists and musicians
(appropriately named The Artist and Musician Goth/Industrial
Scene) and round out North America by creating the Midwest
Goth/Industrial And Fetish Scene group and the West Coast
Goth/Industrial and Fetish Scene groups. For My European
friends, there is now a group for their region as well.
Back in the 90’s the internet was actually filling in
gaps that the music media had let lapse. Were you
involved with anything at that time?
I was not. I didn’t start getting involved with the Internet until
the mid 2000’s.
As the Net mushroomed from about ’98 onwards
things move in waves, from newsgroups to openaccess stuff like live journal, myspace and Facebook.
Then MySpace goes wrong and we have Reverb
nation, bandcamp, tumblr, blah de bleeding blah.
How many of these have you been involved with and
hopeful of before starting your various Facebook
groups?

With the six groups I have going on Facebook I’m very busy
moderating and monitoring everything that goes on in them. I
also have within the last year or so have had people who live
in the areas a group is based upon ask to help as well in themwhich I have been glad to take up the offer. They are
passionate and care about the scene, and I have been blessed
to have gotten to know them as well. I haven’t looked to
expand more for the most part into other internet social areas
as the six already take up a lot of my time.
Do you foresee spreading them out even further in
regions?
I always monitor to see if other regions could use their own
regional group, but as of right now I can only think of two, and
I haven’t seen a need to start one up for South America or
Australia-yet. I am still looking though.
Do you spend more time on this than the DJing? It
strikes me as being quite an ordeal to monitor?
I watch over them everyday as mentioned. It does take up a lot
of time, but I am so used to doing it now that I can skim
through my groups and see what’s in them, as well as admit
new members, rather quickly. The patrons that became Admins
that are also helping me in the groups catch things and add
new member requests as well, so it gets maintained very well
with help. The Djing is usually a traveling thing, so it is spread
out, and doesn’t take as much time outside of traveling back
and forth and doing the actual event. They are spaced out
over the calendar as well

I can imagine some days are pretty annoying if
something goes wrong but overall do you get the
same satisfaction on a weekly basis from what you
see happening on your groups that you do when you
work at a club, or are the ways these satisfy entirely
different?

helped me as far as events I have helped or DJ’d as well. This
exposure in turns helps draw larger crowds to places I have
traveled to, making the overall night not just busier but a blast
to have done or will be doing, as well. This works both ways,
for the patrons who have come out to see me, as well as my
enthusiasm and I get the privilege of entertaining them as well.

The two are completely different. I started the groups for
events or individuals who wanted to get word out to the
overall community regarding any event they may be doing in a
large scale forum that could reach any region. I also made
them for those in just a particular region who had something
they were doing for their local area and wanted to let others in
that region know what was going on.

Can you imagine what will happen when the next
thing comes along to replace Facebook, like a
Google equivalent, which I imagine, must be in the
wings and would decimate Facebook with its weird
desire to constantly find ways to fiddle with things?

So, in summary, Boston will reach Boston in The East Coast
group for instance yes, but the group also has a broad reach
and the event will also be seen from Maine to Florida and
Montreal as well. If there is a big event in California that wants
to let people in the East Coast group know what they are about
to do, they have the opportunity to post about it in the same
group This way people who are in the East Coast community
that may be traveling to the West Coast can check it out, and
vice versa with East Coast events that are large in scale can be
posted into the West coast group, and so forth. This helps
make the long distances for getting news out to a wider range
of people shorter and easier to find out what’s going on.
The individual side when I work at a club differs, as that is a lot
more personal as I am amongst the community in the flesh. It’s
great to meet people that I have chatted with in the groups,
and exchanged ideas or even business talk. The groups have
given my name a lot of exposure in the community, and have

Google tried, and it does have a community, but from what I
can tell, it never really took off. Facebook changes stuff yes,
but there are so many users who are on it that unless they
screwed up royally overall like Myspace did, I don’t see it
passing off anytime soon. Everything seems to be connected
to it, and it seems like you’re able to sign into almost every
other relevant site through it now as well.
Are you running the biggest groups that are out there
in terms of music, or have you found people doing
ones that are even bigger? (Within the Goth/
Industrial scenes, I don’t mean mainstream dance
stuff.)
It looks to me like I am running some of the biggest yes, when
it comes to covering and being able to help out regional scenes
in North America as well as Europe. I am very loose with stuff
being posted and showcased in each group, so people know
they can post practically anything as long as it is related to the
scenes, and it isn’t a post that will piss of Facebook censors -

and artistic way. (AS in…what have you seen people
doing which you often think won’t work and you find
yourself proved correct?)
I honestly don’t know.
To a lot of people the Internet seemed the answer,
but it gives people so much choice there is no
central focus anymore and bands are finding it hard
to compete with this. What advice do you find
yourself giving people in bands most when trying to
help out the ones you really like?
I ask them to use my groups to post their band events and
happenings, if someone asks, I will sometimes even send out
event invites to members of my groups as a way for people to
get info on the band and where they may be playing, or a
release they may have that I found good.

I see that stuff right away and delete it. Facebook is like the
Disney of the Internet that way.
Do you feel your groups achieve real things? I have
seen plenty of groups which have thousands of
members and yet there’s little posting day to day and
some seem pretty much dead. How much input can
you have, or do you let each do its own thing?
I feel they have helped out a lot. I have seen and heard from
many of the members as well that repeatedly that they are glad
they are there and are able to use them, with very good results
for what they wanted to achieve. There are many many people
applying all the time as well, and over the course of a week
each one gets at least 200 more requests during that time
(usually a lot more than that). I keep my input down to just
moderating that everything is kosher with the rules of
Facebook, and nothing gets posted
that would be deemed offensive.
Other than that, I keep hands off
with what members post, only
interjecting if there is a post that
doesn’t fall into the community
realm.
What would you say were
your 3 most requested Goth
songs when you DJ at clubs?

It’s not like the old days where record labels helped promote
and cover expenses, and everyone now is not just all over the
place I find that most bands don’t realize how much it costs to
do promotions and printings of fliers, covering their own
materials to distribute music, and so forth. I think it’s harder
for bands these days, and I am hoping that my Internet
presence online can always help out.
Is there a Jack Master plan? What would you like to
be able to do online over the next few years?
Offline?
I have fiddled about starting a DJ company that I would lead
where we travel to and fro to different clubs and events, giving
the scene a strong performing DJ troupe to help revive a scene
that now not only has gotten stagnant, but forgot there are
Goth/Industrial/EBM songs still out there that are great to hear
and now seem to play too much of todays top and dance
which only helps drive people
away more. They don’t want to
hear Kesha at a Goth club they
are going to, or Katy Perry, and
so forth. They want their
Christian Death or Cure or Clan
of Xymox. The more these
“Goth/Industrial” Dj’s insist on
playing anything but at venues,
the weaker it makes the scene as
it goes along as far as patrons
trying to get out and enjoy the
night. It leads to venues
eventually dropping these
events and going with other
styles of music. The scenes in
those locations will eventually
die off-they have in places like
Orlando and have hurt the NY scene. It’s too bad, as there are
people who are out there willing to go out, they just need an
actual place to go to.

“It’s an impossible
question for me to
answer, as what my
favorite album or song
is changes as much as
the winds change
direction…”

Since I DJ’d in different regions of
North America all the time, requests
are usually varied, as each area has
a unique community. What New
Yorkers like will vary from what
people in Pennsylvania like
compared to people in New Orleans or Montral. It gives me a
broad range of bands to hear about or play from one area to
the next, so there really isn’t a consistent re-request over and
over of a certain song.
What would you tell anyone wanting to start doing
something creative on the Net, specifically what to
avoid doing – and by this I mean in a constructive

I am hoping that the groups will keep expanding and unite us
all…
I have also thrown the power of my on-line groups behind
musical groups that tour, and have helped promote tours and

events, essentially as an “Official Media Sponsor” for these
occasions. In fact, I am helping promote and as media sponsor
this summer partnering with FURNACE RECORDS & Voidstar
Productions, as they bring Christian Death to Boston in Fall
2014 for “RAISING THE DEAD”.
In a rare appearance, deathrock/goth legends Christian Death
will be taking part in a deathrock/gothic unity performance/
roundtable in Fall 2014 entitled “RAISING THE DEAD.” As the
brainchild of punk/deathrock/industrial veteran Darryl Hell
[s6k/FURNACE RECORDS/DJ Darryl Hell], the goal is to bring
together the many elements of the Boston goth/deathrock/
industrial community as it had never been done before. The
event will feature: [+] a rare live Boston performance by
Christian Death celebrating the 30th anniversary of its album
“Catastrophe Ballet” by performing it in its entirety. [+] a
roundtable Q&A with Valor Kahn [Christian Death/Pompeii 99]
and a number of key people from the Boston goth/deathrock
community, moderated by Darryl Hell. [+] a rare Boston
performance by Abstinence, that began as a deathrock/
industrial band in 1985. [+] Much, much more... RAISING THE
DEAD will be part of a special 2-day weekend event TO BE
ANNOUNCED ——>stay tuned<——-(More info soon at
www.s6k.com/furnacerecords . ☺ )
In terms of DJing where would you most like to play?
I would love to DJ in Europe, and have already inquired to a
Huge Festival in the UK that happens in the fall, and I was
asked by a promoter in Prague to fly over there this fall as well,
and though I was trying to work out the logistics things got

caught on a snag- I won’t give up though. The Scene is huge
over in Europe compared to what I have seen in the States,
and I would love to visit the UK and Germany, to name a
couple of countries where I would love to one day DJ. It will
happen.
The larger the crowd the better, I love Djing huge events. I
know that when I DJ the patrons always fill the floor packed
and leave with the biggest smiles I get to see each time. ☺
Do you remember the first record you bought?
That’s going back quite a ways. I really don’t remember exactly,
but it could have been any of the following: John Lennon’s
“Double Fantasy”, The Who’s “Kid’s Are Alright”, or Asia’s
self-titled album “Asia”. My mother had a bunch of 45’s from
the 60’s and early 70’s, so they also after a while became
assimilated into my childhood collection at the time.
What was your first gig?
The first time I ever DJ’d in front of any crowd was in
Manhattan New York City for around 200 people called Fixe
Magazine’s “Sunday Night Fixe” Goth and Fetish Party, at the
Le Poison Rouge venue
What is your favourite record (single or album) of all
time? And why?

Pets. I like to ask people, what pets do you have?
I have two lovely cats, Izzy and Peaches. Izzy was saved from
a cat shelter, and Peaches I found as a kitten at a school near
me. He was hiding behind a paper recycling bin, and I took him
in when he was a kitten.
You know what they say, all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy. What do you do to relax that isn’t
music-related?
I love watching movies, music DVD’s that are documentaries,
music video collections of an artist I am listening to at the time,
or past concerts I have bought of my favorite bands.
I also take in my fair share of baseball games as well. ☺
When we spoke online you showed me the room you
were in, and it was crammed full of stuff. Are you an
avid collector of things?

It’s an impossible question for me to answer, as what my
favorite album or song is changes as much as the winds
change direction - depends on the moment, or the feeling I am
in.
Do you have any artists where you maintain a
collection of everything they release?
Older artists that I grew up with before I discovered and
entered the scene I do try and keep up with or own their entire
catalog. Some are; Prince, Depeche Mode, New Order,
Morrissey, Bauhaus/Peter Murphy, Black Tape for a Blue Girl,
The Cure, Delirium, Nick Cave, Front Line Assembly, KMFDM,
Nine Inch Nails, Skinny Puppy, David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, and
Aerosmith
What’s the best gig you attended, and why?
I went to a club called ManRay, and they always had Goth/
Industrial on Wednesday Nights, with the same theme on
Fridays, but mixed with the Fetish garbed people as well. It is
where I was first introduced to the scene, and where I learned
about the music. It’s closed now, but those were the best gigs
for me. The night has moved to a different venue, but it’s too
packed now, way too crowded, as the venue it went to is way
too small (meant for a local band type of thing) and the club
gets too hot at times. I am not a big fan of not being able to
dance when you have 6 people stacked upon you, so I’ve
“retired” from going even though I love the DJ, Chris Ewen.
My traveling DJ gigs gives me a chance to see different
regions, clubs, and hear different DJ sets, it gives me a chance
to hear something outside of my region.
That’s another reason why I don’t go out near where I am The DJ’s all play the same songs for the most part, and these
days they incorporate music that has nothing to do with what
it’s supposed to be (advertised as Goth/Industrial, but Lady
gaga or Techno or Dubstep played a lot more than the Goth/
Industrial).

I just love collecting CD’s and DVDs the most. My music
library is quite extensive, as well as my Video collection of
Music, Sitcom, and movies. I like to entertain, at heart, and
having a vast library with both have helped me do that in that
respect.
Say you lose the DJ-ing bug, what would you get
into? The other plans you mentioned before are an
extension of what you do. Is there another area you
would like to be involved with but haven’t the time
right now, but can see ripe for exploration later?
I’ve always been curious about one day helping to promote
and book bands, but that is about as far as I could see when it
comes to veering away from Djing. I just enjoy doing it too
much, and I love reading up on music, the history, the
discographies, the stories behind an album or a scene and
what influenced them to what evolved to the final product or
what pushes something to how whatever it is I am researching
on at the time is regarded today. When I meet a band or an
entertainer, I will admit completely doing the fan-boy thing at
the very beginning as far as asking for autographs, but that is
it. After that 30 seconds or so, I just try and talk with them as if
they were just the person I just met at the grocery store, or as I
would an old friend. No gawking or anything like that. (Like
I’ve done with Little Richard, Steve Vai, Bella Morte, to name a
handful)

LIVE NOT ON EVIL
WHEN EVERYTHING GOES DOWN
Creep
Amazingly this is only the third album for a band in existence
some 13 years and it’s been an age since ‘Lucky Stiff’ and
‘Next Time Nail It Shut.’ Previously you could see the way
Goth met Punk in their sound but over time it’s clear dark rock
strains have been dominated by a mature punk dignity, all of
which is fine.
‘Falling For It’ tumbles out of bed and races round the studio,
eyes frantic, and although he’s singing, “I’m falling for it
again” it sounds a bit like, “I’m going bowling again.” The
supremely hard rhythm section of Kevin Person on jutting
bass and Joey Patrone on dangerous drums give the guitar of
Norm Alger no alternative but to hit the heights consistently.
Vocalist Rob Windfelder rides that sound like it’s a sonic rodeo.
It’s a viciously
invigorating opener
and if he does fancy
going bowling, let
him. It’s not a crime.
‘When Everything
Goes Down’ has a
lean, mean fuselage
with wiggly wings.
The guitars close in,
then chime with the
rhythm of the vocals
and allow us a little
breather with the
chorus. ‘Set On
Random’ gets the post-thrash vote with hefty poking from the
monstrous bass. ‘Nothing’s Wrong’ has gorgeously piercing
guitar, rolling drums and seedy bass all propelling themselves
at your ear drums, in a holding pattern at times, then leaping
forwards again, vividly cutting holes in the air. Not a second
wasted, not a space for weakness it’s all wired and pulsating
brilliantly.

MARK SINNIS
IT’S BEEN A LONG COLD HARD LONELY
WINTER
9TH RECORDINGS – NR9
16 chilly blasts to warm your heart, and no mistake.
‘It’s Been A Long Cold Hard Lonely Winter’ itself sets
the tone, loping music you can imagine in a downcast
cowboy film, and the devil keeps knocking at his door,
which isn’t what you want. With Mark’s warm vocal
tones it’s catchy and keep expecting a quick ‘yippie kiyay’ but nope, none of that. ‘Wine And Whiskey And The
Devil Makes Three’ is equally comfy country, someone
having a shite time singing about it with mellow manners,
a fiddle drifting, drums brushed, guitar high, vocals mildly
confessing a grim end.

‘A Little More’ is comparably restrained with an exposed,
defiant vocal. The guitar crawls majestically, the bass and
drums hunched heroically. ‘Switchblade Angels’ has angels
carving initials in the sky! It’s a brisk turbulence this and
threshing, not thrashing. ‘Coming Back To Life’ also offers a
variety in clomping intelligently and developing slowly. ‘Still
She Haunts Me’ is a tale with a bitter drag to it, and as those
dying embers are stamped upon by ‘Moment Of Sanity’ we’re
gearing up for the big finish. The guitars get choppier, the
vocals are lighter, more agile, reaching out instead of punching
holes, the sound billowing hotly.

‘Driving Nails In My Coffin’ is a crafty caper, his woman
left him so he’s turned into an alkie. (Everyone needs a
hobby.) It’s at a slow trot and that might be a pedal steel
guitar, I suspect. ‘Six Feet From Eternity’ has a delightful
spoken intro, then a song where he calls to a dead
woman in a curious lament. ‘In A World With No
Tomorrow’ is a curious thing, I don’t know if he’s singing
about a ghost or something like a river but with nice brass
backing he emotes with great passion.

‘The Claim’ sounds sweet to begin with, becomes a tortured
elegance as it hauls up its skirts and stomps and glares,
achieving a strange but arresting ending as it tinkles out softly
at the very finish.

‘Sitting At The Heartbreak Saloon’ finds him as billy-nomates, jukebox his only friend, and yet he’s growing
strangely optimistic, voice a quiver like a whiskery Elvis.
‘Sunday Mourning Train’ has a mellifluous spirit despite
the gloomy intent, as the protagonist isn’t have the
greatest of times, despite some hesitant banjo playing.
‘Cemeteries And Centuries’ is a proud, dignified song,
simply detailing a shared fate.

They’re a rabble, and they’re rousing.
www.facebook.com/pages/Live-Not-On-Evil/
168189693393

Strolling pessimistically ‘On A Cold Night In December’
has more brass and hazy guitar as the lonely voice
announces preventative measures post-death to keep the
devil guessing, passionate and dramatic. ‘Mistaken For
Love’ is more curious, a different style of regret, whether
at the end of a life, or relationship. ‘He Stopped Loving
Her Today’ is a beautifully sad love story, of endless onesided devotion, only ended by a natural demise.
‘Open Road of Memories’ is open and balmy, ‘Down Old
Route Number 9’ has a love muted feel with deft guitar
and ‘Your Past May Come Back To Haunt Me’ is a big
boomy, catchy number with a lung-bursting vocal. ‘The
Angel Of Death’ sounds like its recorded in a funeral
home, organ softly shadowing the vocals, or vice versa,
as we all contemplate meeting the Angel Of Death.
Weirdly, after all this, ‘In Harmony’ takes a different tack
as presents death as our mate, and all’s well that end’s
well, as it were. Very chipper, almost celebratory!
Immaculately delivered this is an oddly exhausting record,
given the way the thoughts are banged into your head.
It’s the most trad country thing I’ve heard Mark do and
the most relentlessly theme-driven. Seriously impressive,
but I hope there’s something less ominous next time.
www.marksinnis.com/1.html
www.facebook.com/mark.sinnis
www.facebook.com/groups/103275249723068/
www.reverbnation.com/marksinnis
www.last.fm/music/Mark+Sinnis
MEMOIRES D’AUTUMNE
CLICHÉ
Meidosem Records
Originally formed in 1992 this French band, contemporaries of
Brotherhood Of Pagans and Corpus Delicti released a few
items before gently fading away. Denis Régnault (guitar/
Vocals), Sandrine Cognet (bass) and Hervé Becouse (drums)
did the Gloria Victis tape in 1993 and an eponymous tape in
1995, before Cliché was originally released in 1996.
Now it’s alive again on CD and makes for a fascinating listen. I
mean it’s not exactly all THAT long ago, or doesn’t seem it, but
time gives you the advantage of comparative reasoning and
you can see easily how this band weren’t just sticking in one
area of sonic agitation but had various moods at their disposal,
so there’s variety aplenty.
‘Blurred Pictures’ has mournful vocals with a sumptuous bass
hammock to swing in as icy guitar splinters around them.
‘Trauma’ is friskier, in a dust-strewn way, the vocals tripping
over the jaunty bass and twirling slowly with fine character as
the drums propel them. The bass strides and pokes out a lot as
the guitar jangles meaningfully. ‘L’Autre’ finds the bass flexing
like a ballerina on speed as austere guitar ascends healthily

then gushes out, scalding the perilous mix. Serenely, the vocals
take assure control, and with that settled the individuals thrum
and throb around him. Gawjuss! ‘The Triumph Of Time’ is
stunningly roomy and noisy, the drums sparing but impacting
hard, the bass willowy again, the vocals grand.
‘The Way’ is skinnier and smoother, the guitar flickering
saucily and chiming neatly with the dance chattiness of the
rhythm. Then we pull back from frivolity into a darker run-in
with atmosphere through the soft shudders of ‘Time Of The
End’ and stately stamping on the spot. ‘Etrange Automne’ is
moodier by far, little bass glimmers, tiny guitar nodules,
contemplative spoken vocals. Add in some vinegary drama and
‘Cliché’ glitters with promise, the guitar squealing heroically
over the minimalist backing.
All is seriously lovely here.

www.facebook.com/memoiresdautomne
http://spiralesmystiques.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/asso.trinity - label
www.systemsofromance.com/blog/2012/09/
memoires-dautomne-gloria-victis-k7-st-k7compilation-tracks - the earlier tapes
MOLDIG
RED LIGHT
Own Label
A record like this could even the hardest, meanest cynic fall in
love with music. In ‘E.S.P’ a fat bass lingers, the dry brushwork
guitar shines, and the slow burning female vocals emerge
through them to slip into your ears, sink through the flesh into
your mind where they reverberate gently. The song hums by
itself. The drums are sleek, the sounds extend, then twist back
and it just succeeds on so many levels, possibly even on
levels we don’t know exist! It’s good to have them back
because that last album with the porthole on the cover was in
2007!

‘Vain’ is simpler with supple bass permanently airborne as the
guitar scampers into a modestly moody chorus as the vocals
steer us through the light linear intoxication. ‘Fashion Parade’
is another delicate variant, but actually hard as a composition.
It has a stealth factor, moving slowly upwards, the corkscrew
guitar offset against the vocal effort and tension, the hint of
keyboards, the guitar twistier, that resolute bass providing a
backdrop for the vocal development. ‘Jesus’ is another
ravishing entity, almost throbbing with its trio power, which of
course only trios have. The instruments sound like they’re
overheating, right in your face, yet all is control and cautiously
optimistic, the bass less forward now, the vocals bigger, the
guitar spreading craftily until it empties gently.
‘The World Is Nothing’ is punkier, the drums and bass ready to
rip it up, the guitar hissing like a metal gas, and the vocals are
brisk and raw. Sassy and defiantly ruffled, it doesn’t actually
roar off into some imagined distance, which is a shame as I’d
like to see them really pacey, but stays and spins hotly the feel
intensifying nicely, then clicking off emphatically. Bigger and
bolder now their sound lifts
the ‘The Treachery’ as the
vocals sound concerned,
the sound does a backflip
into a doomed rollercoaster
run, drums ticking over,
guitar thin and bass
pensive, vocals
shuddering.
‘Miguel’ shimmers from the
off, discreet echoes traced
over broadly sketched
vocals, as though we’re
inside the microphone with them, the bass all around us, and
this is a delicate thing blessed with a fabulous vocal
performance. You just sit back and let the canvas before your
ears fill up. Out of nowhere ‘111’ starts with a bass born out of
Big Black, viciously composed, the guitar contrite but weaving
beneath airier vocals at delightful odds with such trenchant
bass surliness. It’s still a hazily moving piece despite the
brooding input but another fascinating shape-shifter in the
overall picture. They finish the short but enchanting album
with a winsome ‘20 Seconds’ that sees increased guitar activity
and a new mood of deft, damaged harmony as the chorus is
eager, the verses held in check.
You can play these songs on repeat all day and not get bored.
Thrilling without seemingly trying!
www.facebook.com/moldig
http://moldig.bandcamp.com
My name is Jack Ryan. I AM AN AMERICAN! I am, older
sometimes, depending on what I’m in. This being a prequel I’m
barely out of nappies. I was in Afghanistan when they made
me a lieutenant, aged just four. I was only there a few minutes
when I was badly injured, pulled everyone out of a downed
chopper despite having a broken back, and then spent a year
recovering when some old guy started snooping on me. He
looked like that Kevin Costner guy but was fatter. And older.
Hey, sometimes he looks younger when you see him. I marry
my doctor. We laugh and think how good it is we don’t have to

hang around with Kenneth Branagh like a lot of people in our
line of work, whatever that is.
Well, I’m packed off by the old guy to work in a bank and
within minutes I have deduced a major international bankingstroke-fake-terrorism-catastrophe is imminent. Can you believe
that? No, me neither. I am sent to Moscow undercover. I am
threatened. Bang! Bang! Gunfire. Bangedy-bang! More. So I
drown my assailant in the bath, call for backup and within
minutes the whole bathroom has been replaced. They must be
robo-plumbers. We could do with them back home.
Yeah, I’m suspicious, I’m young. My wife doesn’t trust me,
and then I have to meet Kenneth Branagh. Of all the luck! My
wife turns up. Jeez. It’s getting interesting, but not quite and
you don’t want to go out for coffee in case you meet the
highly laughable breaking into the most secure office is
Moscow and doing the copying stuff to a memory stick
montage.
Wow, that old espionage classic! Maybe they’ll be a big bomb
in a van later, who knows? Anyway big car chase, trackers,
villain threatening my wife? I should cocoa! Well, we’re not
actually married but I have made a vow! I am all about vows,
that’s why I told her I’m CIA the moment she looked moody.
Crashety-crash. Let’s get back home. They’re going to blow
shit up then sell dollars and America will become a small
wilderness of derelict farmers. Called Bob. Yessiree! Well I
frown a little and think and yep, do this, do that, mention some
towns, think of Facebook…and whoosh, it all falls into place.
Mobilise people in Pennsylvanian and they hit the premises in
ten minutes. They’re quicker than the bathroom replacement
guys. Too late you say? Well no worries there because I have
figure IT ALL OUT. So first we take Manhattan, and it’s time to
pop that infernal big bomb in the old van into the river where it
sends up a tiny spout of water.
Hey! It’s just a day in the life. Hello Mr. President. Hello son,
how long have you been a lowly analyst come dangerous field
operative? I don’t know Mr President. Not exactly. That’s
alright son, I don’t know any dangerous fields needing
activation. Now get out here you little tyke. Yes Sir, Mr
President.
Until the next time….

Although I have heard the term used, mainly in music, before I
had never bothered investigating it and so wasn’t aware ‘Loup
Garou’ was someone who can change into a wolf at will. Not
sure how that helps anyone unless they’re looking for extra
work in films but it is hardly for me to judge. ‘Rise Of The
Sirens’ glows as it goes, decorously dripping and underpinned
by thick keys and softly eerie singing and could be a perfect
marriage between Twin Peaks and early Pink Floyd. The courtly
keyboard stroll of ‘In A Labyrinth Of Light’ comes with
celestial backing, and then is gone! ‘Honeybee Reverie’ has a
breathy clamour about it, ‘Moondial’ is a sweet stand alone
piece of music that locks you into its trance then ‘Khepri’
finishes in cool style as is quite amusing. You can hear her
singing, ‘wake up’ and it is like merging from some sort of
saintly dream.
I’ve no idea what her previous four releases sound like but if
she can avoid doing things that are too similar, at which point
you soon realise you don’t need more than or two records by a
certain artist, she’ll be someone to keep an ear and eye on, or
possibly both, because she makes the air around you a lovelier
place.
PAULINA CASSIDY
SUGAR WINGSHIVER
Projekt
Pauline Cassidy is a wonderfully talented artist. When you
check out her website there’s things you may want to get for
friends if not yourself, with the tarot cards looking particularly
spry and of course… the cats. With that imagery in your face
you won’t be surprised by the gentleness of this record on
which everything is written, played and produced by Paulina.
It trickles and washes against you, a lace-bedecked waking
dream and if less is more, then Paulina has lots! And lots. You
may already have enjoyed her ‘Frosty The Snowman’ on
Projekt’s ‘Ornamental’ 2CD set. This Christmas we bought
Lynda’s dad a singing snowman who does ‘Frosty’ while
having a little dance. Every time it did that I kept wondering
why it has a bucket. Is that an essential snowman accessory
these days? But, I digress…

www.paulina.ws
www.facebook.com/paulinacassidyart
www.facebook.com/drawingupastorm
http://projektrecords.bandcamp.com/album/sugarwingshiver

‘Sugar Wingshiver’ comes from the lush, demure side of
ethereal, the semblance of song stretched paper thin as it
moves like smoke into all corners of your room, a light
smattering of percussion on nodding terms with the occasional
keyboard and vocal elements. Quietly glorious. ‘Luna Sea’
grows clear, a nicely nosey organ pushing about beneath
warmer vocals and this extended glow is carried on by ‘The
Trance Pool’ with lovely nimble touches, like some sort of
roving harp.
‘We Rush Beyond All Boundaries’ is a sinuous delight as our
ghost is almost corporeal now, the keys adding greater
shading, the percussion twisting and jutting as sumptuous
vocals unwind and enchant.
‘Still A Ghost’ is simply a little snapshot of sound which leads
us into the hypnotic ‘Bird On A Mission’ that hums like wires
in the sky. ‘Fire In Our Eyes’ is a kind of chunky chill out,
‘Captured’ another flitting fleeting glimpse, then ‘Voodoo Lily’
is another standout, like ‘Bird’ in that we are onto a level
ground where the song steams happily against the cold
horizons and is as visible as audible. She can do mood, she can
do post-ambient music, she can do songs.

PEELING GREY
BROKEN GLASS / RUMORS
PG
Two lovely limited edition CDs and you should try what I tried.
I had the video for ‘Rumors’ on while playing ‘Broken Glass’,
then mixed the volume on pc and amp until both songs
balanced. This is sonic alchemy, noise necromancy, this is the
way of madness. Funny thing is, it works!Anyway, ‘Broken
Glass’ is a dignified song with a tendency to plod on the bass
assisted by delicate keys and regretful vocals telling a story of
dramatic misery. ‘Sleeping In Dirty Hands (Truth Remix)’ has a
brighter tone, as though ready for a brisk waltz around town,

only for decidedly weird lyrics about abuse to hover seedily
above impish itchy guitar and all highly catchy in a demented
manner.‘Broken Glass (Magic Monster Radio Acoustic Set)’ is
a blast captured live on what I am prepared to guess was
Magic Monster Radio, and the song sounds really good, with
a nice nagging drum undertow in the relaxed setting,
completing CD 1.
‘Rumors’ has the same relentless vocal presence that
‘Sleeping’ had, as Andy bobs steadily along, occasionally
lifted by the bass on moments of emphasis, and it has a
dappled post-punk beauty quite in keeping with the likes of the
Teardrops and Bunnymen way back when, or a cheekier
version of the Comsats. It has the occasional choppy moment,
then eases back into gilded idleness which is genuinely
charming. ‘A Few Short Days’ is a light slice of maudlin
consideration, casually pulling you along with its loose bass
and subtle, determined drums. ‘The Rain’ is a slow song,
thoughtful vocals mooching in company with quite beautiful
guitar, all drowsily picturesque until the bass pushes forwards
and keyboards do a chilly turn.
So, two lovely things for you to consider.

writer, with Fredrik Solenberg (Run Level Zero) on synth
and Carl Magnusson (DC Molina, Sex Gang Children) on
bass, with both the latter pitching into the production. The
alert vocal drone matches the hypnotic linear bumpiness
and there’s plenty of spatial variety occurring to keep it
bracing, whether that’s the opening clanging drive, the
light insistent beat or bustling rhythmical impetus. It’s also
got a hesitant chorus which manages an increasing grip
with each further play.
https://soundcloud.com/penny-showman
www.facebook.com/pennyshowman
http://pennyshowman.bandcamp.com

http://peelinggrey.bandcamp.com/album/brokenglass-single
http://peelinggrey.bandcamp.com/track/rumors
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFVF-HQhfgA
http://peelinggrey.com/https://soundcloud.com/
peeling-grey
www.facebook.com/pages/Peeling-Grey/
343472150136
www.facebook.com/andy.smith.35380

PSYCHOFORMALINA
EWAKUACJA
Bat-cave Productions

PENNY SHOWMAN
SPINNING SKULLS single
PS
Out on Wednesday 29th this is supposedly Industrial at

heart with a moping Swedish heart. I say supposedly
because I think there’s much more at play. They
describe their melodic status as ‘jerky’ which I get, but
this cannot disguise the essential grace. There’s an album
out soon, entitled “Penny and the Spinning Skulls” and
doubtless I’ll have more on that when I have it but for now
this is a grizzled beauty.

A trio featuring Marcus Zetterquist on vocals and prime

Another high quality, high intensity post-punk band from
Poland with a modern take on heady early 80’s tensions and
route 1 impact which keeps the brooding undertow under
control sufficiently for these songs to flow with a spiky energy
and there’s no language problem because the words fit like
another instrument into the murky maelstrom.
‘AnioB Ze ZdechB T’cz’ is a grubby beauty, with fantastic
bass bowling along, smart vocals striding and exhibiting
leadership potential as self-absorbed guitar all but absorbing
itself, spluttering wonderfully with a memorable glimmer, and
now and again there’s a little punchy percussive patch.
‘Pierwszy’ gushes with a fatigued brilliance, seemingly morose
and weary but defiantly bitter, the guitar bursting out in stylish
flourishes and the song dropping to an empty phase then
rebuilding with renewed vigour. Piotr Bernatowicz’s chunky
bass nudges the truculent ‘Norwegia’ into play with playful
guitar circling. Mariusz Wójcik’s vocals are snappier, the brief
more restrictive as they stand and glower and it lifts you with it
cleverly.
‘Pltanina Rur’ is calmer, like a happily dozing Killing Joke, with
enhanced atmospheric sounds and a strangely cute organic

finish. Aukasz Wójcik lets his drums do the stalking as ‘Nuda’
creeps forwards, then lollops into a swagger. Bass dominates
initially in ‘W.A.M.’ but dual guitar options from Miras
Majsiak float and frolic in leisurely fashion as the vocals
emanate coldly. This song takes its time and the bass is superb
as it potters along with a solid vocal and drum base over which
delightful guitar slithers and somersaults.

guitar action. Darkly frisky, ‘Staying Under’ has a subtle fizz,
lower with male vocals dominating, but equally forthright in
catchy tones. ‘Here Be Dragons’ starts like turbo-folk, but
flattens straight out then pushes forwards hungrily, with
mental vocals: “what’s yours is mine, what’s theirs is mine,
what’s ours is mine, what’s mine is mine.” That seems clear
enough.

‘Opium’ takes you a bit by surprise by being more open and
nimble, with less rhythmical power, then unleashes turbulent
drums and a storm of guitar noise. A curious thing, but
strangely adorable. Title track ‘Ewakuacja’ finishes everything
off, amid ambient noise and a slow deadly bass march while
golden guitar slowly inflates the song’s lungs. Deliberately
laboured it has a much more serious tone and exposes different
facets regularly through the song to keep it interesting as it
explores sedate angst which works up a point, about three
quarters through, then it becomes dreary as though they don’t
actually know how to finish it.

‘Turn Around’ has another great guitar display, edgily
atmospheric but deeply picturesque with the power behind it
and a stirring vocal parachuting in with a less grand, more
urgent chorus sandwiched in. ‘What You Wanted’ is hearty
moodiness, with a soft heart. ‘The One Thing’ is cutely roving
Goth, lightweight but active, followed by the jauntily fresh
assault of ‘Lifeline’ which is great fun from the morse code
style opening through the trenchant bounce, vocal frills and
muted closing thrills.

The last three minutes aside this is a fantastic record.
http://psychoformalina.bandcamp.com/album/
ewakuacja
www.facebook.com/pages/Psychoformalina/
126266377474546
https://myspace.com/psychoformalina
www.last.fm/music/Psychoformalina

‘Tomorrow’s Yesterday’ is a touch more rigid and upright,
solemn yet determined. ‘Timeless & Elegant’ is another
gregarious explosion of vocal control, interplay and
relentlessly invigorating rhythmical propulsion with the guitar
riding shotgun with debonair aplomb. ‘Made to Last’ then
bowls out of the door with a heady melodic Gawf flounce, sung
joyously amid a whirl of uplifting action.
Fittingly, given the title, they’re on fire.
www.rhombus.org.uk
www.facebook.com/rhombus.uk

RHOMBUS
HERE BE DRAGONS
Models Own Records
One simple point to be made about Rhombus is they don’t do
miserable, do they? They don’t hang about either, despite
having plumped up textures galore. A song starts and they’re
all eager to bustle in and get cracking, making their songs
tremendously enjoyable.

SCANDACROSS
SHELLACSKIN
White Rose Music

‘T’intro’ is the arty start, mind, with desolate piano, distant
voices, a spot of rain. Momentarily it’s grim up North, then the
skies clear as they breeze into ‘Fallout’, filling the air with
dramatic female vocals over busy drums, a melodic chorus
arching out into space, assisted by succulent keyboard and

Sarahjane goes for something upfront and personal on this
sleek album of bright, uplifting music that fits somewhere
between her other work with Faithful Dawn and Novus, almost
lodged firmly in the middle, being somewhat rawer, yet still
melodically assured. You should know by now she’s a great
singer, but may prefer one style or another. Now she adds this.

‘Overcome’ is pretty basic with unseemly bass and lilting
vocals uniting in winsome mischief. ‘Fallen For?’ has a kind of
epic grazed modern college pop feel, like it should be in a
Twilight spin-off movie as young things stride off into a
sunnier future having slain their demons, personal or
otherwise. Sweet singing, shy guitar, catchy and weirdly
modest. ‘Magenta’ is subterranean dance remnants garnished
with needlepoint guitar and backs up the idea that this lays
between the infectious darkness of Faithful Dawn and the
simpler brashness of Novus. It swivels on a dance point, but
the vocals have a wider arc of angst to embroider.
‘Life Eternal’ is moody, like an ambient soundscape but with
added vocal clarity in the synthy mystery and oddly hypnotic.
‘Sense II’ is cuter poppy fare as though a dancier song had
been calmed down, and the wonderful ‘Underneath The
Colours’ reminds me strongly of the later indie period All
About Eve. Quite delightful. ‘No Image Available (Today)’ opts
for a twinkly opening but falls away into the only drab plodder
here, with ‘Creatures Crawling’ closing, fizzy as it is frilly and
with a little vocal excess.
I loved Faithful Dawn but wasn’t as into Novus because the
electro thing never really connects much with my synapses, so
this is exciting.
www.sarahjanesspiral.com
www.facebook.com/scandacross

SEX GANG CHILDREN
VIVA VIGILANTE!
Pale Music
It’s been so long since we’ve had a Sex Gang album
proper you might ask where a Sex Gang album starts
and an Andi one ends, but I have an answer for you. It’s
the feel, isn’t it? There is more of a unified flow here.
While Andi’s albums have a warren of exits, this has one
entrance and one way out. Alongside Andi we have the
mighty pairing of Kevin Matthews and Matthew Saw, as
potent a nucleus as you could need, but with added
input from the great Cam Campbell, Carl Magnusson
and Adrian Portas. The dream team!
It gets off to a breezy wonder start with guitar slithering
beneath forever active lyrics, Andi stuck in the middle of
the music. It’s sonic-solid, powerfully picturesque stuff,
is ‘Hollywood Slim.’ ‘Religion Free Zone’ is interesting
because in 2013 Andi has considered the idea religion is
divisive. He gets there in the end! (“What’s this
decimalisation business I keep hearing about?”) The
music is whipped up raggedly around him as he sings
high, relaxed and piping. ‘Conversation’ then gets
weirder, with Saw’s devious guitar trailing hypnotically
away as the rhythm burrows into the ground and Andi
lets rip with some dramatic declarations. ‘Salamun
Child’ is one of those fabulously murky tunes full of

activity with literary lyrics fluttering their lashes at our
struggling minds and in a way reminds me, despite being
more leisurely and restrained, of the feel from “Song &
Legend” so there is a link.
Drowsier in tone ‘The Messenger’ is equally torrid and
weirdly imaginative (“kill your suspected informer, the
revolving door lawyer”) before ‘Bleed England’ slumps
graciously, gently scornful. ‘Sunset of Crow’ is stocky
and pulses slowly but with a light heady spirit so we
have a different Sex Gang sound evident, while the
intrinsic feel is still there. It doesn’t froth and have stylish
seizures, it emotes craftily. ‘All American Heart’ is a
morose dwindling spark, ‘Genocide Trend’ an oddly
warm thing, like Bowie had come back as a thoughtful
zombie.
‘Death Squad Diva’ hums greatness, the drums vicious
intent matched by the bass flow and some sensational
guitar stalking the perimeter. As it crunches along so
Andi is as
exposed in the
midst of the
prickly sound
the way Rozz
was in early
Christian
Death, the
splinters barely
touching him.
Then ‘Die
Traube’, which
was on Andi’s
‘The Devil’s
Cabaret’ and
could be seen as the new ‘Les Amants D’Un Jour’ if
you will. Fabulously dramatic and explosively passionate
as though Andi had joined Carter USM this is absolutely
stunning and I’ll play this Sunday to dazzle any doubting
ears. ‘Urania’ is a post-ambient spot of dignified
weirdness which didn’t near to be here, although it’s icily
attractive, then ‘Pigs to Men’ is a tainted whisper which
is about to get going when it vanishes!
Mainly fantastic, occasionally odd, which comes with the
territory, this is something you cannot get tired of. It’s
superb.
www.facebook.com/sexgangchildren
www.sexgangchildren.com/
www.facebook.com/andisexgangofficial
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctYymLmG3eQ
– Bastard Art, brilliant documentary by Vince Corkadel.

STUPID BITCH REJECT
STUPID BITCH REJECT
Cold Insanity Music
A duo who inflate to a five piece for gigs this will surely
interest you. ‘Bean Niochain’ seems quite dreamy, but
there is an essential resilience inside the sound. The
press release makes reference to Cocteaus and All
About Eve and that’s not a bad comparison for you. It’s
a busy sound, with a firm bass core from Franck
Pelliccioli and Ophelie Lecomte’s vocals gliding through
the rounded abstractions. ‘Side By Side’ also teems with
subtle activity, the guitar gingerly intruding over the
unbending rhythm, delicately wilting vocals billowing
gently.
A starker blend exist in ‘Inside My Asylum’ with a more
upright stance and a brighter musical development.
‘Only’ has more buzz and bounce to it, guitar leaking
away from the central throb, the song slowly circling
with great feeling, then they leave us with the roomier
‘How It Tastes’ with superb vocals sliding around the
softly gloomy yet oddly pretty flow. The album is going
to be interesting!
www.facebook.com/SBRofficial
www.facebook.com/ColdInsanityMusic
TABLOID
EP
Free Download
If there’s one word I would attribute to French alternative
music through the decades it is urgent. That urgency can be in
a bleak form, or something vibrant, but it’s the one thing which
seems to mark French music that gets up and goes, usually
immediately. From Metal Urbain, Dr Mix and Kas Product to the

current crop of striking artists there is a unified sense of not
wasting time. I will be reviewing Electric Press Kit (“Lost
Tracks”) and Contre Jour (“Abime”) during the next seven
days and you will see what I mean, but for now we have this
wonderful free EP.
Tabloid actually mention bands like Joy Division, The
Chameleons, Wire, The Fall and Gang Of 4 on their page so it’s
pretty clear they’re not into excess, appreciate character and
see a flair for melody as a good thing, all of which comes
roaring through these tracks.
‘Pretty Girls Make Graves’ will appeal to Joy Div fans having a
bass coming up from beneath the floorboards and the vocals
dark, doomy but with an energetic upturn. I’m not sure who is
singing, because both Frédéric Nez and Julien Blanchard can
and do, so that must remain a mystery, but there’s a catchy,
downbeat chorus aided by handclaps. It’s a skinny thrill.
‘Trouble Every Day’ seems sloppier, with a jumbled approach
but quickly sorts itself and staggers about amiably. The sweet
guitar in ‘Vision Of Love’ adds another element in as they
positively throb their way along, with a sonic bass from
Hugues Cormier filling all gaps.
‘Sweet Sensation’ mooches splendidly, with guitar like a form
of friendly barbed wire, a plain linear flow with a cute sci-fi
ending. ‘Absent Friends’ nods with sage vocals as Julien
Blanchard’s gleaming guitar and sleepy drums keep things
nicely balanced and again this has a different feel, serious and
stately. The bass pushes ‘Dream Alone’ over the edge as guitar
scampers and the drum machine chatters excitedly. Did he just
say he touches his body every day when alone? I say! Our
filthy vocal host keeps things clipped and concentrated as
they create a jaunty tune that keeps you joyfully bouncing.
It’s a great record. And it’s free!
http://tabloid.bandcamp.com/album/ep
www.facebook.com/tabloid.nantes
https://myspace.com/tabloidspace

The closing minutes of MOONFLEET (Sky 1) must rate as
just about the worst in television history. Prisoners en route to
Java, Elsevir Block and John Trenchard are freed on a ship
deemed to be sinking. Through a hole in the side they glimpse
their beloved Moonfleet Bay, which is pushing coincidences a
bit! They direct the ship into the bay and then, as it founders
out at sea, they jump...and land on their feet in six inches of
water!
But wait...John appears to have vanished, miraculously sucked
into the ocean. Elzevir dives back and recues him, pulling him
up the beach on which there are tons of people hoping to
catch valuables from the wreckage. Next morning John wakes
and learns Elzevir never actually made it, so we can only
assume his old friends threw him back in. He sits by the beach
where the last thing you need is Phil Daniels smirking at you,
but hey, he’s waiting against all hope to spot Elzevir...and there
he is! Not ten yards from another large crowd and nobody
even noticed him. Ah well, eyesight wasn’t what it is now.
The cursed Blackbeard’s diamond reappears in the post and,
unlike in the book where the proceeds of its sale were used to
build alms houses, a school and to have the church renovated,
John Trenchard, tiring of people saying they’d mistaken him
for the bloke out of The Hobbit, pitches it into the sea, where a
cheap skeleton sat up and screeched.
Seriously, if you want to see a bad amateur dramatics society
tackle Pirates Of The Caribbean, this was the show for you.
Complete cobblers.
THE DIGITAL ANGEL
AFFIRMATION OF LIFE
Alchera Visions
A wonderfully spirited Polish band pouring themselves into
thrusting modern Goth this is a bracing affair and no mistake.
‘Affirmation Of Life’ is all action, including some quiet spaces
for them to regroup. Skillfully varied vocals dance through the
varied landscapes stitched together, be they silky synth or
gritty flash guitar driven, with hard drums and powerful bass
pushing them towards you. They almost sound like monks at
the start and finish, so it’s all pretty cool.
Plunking bass from Krzysztof Tuleckii pushes ‘Never Let
Things Slide’ into gear, then a solemn Krysztof Steffan Kmiec
strides to centre stage. Pawel Pasza Paszkiewicz throws grizzled
guitar shapes, Piotr Peighta Paszkiewicz elaborates firmly on
the drums so it isn’t sedate and completing the Krzysztof
convention Krzysztof Alvar Witos daubs his keys across this
fierce web so it glistens with strength. Kmiec steers a steely
course, catchy vocal refrains you can cling onto.
‘Mr Change’ has an Obama sample, as guitar sneaks either
side, and then the band sweep into an uplifting gliding tune,
the chorus blossoming softly, the power restrained by keeping
it wiggling with dignity. ‘Tolenstein’ has a slower ache to its
start as the bass inflates beautifully and the sorrowful vocals
and keyboards dovetail sweetly, before some furtive bombast
starts to make it buck and gyrate hungrily like a diseased
power ballad gone mental. ‘Wymarzona’ has broad-nosed

guitar
pushing into
the melodic
dirt before
changing
abruptly into
something
summery and
chirpy, as the
chorus
revolves and
measured
keys shimmer
with pride,
the mood one
of rising
emotions,
whatever they may be. (Love, mainly. Soppy buggers.)
‘Come And Go’ has more gorgeous guitar enlivening an
already tumbling rhythmical assault course with effortlessly
hearty vocals and a fabulous chorus. ‘Shining Like The Sun’
also has come hither guitar winking, shadowy vocal prowess
and an open-ended winsome quality, simplifying the attraction
further into a catchy pool. “When we are young we are bright,
we are shining like the sun, and our zest for life never fades
away.” Give it time chaps. You’ll learn.
‘Marana Tha’ is the initially moody closer, sounds emanating
deep in the throaty, stomach and mind. They sound like a
resigned, troubled choir and maintain this to create a very
unusual finish on an otherwise orthodox but compelling
record.
www.facebook.com/DigitalAngelBand
www.alchera.org
www.youtube.com/user/TheAngelusSilesius/videos
THE MEN THAT WILL NOT BE BLAMED FOR NOTHING
THE GIN SONG
Leather Apron
It may make ugly girls pretty
but gin makes me shiver. I hate
it. That said ‘The Gin Song’
doesn’t so much stagger as
swagger and lurch in a fittingly
bellicose manner, falling apart in
a suitably hideous manner. ‘3rd
Class Coffin’ is moodier with
classy bass. The vocals gives
you the details about death on
the cheap. Pile in the paupers! Guitar nibbles at it like
burrowing worms. As if that wasn’t enough you get a
download link to pick up the weird bonus Chas n’ Dave meets
Napalm Death version of ‘Margate.’
Three jolly slabs of melodic mightiness from the most charming
of unruly characters.
www.facebook.com/blamedfornothing
www.freewebstore.org/blamedfornothing
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P21PY2xPAUM

‘I Could Never Get Close To You’ remembers drums can be
enliveners and so the syruppy guitar is bolstered, the vocals
driven into a pacier delivery. Like the relationship which won’t
happen in the lyrics so this is music which can impress with its
spruce arrangement but it doesn’t generate any actual
response from me, although an increased bass presence is a
help. I stay listening, happily enough. I had high hopes of ‘We
Fell Asleep In Each Other’s Arms And Never Woke Up Again’
because of the title but instead it’s just weird. Funny lyrics, ‘I
dreamt of guardians and accordions’, and a defeatist suicide
from someone disenchanted by others. Some drumming hurlyburly keeps the mood interesting as synth hovers prettily, and
for its oddness it’s a winner. The sombre beauty of ‘This Bird
Doesn’t Sing Anymore’ also wins me over as it’s genuinely
touching with interesting imagery.
I can’t envisage a time when I will dig this out again, as gentle
indie has never been my thing, but I genuinely wouldn’t
actually want to put anyone off them so if you’re into the
quieter delights check out the tracks at the bandcamp link
because there is clearly much loveliness here.
THE SEARCH
STAYING ALIVE IN A COUNTRY INDUSTRIALIZED
AF Music/Danse Macabre

http://thesearch.bandcamp.com/music
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Search/9429645929
http://thesearchsweden.wordpress.com

It’s been such a long time since I have an Indie album to
assess that I was a trifle taken aback by the upright
pleasantries coming my way, but as the intricacies began
unfolding I was relieved to find I could relate to it. The press
release suggests this may be of interest to people into Joy
Division, The Cure, The Mary Onettes (who?) or The Sound.
Well, yes, it may. Alternatively, it will definitely appeal to fans
of Hurrah! or Deacon Blue, because that’s who they sound
closest to. I mean no disrespect, as both bands were excellent,
the former more than the patchy latter, but it’s that kind of pop,
full of heartfelt emotion and a blustery set of choruses. Low on
tension though.
‘Staring Into A Screen’ has cutely fidgety guitar with some
brighter flashes, whirling effortlessly round commanding
drums and sedately appointed bass as the vocals tell someone
they want to get a life and ditch technology reliance. ‘Amanda,
What Have You Done?’ gushes sensitivity with silky guitar
and a graduated chorus. A bit bland, but niggling at your mind
because it sounds like a load of old songs jumbled up, or ABC
in a jumble sale. ‘Looking For The Flesh And The Blood’ is a
simple acoustic plaintive lament, lightly dreamy then ‘Diving
Into Another Person’ skips about engagingly as the drums get
splattier. This is where the Deacon Blue comparison takes hold
because it’s easy to imagine Ricky Ross sweeping his fringe
back and looking amazed while singing this.
‘Losing Touch’ has cooler bass, walking stylishly ahead of the
blushing, soft guitar, like a male-led The Sundays or, strangely,
Bang Bang Machine, but with a big pushy chorus. ‘Let’s Make
Babies’ is straightforward dizziness, the tone matching the
words, but with a weird ending. I should point out that this
Swedish band have pretty faultless English so you have no
battle to understand anything, you just fall right in. ‘The
Knower’ sweeps you off reluctant feet and clasps you to its
gorgeous bosom. Quivering sagely it has sleep guitar unfurled
around coy vocal drama and there’s a sudden upturn which is
still pretty calm but by their standards a vigorous shift.

THE SPIRITUAL BAT
LIVE 02.02.13
Swiss Dark Nights
I will be reviewing The Spiritual Bat’s new album “Mosaic” this
week just before it’s 28th March release date, but first wish to
remind you that this limited edition official bootleg, of just 100
copies, exists because you would be well advised to
investigate its raw beauty.
The Spiritual Bat don’t copy anyone. Theirs is a sharply
observed Goth sound, rich in atmosphere but striking in
strident adventurism. Dario Passamonti dips and dives on ll
things stringed and keyboards when possible, Rosetta Garri
who has the programming under control sings like a warrior
and they are joined on real drums by Alessio Santoni. Their

sound is immense, occasionally scary in its force. The average
Goth 5-piece doesn’t sound this powerful.
‘Once Upon A Time’ has a flapping dapper rhythm, with
sombre bass inflating wildly, delicate guitar squeezing into
small spaces, the vocals rolling gloriously across and away.
‘Silver Lakes’ has more bony bass precision beneath the
hovering vocal storm, but there is gracious control, tapering
down towards the end, with ‘Cruel Machine’ quickly nipping
in, friskier and reminding me of Guesch Patti on steroids. (A
good thing, trust me.) ‘Thunderstorm’ teems like gushing Goth,
gushing with a solemn promise, the vocals stately but wired,
the bass rich and full, the guitar lean and fluid, and the nervy
sound blossoms as the vocals soar then scatter. ‘Acquoreo’ is
a lower quivering thing with daintier vocal drama as the guitar
holds back, leisurely austere. ‘Wish Power’ is oscillating power
that ascends steeply with another ravishing vocal display.
‘Chance’ fits in some sensitive doldrums with extended vocal
drizzle as nimble guitar scampers as lightly frosted keyboards
melt into the sound. ‘Lament For The Poisoned Mother’ is
roomier with a strolling, saucy bass, lightly dimpled guitar and
deepening quizzical vocal ululation. ‘Crucifixion’ is quick,
turbulent and nicely noisy. The drums kick off ‘Sacrament’,
bass riding shotgun, guitar reverberates with sly shading as
the vocals take an odd back seat but still in vivid control. The
closing track ‘Waltz’ is a trim little thing to end with, positively
polite, ornate and yet not ostentatious.
A fantastic live recording of a seriously powerful, rousing
band.
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/album/thespiritual-bat-live-at-cpafi-sud - only 8 euros!
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Spiritual-Bat/
128593959630
http://thespiritualbat.bandcamp.com/music
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/
www.facebook.com/SwissDarkNights
UGO AND THE BAD BOYS
CARNIVORE
Zorch Factory
I was expecting a download of boisterous post-punk mayhem
from France because of the name but the baddest thing these
boys (I suspect boy, singular) ever do is ignore their recycling.
I guess there are just so many different ways to regard PostPunk. To me it implies a tension and alternative punk flowering,
but it can just easily be a more testing form of indie. That
seems to be the case here and it doesn’t start brilliantly with
the somewhat haphazard ‘Carnivore’ ruined by a clumsy drum
machine companion to a mooching synth, which at times
threatens to break into some early New Order stuff but simply
hasn’t the ability.
‘All The Day’ has some brighter guitar struggling to hide the
deficiencies of the rhythm track and distorted vocals drift in
idle melancholy. Unfortunately the guitar also starts sounding
pretty horrible. The brighter strings that try to lift the song up
show promise but it’s somewhat unhinged. The moodier
‘You’ll Get Some Too’ with its guarded vocals and slowly
seeping guitar is far better because clearly the more vibrant
approach is too technically taxing. The guitar still hammers in

awkwardly but if you like lo-fi melodrama this may appeal,
although it was doing my head in by halfway.
Viciously lugubrious, if that makes sense, ‘RATP’ keeps a fairly
low profile with an interesting gloopy feel, sarky vocals and
little touches from the instruments dribbling out which go with
the overall tone, so this one holds up well. It’s a snotty, loopy
thing like the Clangers mad as Hell and unable to take it
anymore. ‘Do Something’ also manages to keep pretty much
together and reminds me of left-field New York punk rather
than anything generically Garage. Although lacking anything
remotely approaching attitude the laconic vocals add a
stronger dimension lacking on the other songs.
This just isn’t for me, being too much of a shambles, but if
you’re into lo-fi punk the last couple of songs could be of
interest.
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
200-ugo-and-the-bad-boys-carnivore-ep.html
www.facebook.com/UgoAndTheBadBoys
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
186-ugo-and-the-bad-boys-ne-peut-etre-venduep.html
UK DECAY
NEW HOPE FOR THE DEAD
Rainbow City
There do be powerful magic afoot these days what with a slew of
excellent releases from old timers who are showing up the young
‘uns and no mistake. Sex Gang, The March Violets and The Danse
Society have got fantastic records out so it’s not even mildly
surprising that UK Decay came out with such a triumph as this.
The sleeve even merits a mention because of some weird oil
painting varnish effect, so the flags on either side of the cover,
the Stars & Stripes and Union Jack, look like they’re made of
stone. It’s lavish yet brutal, as are the songs within.
The cool thing about this album, apart from the sound and look,
was that pledge approach. You got to pick up things in exchange
if you pledged cash. I got a limited edition live dvd that way,

‘All the Faces in History’ is sweet, short and unlike anything
they’ve done before. So cute! ‘I Feel Good’ also moves light on
its feet as the vocals run off at the mouth and then they’re all
leaping about in a mental fashion, openly engaging and you
might think it a strange comparison but it reminds me of early
Alice Cooper. (That’s a compliment in case you were wondering.)
‘Drink’ has a few snatches of the classical element Abbo is familiar
with and I think we’d like to see some atmospheric elements from
that world in future, without descending into Furyo pomposity.
A fine final track on a brilliant record with stunning lyrics.
Of all the bands reappearing I think it’s natural to expect more
from UK Decay because Abbo and Spon went off in different
directions and experienced so much for so long, knowledge which
can be turned to exciting developments now. This album is
magnificent and isn’t even as good as they can obviously go.
Now there’s a thought! No pressure….
http://uk-decay.co.uk
www.facebook.com/ukdecays

which was rather good, so I hope that is something bands can
develop in a genuinely interesting way.
‘Shake ‘Em Up’ retains the old for-the-jugular shape they
maintained in the past, but the guitar and bass hang back for the
vocals to jut out, then Abbo snap back, ensuring the rhythm
purrs. As it goes along the bass assumes great clarity while the
guitar zooms around in the background then comes back to the
fore in the dizzy mayhem of ‘Heavy Metal Jews’ which some
punky Antish cheekiness about the verses and while Abbo
probably had medics on standby he zooms up for the high notes
with sharpness and power.
‘Next Generation????’ is a weird thing, which is good, spoken
words stretching and tumbling down into the trough of sound.
Equally playful are the rhythmical wriggles and guitar squiggles
of ‘Killer’ which does its bit for the American tourist board. ‘This
City Is a Cage’ is gruffer and rougher, the sound hard as nails but
also agile and shifty in all the right ways, all building and peaking
beautifully.
‘Woman With a Black Heart’ sounds like there’s some funk in the
pipes and gets really odd as strings slither and bass burbles in a
curiously open-ended avenue. That’s what at work in the new
UK Decay, they have things to explore. It doesn’t exactly hang
together as well as it might, without ever sounding clumsy, but it
adds to the variety and overall dynamics of the album.
‘Revolutionary Love Song’ sets off quickly into a stirring vocal
delivery over a patient loping sound and familiar Decaysian traits
emerge as the vocals start widening, the rhythm grows up to
meet it, guitar flaying the air, the bass narrowing meanly. Fantastic.
‘Shout’ ratchets up the weirdness in what I’d imagine is some of
Spon’s influence with his underground dance experience, as we
get mad rapping and ambient fog colliding in eerie anger. Again,
not quite there really, but great to hear because if they continue
in this vein they could create something really unusual and it’s
what I was hoping they’d include anyway. They’ve all experienced
so much since Decay’s first phase that since getting things back
together you want to hear that experience coming through in the
new music.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
DARKNESS FALLS UPON THIS CHRISTMAS
Digitally Wigitally
Being a fairly sombre mood tonight I figured this album would
make for gracious ear balm as Christmas compilations often
throw up a couple of surprises but also have an easy familiarity
to them.
Leper do an elegant mellow rock treatment of ‘What Child Is
This’ full of supple texture and confident emotion. BATZZ in
the belfry have a skinny eeriness to the ghostly husk of
‘Darkness Comes Quickly’ but also a detached romantic
richness. Anemia rot and crumble weirdly through ‘God Rest
Ye Merry Gentlemen’ as though ready to end it all out in some
frozen wasteland, which is a bit weird! I did wonder if they
were setting us up for a rollicking Steampunk knees-up and the
song would suddenly scamper away but no, the grief-ridden
guitar slowly weeps, as the band collapse in sensitive
surrounds. Strange. Mummy, make it stop!

Very little really happens during Open World’s ‘ Carol Of The
Bells’ but the drumming dexterity gradually brings the shape
through to an interesting denouement, the overall tone one of
great warmth and charm. Atlantica Vox tackle the big hit of 1611
‘Remember O Thou Man’ with a lightly grave authority, you
can almost picture them wandering the excrement-strewn
streets…should you so desire. It’s an unqualified success,
worthy of gown-bedecked qualifications.
Pariah Sound potter amiably through ‘The First Noel’ like a lo-fi
Unto Ashes, very enigmatic and brief. The Steam Clock tremble
lightly throughout a respectful ‘O Come O Come Emmanuel’
while Phloide employ a playfully huffy post-ambient style
through ‘In The Land Of Misfit Toys’ that makes for a plump
and pleasing sound. There is a stringent dramas to Cockatoo’s
‘Coventry Carol’ because Robyn’s vocals hang in the gaps
between a sedately shuttling sound and the deft percussive
bumps keep in interesting. Verney 1826 offer the weirdest
contribution in the winsomely warped fairy-tale rumblings of
‘Oh Komm Oh Komm Emanuel’ without going demented, so it
has a sleepy gentility. Schattenspiel also have a thrum and a
subtle splat to their ‘Weihnachtsfrieden’ with an emphatic
holistic ambience.
And so it was that people from different lands and artistic
perspectives came together, united in one cause and together
they triumphed. Then everyone went shopping. Hurrah!
http://darknessfallsuponthischristmas.bandcamp.com
- downloadiness
http://kunaki.com/sales.asp?PID=PX009AP73T – CD
easiness
VARIOUS ARTISTS
DEATHROCK EN ESPANOL Vol 1
GOTHIV BA
Long known in Buenos Aires for their dedication and love for
Gothic music with live and party events Gothic BA also started
a Netlabel in 2011 under the wily eyes and ears of DJ Hadrian
and this massive compilation is a fiery feast.
Desaparecidos go utterly mental in ‘O.M.S.’ with vicious
vocals and jabbing music, a slumped then violent attacking
thrill, with total contrast offered by Mekrokiev’s ‘Dentro’
impishly quiet start and melodic steadfast bouncing grit. Los
Carniceros del Norte are sturdy, reliable wonders with ‘El
Carnaval de las Almas’ which has a hot punky heart, like a dark
Stooges. La Peste Negra continue the teeming sense of
character in ‘Miedo’ which wobbles as it wickedly emotes,
Gorgonas have more fizzy overtly catchy charms in the
dignified pulse of ‘Olvido’ the vocals so small as to almost
make it an instrumental. Hasta la Muerte go for cute garage
kitsch with a slinky dance through ‘Zombisexuales’, Acid Bats
throw squelchy leering shapes in the post-garage swirl of
‘Criaturas’ and the skinny madness of Eyaculación Post
Mortem in their ‘Viva la Muerte’ has crazed vocals, a zippy beat
and some filthy guitar and a winning sense of mental abandon.
Espectros are lean and moody through the scampering ‘El
Hombre de la Bolsa (ensayo)’ and I’m not sure if that’s a voice
or guitar which sounds like a dog is singing along midway.
Things turn grandly atmospheric during Hemoglobina’s
‘Turismo Sexual Vampírico’ which a chaotic vocal scramble just

staying in touch with the woozily sliding music, all ramped up
and oozing energy. Dead Born Babies are flickering cheekily in
‘La Hora Marcada’ which sounds like Gerry Anderson running
a club. Carta Desde El Psiquiátrico meld post-punk stridency
with goth melodrama in ‘Alienación (en vivo)’
La Voz de tus Ausentes throb weirdly in the lopsided
‘Buscando Sueños’ with sweet synth, slapdash drums and
stern vocals. Naughty Zombies go brilliantly mental in
‘Nuclear’, a classic noise band, tingling with promise and why
they broke up we’ll just never know.
Ultrastigma have a guitar like police siren during an exhausting
chase in the churning ‘Levantame de los Muertos’, Electro
Shock Therapy are tinny and bravely raw as ‘EST (en vivo)’
flaps about, oddly reminiscent of a slow motion Ritual. La Calle
Morgue are murderously rousing in ‘La Frecuencia de las
Aves’ yet have interestingly sentimental sounding vocals
delivered with power. Kante Pinrélico blare their way through
the refined but oddly tumultuous ‘Corazón en Tinieblas’,
Txarly Usher have a sun-bleached ‘La chica del Puente’ with
dainty charms throughout and Alae Noctis gave a gorgeous
noir moodfest in ‘Fiesta en el Cementerio’ packed with
twinkling incident.
A demo of Ectoplasmikos’ ‘San Simonia y San Mammon’ is
cutely mouthy and wispily rhythmic. A bit weird. La Morgue’s
‘Ataúd’ is more roving hot creeptastic rising majesty.
Sinestësicos go into a smart frenzy called ‘Condenados’, the
guitar frisking, the vocals downcast but resiliently active.
Jester La Juste are fasincating, controlled and delectable in
‘Luna Nueva’ with wild, colourful vocals.
Buitres & Brujas opt for the funereal in ‘Nuestras Mentes
Estan Podridas’ with dour drums and sweeping synth befpre
they set off on a mad surge to oblivion. Totally nuts! This
leaves Frankenputa to tidy everything up in ‘¡Me Largo! Mi
Planeta Me Necesita’ which they do stylishly, sounding like
lizards enjoying cinematic orgasm.
A fantastic free download masterpiece - 100% wonderful!
http://gothicbarecords.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/deathrocken-espanol-varios-artistas ~ and www.gothicba.com

VIDI AQUAM
FOG VISION
Rosa Selvaggia
Another fantastic Italian Goth band, this is Nikita, Daniele and
Fabio augmented vocally by Marta Ultre and the mysterious
Lady In Black.
‘The Puppets Show’ starts with the queasy crumbly fairground
sound of the upright organ then elegantly evil guitar slithers,
dark bass tangles unfurl and a bolder face is revealed, vocals
disembodied or groaning blare confidently out. Lower with a
scurrilously bouncy bass ‘Forest Shout’ has an incipient
madness about it, shaking and blinking bravely into a light of
fluid motion. Bass totally dominates ‘Fog Vision’, at first in an
heroic holding pattern as the vocal shatter and disperse, then
developing as a lead instrument while the others fall back,
cowed by its exuberance. Deplorably vivid trad Goth guitar
lights up She Says And Does Not Say’ while ’10 Agosto ‘44’ is
quite a steadfast, serious loper, and what the date signifies I
have no idea. Google mentioned race riots in Alabama, an
attempt on Hitler’s life and the Battle Of Narva. Take your pick
as it gets moody! ‘Pigface’ is a sturdy place of rhythm and
clatter with joyous squiggly guitar like UK Decay gone off the
rails, clipped energy and vocal drama over imaginative floor
space.
‘We Bare The Light’ is beautiful with light keyboards, distant
grumbling guitar and thoughtfully gathered vocals, with
‘Withered Flowers’ one for fans of thinly ragged guitar and
pushy bass encouraging vocals to blurt weirdly. ‘Diva Glance’
has a hazier glow, light and refreshing, with closer
‘Fosca’ offering deeply atmospheric contrast with plunking
piano and noises off, a thoroughly dark, depressive minibarrage.
As if that wasn’t all good enough the CD is black with fake
grooves to resemble vinyl and is placed in a tin with a nice soft
interior. Classy throughout!
www.facebook.com/pages/VIDI-AQUAM/
111366628883009
www.rosaselvaggia.com/vidiaquam.htm
www.reverbnation.com/vidiaquam

VOYVODA
IZTOK
Danse Macabre
I was meant to review this much, much earlier but life was
chaos then, as it was perhaps when the universe was first
formed. Now that I stand quite firmly on the planet I am ready,
willing and able to appreciate the exciting post-punk
tendencies on show here, as I think you will.
Bells ring to kick ‘Iztok’ off, drums blat hard and quick as a
busy guitar gets active and spoken female vocals are enigmatic
whereupon a breezy synth pops up, then we switch back to the
action, then back to the sweeter part with male vocals bare
audible. It’s a delightful bouncy, messy thing yet not in any
obstructive way. Melodic, airy and also briskly exciting. This
feel is maintained by ‘The Man In The White Coat’ but with a
delicious bass prod giving it more upward mobility as the
drums continue a thumping and the guitar howls and fizzes, the
vocals trapped beneath them. A fantastic, lively noise.
‘Boylover James’ is moodier, slowly unravelling, happily
dawdling bass and spoken male vocals accompanied by chilly
glowing synth. The drums patiently stir them up and then the
guitar froths over. Unruly loveliness with plenty of bass power
it builds into an epic racket. ‘D.A.S.F.’ is clickier, stickier, a
compact wodge of noise then things go soft and moody with
‘Mr Mrak’ and there’s lots of talk about radiation so fans of
radiation talk will be delighted. ‘Stefan The Vlach’s Son’ is an
atmospheric drizzle of gentle vocals and mazy guitar flourishes,
then they go all cool in ‘Staroverets’ with swooning vocals in a
rush to ride the bass flood and skipping drums, a sweet
surprise, only for it to sweep into some punky thrash. ‘Doubts’
is buzzing slowly but still has some open space to alleviate the
burly tone.
‘No Passports’ has more exquisitely throbby bass in a
solemnly quaking rhythm as the whole thing oscillates quickly,
with a dreamy ‘6000000 Words’ to close, low and slow but with
background friction keeping you ready for anything. Since this
was released they also have a long EP available for three euros
on bandcamp entitled ‘Who’s Killing The Great Chefs Of

Europe?’ which is one of my all-time favourite titles. I can say
without fear of contradiction that is a genuinely fascinating
band.
www.facebook.com/xvoyvodax
http://voyvoda.bandcamp.com

www.facebook.com/yabanciband
www.reverbnation.com/yabanci
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/album/birth
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/album/
grimorium
http://swissdarknights.bandcamp.com/merch
www.facebook.com/SwissDarkNights
ZOMBINA AND THE SKELETONES
CHARNEL HOUSE ROCK
Ectoplastic Records
The thing about Z&TS records is the positive energy involved.
Constantly upbeat, they give the air around you a brusque
shave as they buzz around with a vital sense of volatility.
That’s one plus, and the simple wedding between melodic
sensibilities and punishing power is another. In some great
music annex in the sky they have gold stars galore awaiting
them.

YABANCI
BIRTH
Swiss Dark Knights
Take note of the band, and of this label. Bitter biting Goth, this
has a rigorous drum and sumptuous bass mattress on which
sparkling guitar and passionate vocals roam and roar
‘Birth’ is an instrumental opener, short enough to tickle the
interest, long enough to hint at thed depth. ‘Ars Nova’ ripples
with Valerio’s ghostly guitar and Laura LadyGhost’s stern
singing, the faultless rhythm section of Marcello (bass) and
Dimitri (drums) shuffle, rustle and burn.
‘The Covenant’ carries on this feel with added drum oomphing
and the wail of the vocals will interest old school Banshees
fans.
‘The Bless’ gets a real thump going with an attractive guitar
presence, initially tiddlier then gliding, and increased vocal
agitation and their sound is inflating nicely. ‘Fear’ seems
smaller but is busier, the guitar fizzy, the bass leering and the
drums stirring them up, the vocals jumpier as a result.
‘The Absolute’ has a thinner sound, dawdling hungrily and
then ‘Last Page’ casually shudders and shimmies.
A quality EP and I imagine the album will offer up more clues as
to their potential because when it sounds big it is really
powerful.
Now, the label. Swiss Dark Nights does limited edition glass
mastered CDs, and has included some official bootlegs done in
quantities of just 100. The Christine Plays Viola one is sold out,
but they currently have available ones by Der Himmel uber
Berlin, The Stompcrash, Vidi Aquam, The Spiritual Bat, Temple
Of Venus, Dystopian Society and Marlat.

‘Tonight, There Will
Be No Survivors’ is a
pestilent brute of a
thing, vocals warbling
and wobbling over
wrecklessly rickety
drums, jangling guitar
and bobbling bass,
heading steeply into a
chorus, then
cartwheeling away
into a doomed
distance. ‘The Fear’
then manages to inject
some weirdness into the lyrical approach with some peculiarly
imaginative visuals being triggered through the loopily elastic,
leering sounds. A switch from female to male vocals starting
‘Mortuary Academy’ gives another difference, the male
crooning furtively, the female infectious providing impetus,
and barely has that imploded than the cocky ‘Walk With Me’
brazenly rattles its ribcage and has intriguing palpitations, a bit
like Joan Jett trapped potholing, some raw sax entering the fray.
‘How To Make A Monster’ has some freaky handjive rhythm,
and some very sensible advice: ‘Take one body that’s freshly
dead, One educational chemistry set, one table spoon of head
lice, optional blood sacrifice.’ As they slide with guile and
cruise through this sleek entity there’s whiplash echoes and a
real joy which impresses, whereupon ‘The Negative Zone’
delves into the Girl Group sound, sort of To Sir With A Lethal
Shove, a sweet tale.
‘Don’t Go Into The Light’ is gambolling garage, guitar shining,
brass parping sparsely, vocals coalescing into the melodic
curvature, ‘Unspeakable Things’ stalks about nimbly to a
spirited doleful country lurch. And if this wasn’t enough
capable capers they move into the murky ‘Misery’ which has a
warped beauty all its own, the cheerful sax waving behind the
bewitching vocal confidence and the floaty catchy filth. It’s
glorious! ‘City Of Ghosts’ seems to crawl from its wreckage,
disembodied sax and vocals, as they’ve got the whole world in
their bony hands.

‘Ginferno’ is a breezy garage jaunt teeming with life, the sax
snapping at the heels of spectral guitar then turning into the
saucy hip-swinging go-go that makes you feel Adam West is
right behind you. The winsome ‘That Doll Just Tried To Kill
Me’ starts off as the rubber dolly kid’s song, but takes on an
unpredictable turn as the toy doesn’t like its new owner and
wants revenge. ‘Born Without A Head’ is a supercharged
punky snapshot and we’re done on a breathlessly exciting
album.

me to get on with all nationalities and religions. I assure him I
am normal and he relaxes, then admits he can’t give me the job
because “there’s blokes out the back will kill you.” Oh, fair
enough then. Finally he starts to break down in front of me,
explaining he’s under a great strain because That’s Life gave
his phone number out by mistake (one digit difference) when
exposing a dodgy dog breeder and he’s been receiving death
threats. “And I LIKE dogs!” he wailed as I patted him on the
shoulder and got out of there.

34 minutes 42 seconds of mayhem and merriment, think you
can cope?

Worst job interview 2: I never used to actually read the
adverts in the paper, I just figured I’d pick the nearest one as it
was less travel. So it was I ended up in a weird office with some
bloke thinking I’d be impressed by the cheap attache case he
passed me across the desk with a smug, ‘yes, go on, open it’
gesture of his head. Inside were some containers of funny
coloured liquid. Was I being sent to deliver a dirty bomb?
“So,” he asked, earnestly. “How long have you been interested
in womens’ beauty products?” WOT???!!!

www.facebook.com/Zombinaandtheskeletones
http://zombina.de/
http://zombinaandtheskeletones1.bandcamp.com/
album/charnel-house-rock-2
Worst job interview 4: Volvo Trucks, Bedfont. My fault for
accepting, but having found out I was into music the manager
locked me in the office with him and made me listen to the
‘concept album’ he’d recorded at home on one of the
expensive organ things people had in the 60’s. Mike Oldfield
meets the old bossa nova rhythm. I also recall he was actually
proud of rhyming bar with guitar. Entry level wankerness.
Worst Job Interview 3. Don’t remember where, just locally.
1978, at a guess. Bloke sits me down in the main office and
clearly thinks punks are nazis, giving me a warning he’ll expect

Worst Job interview, 1: DHSS place just after leaving school. I
was left to wait in a big room. Upon investigation the cupboard
in the corner contained stationery. I began filling the pockets
of my coat. When I turned round the woman who was to have
interviewed me had clearly been watching me for some time.
“Department Of Employment, I think,” she said, scribbling
something on a form and handing it to me. “They’ll employ
anybody.”

JON BEAST - R.I.P.

If you don’t listen to my radio show this is what happens!

Sunday nights, UK time, starting 10pm, and usually on until 1 a.m.
Details: https://www.facebook.com/mickmercerradio
All previous shows: http://www.mixcloud.com/mickmercerradio

